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CHAPTER I 

INTBODDCTION 

He who decides a ease without hearing the other 
side, • .though he decide justly, cannot be 
considered Just# 

Seneca 

With the conclusion of the final rebuttal speech, the 

thoughts of each debater no longer are concerned with the 

organization of material, the answering of arguments, and 

the summarization of the case, but rather along new lines• 

Each debater questions, "Did the judge understand ray line 

of reasoning?" or "Did I satisfactorily refute the affirma-

tive with both logic and facta?"* Yet, as strange as It may 

seera, this question may never be answered. Soon the teams 

will know who won the debate, but they will probably never 

know why the decision was made. 

The major reason for concern is the lack of agreement 

on debate judging even between the leaders of the debate 

world. It is this lack of agreement that 
creates a situation whleh undoubtedly accounts 
for the great disparity In ratings meted out by 
various judges to the same debate team in a 
given debate or during the course of a debate 
tournament• It is not unusual for a team to be 
rated "inferior" and "superior* on the same day 
and even in the same debate. In 1955* a Penn 
State woman* a team was rated in five successive 
rounds as "below average,* "adequate," "good," 



"very good," and w@tqperi©r#
M Certainly the 

team's debating skill did not actually vary to 
such a marked degree# 1 

Upon what real basis does a Judge decide the winner of 

a competition debate? This question has been argued as long 

as there have been judges* "The principal disputants in the 

early controversy were James M* CMHeill who contended that 

the judge should function as an argumentation expert and 

award the decision to the team that did the raore skillful 

debating and Hugh M, Wells who maintained that the Judge 

should be a 'Juryman' and decide In favor of the team that 

presented the preponderance of evidence on the issues,"^ 

This difference continues to exist today and has 

become even more important» Essentially, O'Heill believes 

that debate should be judged entirely on th© technique of 

debating« Wells only recognizes the argument of each team 

to determine the winner. Obviously, the argument is an 

integral portion of the total technique, but it is only one 

portion. Growing from this early dispute came more ideas of 

how a judge should make his decision. Only recently have 

greater strides been made in establishing a standard for 

reaching such a decision. The American Forensic Association 

has made an excellent contribution by promoting the use of a 

" ' 1 " ln " Jul "Ljr""'" " 1rTT" 
Arthur Xruger, "The Debate Judge As a Critical 

Thinker," Today's Speech. V {January, 1957)* 29-31. 
2 
Douglas Shninger, Decision by Debate (New York, 1963}, 

p* 238. 



standard ballot* "One of the major achievements toward Im-

proved judclnp will be reached when, throurrh continued use 

of this ballot, judges develop better agreement as to the 

3 

weight of each criterion." 

The standardized ballot emphasizes the entire debating 

technique| It implies that there is an equal importance upon 

analysis, evidence, argument* refutation, and delivery. 

Therefore, the American Forensic Association, by acceptance 

of such a ballots would believe as ^Neill that debate 

technique is the most important standard of Judgment# 

7h!a ballot# however, will not guarantee that all 

judges will use the standardised criteria to reach a 

decision. Each individual varies in his critical thinking, 

in his analysis of the argument, and the determining of 

satisfactory refutation.. This is cownonly revealed when In 

a contest debate a panel of highly cvratf led judges are all 

given Identical ballots and asked to judge on the same 

basisj and in most cases, the decision Is split between the 

panel. 

Therefore, the original question still remains: Upon 

what real basis does a judge decide the winner of a corape-r 

tition debate? This question led to the development of 

this thesis which was en attempt to determine "The 

Relationship Between the theoretical and the Actual Criteria 

Lawrence E. Norton, "Research Directions in Debate,sf 
?he Register. ¥111 (Spring, I960), 11. 



for Determining a Decision Debate". The purpose of this 

paper was to discover the relationship, if such exists, 

between what Is generally taught as good debate technique 

and what is most often judged as sufficient grounds for 

awarding a decision* It was believed that If It were pos-

sible to correlate the two, competition debate could be more 

easily understood and the judgment more readily appreciated. 

Statement of Problem 

The purpose of this investigation was to determine if a 

relationship exists between the actual standard used by 

judges during a tournament and the theory taught in colle-

giate debate courses. It was believed that most judges base 

their decisions upon one of two factorst first, with the 

major emphasis upon the arguments presented by each team; or 

second, on the total debate skill of each team with most 

skills being approximately equal in value. The judfoment 

based upon arguments includes the selection of arguments, 

refutation, and the amount of evidence used. Although other 

factors may be of some importance to such a judge during a 

debate, his emphasis is decidedly on the arguments of the 

team. The judgment based on the total debate skills involves 

the components of arguments, but having equal value are the 

other skills of the debater. These additional skills may be 

the debater's organisation of Ideas, his use of language, his 

delivery of the speech, ethics of each team, and any other 

factor considered as basic debate skill. Host debate skills 



are divided Into the areas of analysis, refutation, evidence, 

organization, and delivery# It is' important to recognize 

that the selection of these five areas implies an emphasis on 

argumentation. If a Judge should rate eaeh of the five areas 

equal in value, he would be emphasizing argumentation sinoe 

analysis, refutation, and evidence are all a part of argu-

mentation and compose three of the five skills* Any time 

within this thesis that the term "argumentation school" was 

used, it refers to that person, writer, or debate judge who 

puts more than equal value on the argumentation elements and 

places a lesser value on the other skills whatever they 

might be. Whenever the term "skills school" was used in this 

thesis, it refers to that person, writer, or debate judge who 

tends to place an approximately equal value on all skills of 

debate. This difference between the two schools of thought 

can best be explained by the use of two examples* 

JwSGe A Ju^ge B 

Analysis 30 % Analysis 20 % 
Refutation 25 % Refutation 20 % 
Evidence 20 % Evidence 20 "t 

7?Tf ' sans 
Organization 15> 5? Organization 20 K> 
Delivery 10 % Delivery 20 t 

jgr% ' p - f 

In these two examples, Judge A falls into the "argumentation 

school" because he placed 7$ per cent of the total value on 

argumentation. The second example, Judge B, falls into the 

"skills school" because he placed equal value on each skill, 



even though argumentation received a total value of 60 

per cent. This study was designed to determine which of the 

two areas is considered moat important "by the judge, and 

what relationship it has with the theory of good debate as 

©pressed by most authorities* 

Specifically, an attempt was wade in this study to 

answer the following questions: 

1. What is generally taught as good debate in the 
textbooks used by colleges and universities? 

2. Does a judge determine a winner of a debate 
by emphasizing the arguments of each team 
or toy the total debate skill of each team? 

3» If a judge decides the winner on total 
debate skill, upon what criteria does he 
place importance? 

fj.* Does a "qualified judge* determine the 
winner of a debate on a different basis 
than a judge with less experience? 

5>» Do various types of judges agree 
basically on the criteria for judging a 
debate? 

6, What is the relationship between the theo-
retical and the actual criteria for 
determining decision debate? 

Limiting the Type of Debate Studied 

j.h@ two basic types of debate practiced in society are 

substantive and educational debate. Each of the two types 

have several variations of form which are often followed. 

Only competition debate as practiced in colleges for edu-

cational purposes was studied. An explanation of the more 



recognized forms of defeat© clarifies their difference from 

competition debate. 

Substantive Debate 

A common type of debate that is perhaps best Tcnown to 

the public is illustrated "by politicians attempting to sway 

the voting population to a particular interest in an 

election. This of debate is best known as substantive 

debate. Substantive debate is very close t© educational de-

bate In some ways? however, in its real purpose, it is quite 

the opposite. Instead of being concerned only with the 

style and ability of each debater, the objective of sub-

stantive debating lies much deeper and more Immediate than 

that of educational debating. The debate Is usually held 

before a group which is not concerned with anything except 

who is right and who should be elected. This particular 

proposition is of vital importance, and it determines the 

success or failure of each person. 

The substantive debate is often found to be less formal 

in its appearance than the educational form. The speakers 

are not forced to comply with the formal rules and proce-

dures, but may devote their attention to the development of 

their personal views. It is not to be believed that a sub-

stantive debate is conducted with an irregular format. Often 

in a direct clash between persons, the procedure is very 

formal. For the purpose of this study, the substantive form 

of debate was not considered; the entire emphasis was on the 
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educational debate. The contrast between the forms of de-

bate should be understood In examining this study. 

Educatlonal Debate 

Educational debate is that type contest usually con-

ducted under the direction of an educational institution 

with the main objective of providing an educational expe-

rience for students. Most colleges support some form of 

debate program to encourage and direct the students into the 

field of forensics. With national fraternities uniting stu-

dents from several colleges, the us® of educational debate is 

highly organised. A variety in the types of educational de-

bates reflects the difference in needs and the adaptability 

of debate for educational purposes. A brief explanation 

illustrate® the contrast between the seldom used forms of 

educatlonal debate and the more common competition debate. 

Non-decision debate,—Non-decision debate is sometimes 

employed for use of several teams within a school for the 

purpose of practice or for the entertainment of an audience* 

It may be conducted in any of several forms, but the impor-

tant aspect i® that qpon the completion of the last speech, a 

decision is not granted and neither team is declared a 

winner. In some particular situations, It is possible to 

award a rating to each team for its total performance, but 

this would not necessarily establish a winner. 
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Direct-clash debate.—"In direct-clash debating, the 

focus is on. the is sues e.n-1 the Judge takes an active role in 

the conduct of the debate.With the emphasis on issues, 

the procedure generally used io for each team to present an 

opening speech. After the completion of the definition of 

terns and the liraitinr of the topic to be debated, the 

affirmative teem selects nn issue and arguments are 

presented. A member of the negative refutes the arguments 

presented end is then followed by a member of each team 

giving a summation speech# Each of the speakers deals only 

with the specific issue presented. At the conclusion of the 

four speeches, the judge awards a decision as to which team 

won the argument on the issue# A member of the negative 

will then present an issue to be debated and each team Is 

given two speeches to establish or refute the arguments 

presented. The judge then wards the decision according t© 

which team won the clash on the particular issue# This pro-

cedure continues with the affirmstive and negative team 

alternating their presentation until one team has won three 

clashes, thus won the arguments of three separate issues. 

The emphasis is quite obviously placed on the argumentation 

of each team, and the tearns are judged on the ability to win 

an issue by use of evidence and reasoning. 

"̂Austin J, Freeley, Argumentation and Debate 
(San Francisco, 1961), pp. ~~ 
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Cross-escaminatlon debate*—The crons-exaraination style 

of defeating Is sorae times referred to as the Ore nan Plan for 

debate* la this particular form, there is an exchange of 

speeches frow both teams, with a total of two constructive 

and two rebuttal speeches by each debate teem. The cross 

examination occurs between speeches when a member of the 

opposing tean a sirs specific questions to the speaker who 

just finished speaking. The questioning and answering con-

tinues for a specified time and another speech is delivered 

with a second quest ion-answer period following. The cross-

examination debate is a form of competition debate. It is 

seldom used in touroiamenta but is recounteed as Issp&rtant 

because of its educational value. With the exception of the 

questioning period, all aspects of cress-examination debate 

are like those of standard debate. 

Standard debate.—For the purpose of this thesis, the 

standard form of debate was considered exclusively. 

Although the other forms have a place in the educational 

value of argumentation, the most popular method of conflict 

is the standard debate form. Therefore, throughout the 

entirety of the thesis whenever the terra "debate* Is used, 

It refers only to that which is considered standard debate. 

Standard debate consists of reasoned arguments both for 

and against a given proposition set irx a rational, organized 

form to provide the opportunity for rational decision waking. 
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It is the use *>f rhet?ric, as Plato stated, as "« . »a 

universal art of winning the wind by arguments, which means 

not merely arguments in the courts of Justice, and all other 

eorts of public councils, but in private conferences as 

well"."' The organization used in standard debate Is as 

follows t 

First affirmative Ten minutes 
First negative Ten minutes 
Second affirmative Ten minutes 
Second negative Ten minutes 
First negative Five minutes 
First affirmative Five minutes 
Second negative Five minutes 
Second affirmative Five minute® 

In the standard debate, at least one eritio Judge pre-

sides over the debate and his sole task is to determine the 

winner of the two teams. It Is not possible for him to 

award a tie. He must decide which team actually did the 

better debating-. However, the method by which he must make 

this decision is indefinite, and the purpose of this investi-

gation was to determine the relationship of that which is 

theoretically used and that which is actually practiced in 

determining the winner of a competition debate* 

The Organisation of the Study 

This study was designed to discover the basic theory of 

good debate being taught by most college professors and to 

determine as accurately as was possible the actual criteria 
- i - , , , .» , _ 

Plato, Fhaedrus. edited by Irwin Edraan (New York, 
19S6), p. 263. 
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employed by most Judges. The decision as te what the proper 

standards for judgment should be shall be left to another 

time or another writer. 

The location of a definition for good debate la open to 

argument• Therefore, three approaches were used to discover 

this portion of the thesis. First, a survey of the most 

used and accepted textbooks of colleges and universities was 

conducted. Second, the basic concepts of writers throughout 

the United States were revealed through a survey of the 

articles written in leading speech journals. Third, the 

types of ballots used in toumsraent competition and the 

emphasis expressed by tournament directors in the instruction 

sheets given to judges were investigated. Prom these three 

sources, the basis of the theoretical approach to good 

debating was derived# 

The actual criteria most frequently used by judges were 

determined by the use of a specially prepared questionnaire 

that was used in several representative debate tournaments. 

The questionnaire was designed to discover the basic phi-

losophy of the debate judge for evaluating debate. Specific 

debate skills were listed so the judge could rate each of the 

debate skills. Personal data was requested, providing nec-

essary information pertaining to the type of judge completing 

the questionnaire. These questionnaires were then tabulated 

to determine the most commonly used criteria for judging 

debates. 
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The final chapter of the study relates the findings of 

"both the actual and the theoretical criteria etnployed by 

tournament Judges# The conclusion explains why several 

judges listening to the same debate will rank the teams 

quite differently? why a girls' team can receive five dif-

ferent ratings In five consecutive rounds of debate. 

Survey of Previous Studies 

Pew of the experimental studlea that have been con-

ducted In the field of debate have sought to discover the 

basis for debate decisions* Most of the researoh ha® been 

undertaken to discover the effect of the speaker on his 

audience or the value of one debate speeoh over another. 

However, the following studies are related to the basis of a 

judge's decision and are therefore important. 

General Studies of the Past 

Harvey Cromwell made a study of debate In 195k. His 

major purpose was to discover the major effect of the first 

on the second argumentatlve speech. Within this study he 

sought to discover the importance of each speech and Its 

total effect upon the listener as to the evaluation of the 

debate*^ 

^Harvey Cromwell, "The Persistency of the F.ffect on 
Audience Attitude of the First Versus the Second Argumen-
tative Speech,w Speech Monograph* XXI (November. 19%.). 
280-281*. 
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Merrlel Jones Initiated an experimental study on the 

effect of speech wit® upon judgments. Within this experi-

ments he discovered that often the rate of the speaker does 

affect the comprehension of the judge, thereby affecting the 

judge's decision* 

Thomas Ludlum set out to discover the specific devices 

used by the speaker to change the listener's attitude ©f the 
8 

question being debated. Finally, Donald Thlstlethwalte 

sought to learn the factors which Influenced the listener 
Q 

during the refutation period. Although each study does not 

ask upon what standards a judge makes his decision, the re-

sults do Indicate the factors in a debate that affect the 

judge1s decision, 

A different type study by William P. lalstead answered 

several questions that are always asked during a debate 

tournament, The basic problems weref 

Bo larger schools win most of the debates? 

Will the host school win more than Its share 
of the debatesf 
7 
Merrlel B, Jones, "An Experimental Study of the Effects 

of Speech Rate on Audience Judgments In Debate Situations," 
Speech. Monograph, XXIV (June, 19!?7), 92. 

8 
Thomas S. Ludlum, "Effects of Certain Techniques of 

Credibility Upon Audience Attitude," Speech Monograph. XXVI 
(March, 1959), 69. 

o 
Donald L. Thlstlethwalte, "Factors Influencing 

Attitude Change Through Ref utative Communication," Speech 
Monograph. XXIII (torch, 1956), 14. ~ K 
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On any given topic, will one side win more times 

than the other? 

Do some schools continuously win year after year? 

4 total of 1320 debates composed the statistical study. In 

final summary, the conclusion was reached that there seems to 

"be some justification for the belief that larger schools have 

a greater chance to win a debate. It was also discovered 

that on a given debate proposition one side will have a 

slight advantage over the other team. The results revealed 

that the entertaining school has a slight advantage over any 

visiting school. Finally, it was discovered that certain 

schools and certain debate coaches consistently win. 

However, Halstead emphatically points out that on each of the 

above mentioned points there Is an advantage but that "the 

advantage is so slight that, while it doe® Influence a sta-

tistical average, it cannot have much influence upon the 

outcome of any given debate."10 These results indicate then 

that factors at a specific tournament are more equal than Is 

usually believed by most of the competing debate teams. 

Halstead*s study was concerned with the external 

questions of why certain teams win more frequently than 

others, and whether or not the host school has an unfair 

advantage over visiting schools. Though this study is impor-

tant because it answered external questions, there still 

'William ?• Halstead, "Who Wins Debates? A 
Statistical Study of 1320 Debates," Quarterly Journal of 
Speech, X t n (April, 19k0), 213-221. 
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remains a strong need to discover the major criteria for a 

judge1© decision in competition debate# 

Closely Related Studies 

During the investigation into the problems of Judging 

speech contests, James Hoble Holm designed a questionnaire to 

help locate certain problems of Judgment in various speech 

events. The questionnaire was formulated and distributed to 

two separate groups of teachers and students of speech. The 

first group of persons asked to assist in his study was com-

posed of students enrolled at the summer session of the 

University of Wisconsin. The majority of the section was 

high school and college instructors who were at the univer-

sity doing graduate work. This portion of the study was 

conducted in 1936 and included sixteen states and the then 

territory of Hawaii. More Importantly, thirty-five colleges 

and universities contributed to the speech training of those 

persons answering the questions. 

The seoond group examined was teachers who were in 

attendance at the annual speech and drama departmental 

meetings of the Northeastern Ohio Teachers Association in 

October, 1937• The majority of the questioned group was 

high school teachers with but a few persons being college 

instructors. ^he th Ir ty*»two teachers represented twenty-

five colleges and universities. 

Sixteen quest Ions were asked in the quest ionnaIre, and 

with each question, a number of possible answers were listed. 
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Each person was asked to indicate hie personal response t© 

the several objective answers. The sixteen questions dealt 

with all areas of public speaking! only one question was 

specifically designed for debate. Therefore, the study was 

for speech in general and not especially for the field of 

debate. In addition, the study was aimed at the teacher and 

not at the contest judge used in actual tournament 

competition, The question that was asked about debate Is as 
11 

follows J 

QUESTION! Methods and standards of judging debates. 
In the following groups underline the one phrase In 
each group which you would count most important in 
arriving at a Just decision. 

Group I Group II 
A. Audience reaction 3 2 " 

Debater's ability 10 6 
Argument and evidence presented 39 20 

B. Logic and reasoning 30 21 
Persuasion 22 0«U 

C. Rapid delivery; enthusiasm 1 Jj. 
Conversational, analytical deliv-52 21 

ery 
B. Fluency of presentation £ 6 

Accuracy of analysis k$ 21 

1, Clear, coherent organisation 18 11 
Effective rebuttal 38 l£ 

Weigh the following Items, Indicating the relative 
value you would assign to each in Judging a debate, 
using 1 for Items of prime Importance, 2 for those 
of lees importance, 3 for those considered slightly, 
and 0 for those not considered at all. 

11 
James Nobel Holm, How to Judge Speech Contests 

(Portland, 1938), pp. 211^67 SS5®5j>s 
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Group One Group 7wo 

2 1 2 3 0 

a. Teamwork 27 20 6 0 7 8 5 0 

b. Strategy 19 22 Hi I? 5 6 7 0 

c. PronunciatIon 3 21 2I+. 6 0 k 12 1 

d. Concession? 
malting cossoon 
ground 12 23 1? k 2 11 k 2 

© * Knowledge of 
the subject 51 3 2 1 18 2 0 0 

f. Use of grammar sf 23 19 6 3 7 7 2 

g* Personal atti-
tude toward 
audience and 
opponents 16 26 14 1 6 It. 2 

It is iraportant to notice that In this study, the In-

formation gained was derived by placing one coneept against 

another. It is necessary to realise that those questions 

asked were directed to teachers of speech -who will cer-

tainly often be contest judges, but who will not compose the 

entire staff of judges to be used in any given tournament. 

However, it Is obviously apparent that the Information gained 

is important in the total value placed on certain criteria 

for debate judgment. In this study, Holra presented a basis 

for determining the debate skill areas most used by judges in 

determining the winner of a debate. The choice of standards 

used by Holm was considered in selecting the skills for the 

special questionnaire used in this thesis. 
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Study by Eta Glff ln«.—»The "best single study designed to 

discover the criterion most often used fey debate judges was 

mad® by Kim Glffln, The study was conducted at the 

University of Kansas In 19£>7# and was based on the educa* 

tlonal values of debate as related to the Judge*s standard 

of judgment. The tournament vas an annual affair attended 

by eighteen schools of the states of Oregon, California, 

Texas, Minnesota, Florida, and New York. It la vitally Im-

portant that such wide areas of the United States were 

represented in that each school was required to furnish one 

qualified Judge from the school* This provided a very large 

and representative field of debate judges. The remainder of 

the Judges were obtained from the University of Kansas and 

other nearby colleges and universities. Bach judge was 

asked to fill out the specially prepared ballot after each 

round of debate) the ballot sought to discover the real basis 

for determining the deolslon* Several months later, after 

each Judge had adequate time to forget each round of the 

tournament, he was sent an additional form seeking more 

Information. This seeond ballot was directed to discover 

what basis he would normally use to determine a. debate. 

This second attempt was to check the accuracy of the first 

ballot, and also to discover if the criteria used Immediately 

following a debate would be the same as that expressed with-

©tit actually having heard a debate. Interestingly enough, 

the ballot of each Judge was completed and returned to the 
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TJhiversity of Kansas. The study revealed that the Spearman 

rank correlation coefficient between the questionnaire re-

plies fro® the Judges concerning the weight ordinarily given 

to each criterion, and the actual weight given during the 

tournament debates was high, rho » .92, significant at the 

one per cent level of confidence. The results of the study 

are as follows with the seven areas of the predetermined 

sheet composing 96*88 per oent of the total findings and the 
12 

write-In area only 3,12 per cent of the total. 

1. Ability to speak well 
(delivery) lk.65 i 

2. Selection of logically 
defensible arguments 
(ease) 19.10 

3. Support of argument with 
information (evidence) 17.18 

ll» Perception of irrelevant or 
irrational arguments 
(refutation) 17.00 

$• Phrasing of concepts clearly 
and concisely (language) £.29 

6. Ability to analyse the topic 
area (analysis) lij.»78 

7. Ability to organize ideas into 
a structured whole (organization) 8.88 

TOTAL 96.88 % 

12K1m Glffln, "A Study of the Criteria Employed by 
Tournament Debate Judges," Speech Monograph. XXVI 
(March, 1959), 69. 
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Ttais study by Giffin served as a foundation for this 

thesis in determining the standards of judgment• The results 

of his findings served as a "basis for the selection of de-

bating skills used on the special questionnaire which was 

designed for this study. In both studies, the Judge recorded 

the percentage value attached to each of several skills. The 

results of the findings from the questionnaire could then be 

compared to the results recorded from Giffin's study. 

Chapter Summary 

In summary, it is believed that most judges base their 

decisions upon one of two factors: first, emphasizing the 

arguments of each team? second, emphasizing the total debate 

technique of each team. The standard based upon arguments 

includes the selection of arguments, the amount of evidence 

used, and the debate skills? however, more weight is given to 

argumentat ion. Total debate technique considers arguments, 

but also places equal valu© upon the skills of the debater— 

his organization of ideas, his use of language, the delivery 

of the speaker, ethics of each team, and any other factors 

considered as basic debate skill. This study was designed 

to determine which of the two areas the teacher and the 

judge consider more important. The major purpose of this 

thesis was to discover the relationship between what Is 

taught as good debate and what is judged as good debate. 
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The bases for judges1 decisions were discovered by 

surveying ih® leading college textbook# of debate, defeat© 

articles in speech journals, the actual ballots of debate 

tournamenta, and using a special questionnaire for debate 

Judges in actual tournaments* Each of these phases ®om-

poses a separate chapter. 

T m closely related studies conducted by JTanas Hobla 

Holm and Kim O iff in were axaiolttftd to help establish the 

criteria for judging debate®, fh@ material repealed within 

the two studies served as a means of comparison with the 

results of the special questionnaire designed for this 

investigation* 



CHAPTER II 

THE THEORETICAL CRITERIA FOR DETER ME KING 

DECISION DEBATE—DEBATE TEXTBOOKS 

Deciding the winner of an athletic event is a relatively 

siraple matter, tee need only ask oneself who crossed the 

goal the most tisie®, had the beat time record, had the lowest 

score, or whatever physical criterion is used to determine 

the winner. Judging any speeoh contest, however, Is a far 

more complex task than determining the winner of the athletic 

event. Like judging a piece of fine art, the critic must 

decide primarily on a personal evaluation of the particular 

work. The specific characteristic that one piece of art 

reflects may appeal to one person while to another the 

reaction may fee the complete reversal. 

The person asked to judge a speech fully realizes that 

the task can be a very bewildering experience. Deciding the 

winner of a contest debate becomes an even raore perplexing 

issue. In addition to evaluating four separate speakers, the 

judge discovers that the constant interplay of one speech 

upon the other quickly complicates his decision. In any 

typical debate, the judge must evaluate arguments as they are 

presented. A member of the opposing team offers refutation 

23 
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to til® argument } then the rebuttal of idea® continues to com-

plicate the discussion until the lay debate judge may feel 

that an accurate appraisal of the defeat® is impossible. 

However, as in the judging of any piece of art, there 

must be a standard by which the critic judge may make an 

accurate decision in declaring a winner of the event• This 

standard not only assists the oritic in making his decision 

but in addition, it serves as a means of presenting con-

structive criticism to the teams for use in future debates. 

It is doubtful that any judge could account for each detail 

of such a complicated speech activity as debate; but it is 

necessary to construct certain criteria that can assist the 

judge in making his decision* 

Criticism has the double advantage of providing a sense 

of values to the Judge as well as to the debater. TThtil a 

debater has a thorou^i knowledge of what is expected of him, 

he is unable to Improve his performance. The critic In making 

a decision must be alert to the specific points of evaluation. 

The debate instructor must have an understanding of the 

criteria distinguishing the excellent debate from the poor 

debate. With this knowledge, the teacher of argumentation 

may then guide his students to a higher level of performance. 

Therefore, a standard of judgment is important to each of 

several persons involved in debating* 

The purpose of this chapter was to discover by inves-

tigation the theoretical criteria for determining the winner 
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In a decision debate# Each major source of material was 

studied to help develop an overall coverage of signifleant 

Ideas in the field of argumentation, The first task of the 

chapter was to determine the qualities a person should have 

in order to serve as a Judge of competition debate* 

The Critic Judge 

In considering how a debate will be judged, the first 

question which invariably must be asked is, "Who shall be 

the critic judge?" M, J# Holcoxnb states, "The critlc-judge 

system has certain weaknesses that would perhaps be dimin-

ished through a more careful selection of the Individuals who 

are asked to serve as a critic J u d g e A n o t h e r prominent 

person involved in debate expresses his feelings about 

Judging debate in relation to teaching debate. 

It seems the height of inconsistency for us, as 
coaches, to stress to our debaters the importance 
of knowing and following the rules of debate, and 
then to subject them to be judged on how well they 
have learned and are able to apply what they have 
learned, by a Judge who is not familiar with the 
yardstick by which the progress of these students 
should be measured* Surely this can and does lead 
to frustrating experiences by these students. 
Small wonder that they return home with a question 
In their mind as to the wlseness of "following the 
rules" when they meet judges who have no acquaintance 
with these rules, and thus s®metimes reward the 
flagrant violation of the basic code of competitive 
debate, 2 

1 
M# J• Holecrab, "The Critic-Judge System,* The Quarterly 

Journal of Speech. XIX (February, 1933), 28. • 

% o y T. Baker, "Shall Provide Qualified Judges," The 
Forensic. TLIV (March, 1959)* 67. ~ 
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If only by the staple definition of the speech contest alone, 

there must be proficient judges lest the entire purpose of 

the debate be destroyed. Poor Judging of events can and 

often does lead to the ruin of a contest; it destroys the 

responsive end growing deuirea of a young student aspiring to 

become a competent speaker. If the purpose of debating is 

for the development and growth of the student, then it is 

only natural that the selection of proper contest judges 

reflect educational values of the students Involved, 

The natural question, therefore, must be asked, "Who 

should be selected to judge the debate?" The basic standard 

for determining a judge is that he should have speech 

training la the area of debate, "As you would not go to a 

blacksmith to have a tooth pulled, or go to a grocer for 

legal advice, do not ask any given individual, no matter how 

prominent he may be in your comunity, to judge a contest 

unless he has had experience in the work he is beinf* asked to 

judge. 

A Qualified Judge 

A contest manager in preparation of a tournament must 

provide the number of "qualified" judges needed for the 

various events. Since most tournaments are quite large in 

the number of schools attending and in the number of debate 

^ James Noble Holm, How to Judge Speech Contests 
(Portland, Maine, 1936), p. ft, ^ 
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teams participating, it becomes almost an impossible task to 

locate enough persons in the community with, adequate defeat® 

background to servo as judges. Therefore, it Is common 

practice for a tournament director to require the entering 

schools to provide a portion of the judges. The specific 

instructions often received from a director simply state? 

One qualified judge shall be provided for each 
two debate teams entered. This judge shall b® 
familiar with debate,, preferably a member of 
the speech department, Graduate students are 
not acceptable as judges, If you cannot bring 
the required number of judges, the host school 
will furnish them at a coat of per 

judge, if. 

As a result, nfh® required masher of qualified judges are not 

available, and the head of this department, the wife of that 

faculty member, and the minister down the street are oalled 

in—all well qualified in their own field, but by their own 

admission not qualified as debate judgesj and the 'power of 

persuasion1 becomes a mare valuable tool in this contest 

than the 'art of debate' 

The director of the tournament must furnish the 

remaining judge®, and he often allows himself to choose 

school superintendents and principals, lawyers, clergymen, 

and well-known businessmen who may have donated the awards to 

be given to the winners, Other than the convenience for the 

director, the selection isay be made because each person has a 

^Baker, op, cit,, p« 66, 

*Ibid., p, 67, 
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college baekgroitnd and is considered impartial In his 

clt'cifiioiiS! • Carroll Lahman in his book Debate Coaching 

explains that certain persons ©re lift qualified as judges. 

Preachers because of set, and aften undesirable, 
speech habits, and because of a tendency to respond 
unduly to eciotional appealJ lawyers because by 
training they attach great Importance to black-
and-white evidence. . . .School superintendents 
and principals because in judging high school 
debates there is danger of inter-school politics. « 
. .College training and experience in judging, 
however, way affect the defects listed and make 
these people as valuable Judges as can be secured 
anywhere• 6 

Desirable Characteristics of a Judge 

The debate judge needs much more than just "a debate 

background." James Noble Holm in his book How to Judge 

Speech Contests listed eleven different qualities that a 

critic Judge must have in order to be an adequately prepared 

judge. 

The first specification for a good critic judge Is a 

recognition of the debate from an educational viewpoint. He 

should think of the speech contest as an incident in the 

educational procesa, and lie should know the educational value 

of the evert, His awareness of the standards of the contest 

is necessary if he is to render a valid decision. Second, he 

should have a thorough training in the speech ar-ta. It 

should be understood without stating that the judge needs a 

6 
Carroll I^thman, Debate Coaching (New York, 1936), 

p. 22ij.» 
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background in the fundamentals of speech, but far more 

Important, he should know that he is a critic Judge# Third, 

criticism and judgment should always be included within any 

contest# If a judge makes a decision and is unable to male® 

constructive criticism, he has accomplished only half of the 

task before him. Fourth, he should know the function, 

objective, theory, and practice of the event. Besides the 

knowledge of the procedure of debating, he should have a 

thorough knowledge of the argumentation and the strategy 

used in a superior debate. Fifth, an often overlooked but 

most important quality of a good judge is his sympathy toward 

contest work. Unless the judge is Interested in speech con-

tests, he will be unable to properly apply his knowledge or 

ability to the task of evaluating the debate. Sixth, he 

should have a keen analytical ability? he must be able to 

determine the reasons for the success or failure of a team. 

He should have the insight to analyse the material presented 

and the arguments refuted to determine the true merit of the 

team*a case, This analytical ability is fundamental to the 

entire evaluation process* Next, the judge should at all 

times be impartial and prudent in his decision* Despite any 

personal, politioal, economic, or social beliefs, a judge 

must give a fair evaluation to any speaker, ruling on the 

ability exhibited and not on the stand taken by the 

contestant. Eighth, the contest judge should work to keep 

hiaself out of the contest • A. judge often has a tendency to 
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want: tae debater to Co exactly as he would if he were 

speaking* It is easy for a judge to dexaand more of a student 

than the student Is capable of perf->mJ.n£. Therefore, "it 

Is the judge fri respo: :r.ibllity to evolve an objective and 

iapex'sorn 1 standard or JadfSamt, that will neither dafcssiiilae 

the charm of i;oraanhnod, nor emasculate the vigor and robust-

ness of nanhood," anr! will accowplinh the objectives of 

? 

debate. Having onoe made his decision to the best of his 

ability, he nuet maintain a certain steadfastness in his 

decision and be able to defend his reasons. The competent 

judge should always have a background and proper perspective 

in economics, sociology, political science, and literature, 

ftaly with a sufficient background in each of these fields can 

he evaluate the material and simporting evidence itsed by 

nember tenia3 however, he should not allow this background 

to dominate his decision. For instance, a judge once told 

debaters that their stand on the British radio system w&b 

wrong* "I've been in England rayself and I don't know how 
8 

your arguments can be true,n Finally, he should be capable 

of delivering useful oral criticism. In piving his criti-

cism, the judge should not bo guilty of the faults of the 

debate on which he is coiamenting. The critique should be 
^Clarence ?. Simon, nk teacher of Speech looks in the 

Mirror," The quarterly Journal of Speech Education. XI? 
(April, 192«), 271. " " ~ ~ 

8 
Ho Ira, og. clt., p. Ii9, 
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friendly, fair, direct, and sincare for the benefit of the 

four debaters and any audience that may be present, 

fwo Basic Types of Judgment 

If debating is designed to serve as an educational 

process, and if actual debate is part of the program to 

train debaters, it ia only natural that the beet critic Judge 

would be a debate coach. Usually it is agreeable to the 

schools and to the debaters to have a debit® coach serve as & 

critic judge# There are many opinions as to the character-

istics that he should have, but most people would fall into 

one of two basic schools of thought. 

First, the ideal judge is considered to be a person who 

knows all the technicalities of debate, knows the debate 

topic, and is familiar with various areas of it, puts aside *•''' 

his personal prejudices, and does not have any close ties 
o 

with the school or the debaters he is judging.' He must 

feel that debate is an educational activity. The importance 

of the debate is not winning, but the training in the art of 

persuasion. Therefore, the debate should be judged by a 

person who is able to decide which team did the better job 

of debating, Quite obviously, a competent debate coach 

could qualify by these standards. 

Arthur I, Kruger, Modern Debate (Hew York. I960) 
pp. 362-363. 
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A second basic concept in determining who should be a 
M 

judge is only that he be well versed in the techniques of 

logic. It would mean that he should lenow logic thoroughly, 

understand the logical development of a policy question, and 

familiarise himself with the obligations of the affirmative 

and negative teams in handling a question. His major concern 

as a judge should be which team did the better job of 

argumentation. The team which won the arguments presented 

and was capable of best refuting the opposition would be 

strong concerns of the judge. Basically, the judge must con-

stantly resist the testation to judge truth on nonrational 

grounds, and he must base his decision on the debate as it is 

presented.^ 

The major difference between the two approaches is that 

one emphasizes the argumentation of each team while the much 

broader approach considers argumentation but also recognizes 

the many other aspects of debate skill. 

A Survey of Leading Debate Textbooks 

The survey consisted of an investigation of popular 

textbooks of argumentation. For each textbook, the survey 

revealed the amount of material devoted to the evaluation of 

debate and the basic philosophy revealed by the author. 

Concluding the section on debate textbooks, the volume 

written by George McCoy Musgrav© was analyzed since it is 

10 
Ibid. 
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considered the "Roberts' Rules of Order" for debate. This 

book on rules completed the textbook coverage of the 

theoretical criteria for determining decision debate. 

Early Textbooks 

During the 1930*8 several argumentation textbooks were 

published to assist In the teaching of debate* Three of 

these books were selected for review, even though their 

copyright date is more than thirty years old, because they 

served as a basis of Instruction for many debate coaches and 

judges of today's tournaraents• 

The first textbook selected was Argumentation by James 

11 

Winans and William Utterback, copyright date, 1930. The 

chapters cover all areas of argumentation and refutation but 

do not make a specific reference to standards for judging. 

A companion volume, Alimentation and Debate written by 

William Trufant Foster in 1932, gives no particular ref-
12 

erence to the contest judge and his evaluation of the debate. 
The third textbook, Handbook of Argumentat ion by Russell H. 

Wagner, 1936, also faJ 

the judging of debate< 

Wagner, 193&, also fails to devote any special attention to 

13 

11 
James A. Winans and William E. Utterback, Argument at ion 

(Boston, 1930). 

"^William Trufant Poster, Argumentation and Debate 
(Boston, 1936). 

15 
^Ruasell H, Wagner, Handbook of Argumentation 

(Now York, 1936). * — 
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Two of the textbooks were directed toward augmentation 

and not necessarily debate* A writer concerned with argu-

mentation would not have to deal with debating. Therefore, 

it may not be extraordinary that the above early textbooks 

did not mention debate judging standards# It Is important 

to recognize that these early textbooks, which could have 

served aa a basis for the instruction of debate, did not 

give any assistance to the Judge or to the student in the 

specific area of Judgment. 

Later Textbooks 

Oral Peciaion Maklnp.—During the period between the 

publication of the books in the 1930*& and the more recent 

publication of the books of today, few debate textbooks were 

published. One of these books, Oral Decision Making by 

Waldo W. Braden and Earnest Brandenburg, 1955, devotes a 

separate chapter to the discussion of evaluating debate. The 

basic criteria for Judging are the same techniques used for 

effective debating. To assist the critic Judge, the material 

covered in several chapters of the book Is divided Into 

eight different categories, each standard representing a 

separate area of the total performance of the Individual 

speaker. The areas of concern are analysis, organisation, 

argument and supporting facts, refutation, language, delivery, 

attitudes, and overall effectiveness.1^" 

34 ^ "~~ 
_ . , Braden and Earnest Brandenburg, Oral 
Decision Making (New York, 1955), p. 520. " 
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The authors indicate that the final decision Is 

usually derived "by giving a rating to each speaker In each 

of the various eight categories. The total of the criteria 

ratings then reflects the •winner. Obviously, this phi-

losophy positions Itself in the "total debate skills" school 

of thought. 

Argumentation, Discussion* and Debate.--In his book, 

Craig Balrd explains that at present there Is not, nor is it 

likely there ever will be, a universal set of criteria for 

Judglnr a debate. However, he believes that certain stan-

dards are acceptable In most situations. His Initial 

comment Is that traditionally It Is believed that "material 

If? 

is more Important" than form. However, he then lists the 

definite areas for consideration, most of which deal 

directly with form. By material, Balrd refers to the argu-

ments presented and the evidence used to prove the case of 

the debater. Form would be the method of presentation by 

the speaker and would deal directly with his delivery, 
organisation, and persuasive power of relating the argu-

l6 
ments to the listener. 

The first specific area listed In the very brief 

discussion of evaluation Is "definition and analysis," For 

" ' " 

(!few Y o r k ? f p . f r | g ™ e P t a t 1°"' £iaS3SSi2S, SS2 1»b«tg 

16 
Ibid., pp. 361-370. 
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the judge, the debater must define and analyse the debate 

question accurately, clearly, and reasonably. If the 

analysis is peculiar and seemingly devised merely to throw 

the other team off guard, the team should be penalized 

accordingly. However, Baird does not express to what degree 

the penalty should bo placed on the team. His second area 

is listed as "arguments and evidence." In this section his 

direction is not on argument or evidence, but rather the 

effective use of specific instances, analogy, authority, 

causal reasoning, and the absence of fallacies in the chief 

propositions. He does not clearly explain whether the 

presence of fallacies should penalize the team if the fal-

lacies are discovered only by the critic judge himself. The 

third item is "evidence." The judge should examine the 

evidence for accuracy, relevance, consistency, and 

persuasiveness. Fourth is "structure" in which the judge 

looks for clearness, order, proportion, and contribution of 

each speech to the team's case. Fifth, the author recog-

nises the persuasive elements involved in the debate by 

using "audience adaptation" as a separate criterion. Sixth, 

the critic makes his decision on the basis of language. He 

should observe and consider features of the speakers that are 

acceptable oral style. He does not explain to what def*ree or 

upon what level the importance should be placed. Seventh, 

refutation and rebuttal must be Included. The judge is told 

to consider selection of points to be refuted, general and 
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special -setfesKSs, poeltion mn$ imwmt an<* the Innlrtftlon of 

nan *vtd.ersf!«9. Very little oleo Is "-Ivan to help explain what 

Is mewnt -of to ̂ h»t Burpee refutation mat b© 

"allvery le the next ares of irreortaaee, The judnfc stiotil̂  

listen for tits ̂ ireotma® of eo^asnicstfoji, converaat l^nal 

nod#, sincerity, and effectiveness in voice and bodily 

activity* The final area for judennent Is the general 

effectiveness of the teaa, In this area, the critic would 

*»t ni^ly see the debate composed of aeveral individual 

units i*> be judge# but would weigh the ent ire presentation 
If 

by each teem to determine ita effectiveneas* 

?ho nine sectional breakdowns llated by Salrd M not 

completely handle tha criteria for judgment» Even thourh the 

areas are specifically listed, h© vm\ms no attest to deter** 

wine the value of each e kill. He slraply states that they ore 

not of equal value and then dlsirjtaaes any consideration of 

the value of each field. In each of the nine areas of 

concern* :"Jalrd maintains that the critic j|udp?e ahould 

evaluate the individual debater, and the decfelon would be 
1® 

determined by the team with the hipher rating, 

AggiMf,atstlo;i and debate.—A very popular volime of 

debate published by the Ten Kappa Alpha debate fraternity 

17 

Ibld> 

l3Ibld. 
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was written by leading speech teachers of several Americaa 

colleges and universities, r-avid Potter edited the text-

book, but Lalias C. Dickey of The University of Florida wrote 

a chapter on the juagin# of debates. In this chapter, 

Dickey refers to the important principles of sound argu-

mentation found in the previous chapters of the textbook. 

He explains that if debaters are expected to learn the basic 

principles and practice them, then the judge should use 

these principles •when he Judges the debate. This pa articular 

book was quite typical of most textbooks wherein the author 

gives reference to the previous chapters explaining that the 

principles taught should be the principles used and there-

fore judged. However, seldom do the authors relate to the 

student the inherent value that should be placed upon the 

19 
specific principles taught. 

There were six basic areas of concentration listed 

which the judge should use in making his decision. The 

first area was the ability to analyze. He pointed out that 

one of the main reasons for debate is th® training of the 

individual to examine and discover the best major arguments 

in any proposition. Therefore, it should be of vital 

importance for the judge to make certain conclusions 

regarding the relative skills of the debaters in analyzing 

the proposition for the basic Issues to be debated. In 

Dallas C. Dickey, "The Judging- of Debates," 
Argumentation and Debate, edited by David Potter (lew York, 1QCtyJ» p. ,4,,r 
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reality, all that is involved In the analysis of a debate 

guest io-: Phonic5 atid must become the concerts, of the jtvSge as 
20 

he observes the debate. 

The second area of concern indicates that the judge 

should /neke certain observations on the organized debate 

cases as they are developed. By this statement, Dickey 

refers to the unity and coherence by which the debaters 

develop their lines of argument to the ultimate conclusions. 

The issues an-:1 arguments advanced, with the interpretations 

which are ceveloped, constitute the stand or case that the 

debaters present. Organization, as it was more popularly 

used by other writers, is of great importance and should 

help determine the winner of the debate. Dickey clearly 

explains that the critic judge has the right to tell a 

debate team that he will insist on being able to record the 

organized speeches and positions of the teams. If he is 

not able to do so, he would consequently rat# the other team 
21 

higher in total debate. 

' The relative soundness of the argument presented is the 

third raajor area. Often debaters may state the issues quite 

clearly and demonstrate definite capability In analyzing the 

topic but fall to develop and defend those chosen issues in 

the selection of their arguments. This calls upon the stu-

dent to develop a sense of logical reasoning and warns him 

20Ibid. 

2lIbid, 
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against caaay fa Xiao lea that m y destroy his debate case# 

Arguments, therefore, help constitute the development and 
pp 

verification of the Issues#"* 

i'he next concern of the judge deals with the evidence 

used In the debate. \n the logical sequence, after analysing 

the topic and then selecting arguments to be used, the 

debater must support those arguments with evidence. To 

prove the -validity of any argument, the evidence introduced 

raust satisfy the judge "by its quantity and quality. The 

basic principles of evidence should be used by each debater 
PI 

and should he evaluated by the judge. 

Skill in refutation and rebuttal must also be evident 

within the presentations. "Dickey points out that great 

debaters refute their opponents. When refuted, a debater 

rauat reply, thereby reconstructing his argument. This, in 

essence, is rebuttal, "niring the process of any debate, a 

tea« should attack the arguments, assumptions, and evidence 

of their opponents and therefor© not limit thernaelvea to 

the rebuttal speeches for refutation and rebuttal,2^" 

Finally, the debater must be judged on his speaking 

ab ility» Agreeing with roost wr it era, Dickey believes that 

debate is a form of public speaking, and it must follow the 
22 
Ibid. 

23rbtd.« P. 1|.16. 

2,+Xbld. 
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prlncIpleiS of effective persuasion, He eve.-i expresses that 

if OTerytLvln-v else Is equal, a judge villi be enbIrely 

tifiacl l'x deciding a debate on the basis of delivery alone* 

His basis for this area of concern is that debet© often 

encourages certain poor speaking practices and habits, 

Therefore, the judge should be aware of "both the good and 

2$ 

the bad speaking characteristics of the four speakers. 

'This chapter on evaluation in the Tan Kappa Alpha text-

book Is la close agreement with many other textbooks 

surveyed—the basic philosophy being that the debate is won 

by the debate team who dernonstrates the better debating. ?he 

better debating is determined by the team who is most con-

patent in the six areas of major interest. There is no 

value placed on each standard and no triplication that the 

six areas are of equal value or of unequal value, Diekey 

frequently states that, if all els© is equal, the decision 

may be determined just on this one standard, 

Tieeent Textbooks 

Argumentation and Debatei Techniques of a Free 

Society,--In their book, James H. McBurney and Glen F>. Kills 

discuss the legislative vote for assemblies, where policy-

detersiixiing debates occur, and the juryman's vote, which is 

suited to fact not policy. However, the emphasis of the 

: " "r 

Ibid, 
26 
Ibid, 
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book 1b on the third style of Judgment, the critic1® vote, 

The authors strongly Indicate that the critic Judge1 a sole 

responsibility Is to determine and to indicate which team, 

In his opinion, did the more effective debating. The deci-

sion in favor of a team, does not mean the Judge agrees with 

the basic arguments or the position the winning team Is 

defending, or even that he felt the team had the prepon-

derance of evidence. It should simply be an evaluation on 

the total scope of educational debate and should reflect 

which team did the best total Job of handling the situation. 

The textbook leans very heavily on the typical American 

Forensic Association debate ballot as a standard of 

Judgment. The authors do not specifically state that 

quality rating should be applied to any of several criteria 

in a list of many categories. However, they do specify that 

of the areas used, the items should include some form of 

analysis and case, evidence, attack and defense, and 
27 

delivery. Though there is not a definite list of the 

areas which should be on the Judge*s ballot, there Is the 

strong indication that the common items found on the 

American Forensic Association ballot must be Included. It 

Is interesting to note that by so arranging the comments on 

debate evaluation, McBurney and Mills have left open the 

possibility of using any other (and as many other) area(s) 
27 -• 

!• KcBurney and Glen E. Mills, Argumentation 
| M Deb|tef^ Techniques of a Free Society (Hew'¥ork, l%k), 
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a® additional criteria for Judgment. Therefore, if other 

Item® were to be added the total value placed on the par-

ticular debate would lower the value placed on analysis, 

evidence, attack and defense, and delivery. 

In the earlier edition of the textbook, printed in 

1951 > .Tames M. O'Neill of Brooklyn College assisted KcBurney. 

This edition devoted little space to the evaluation process 

of a debate. The authors did, however, distinguish the 

basic difference between "crlticlsra" and "Judging." Only 

one paragraph explains the procedure for Judging a contest 

debate. The critic la encouraged, in addition to writing 

either affirmative or negative on the ballot declaring the 

winner, to also use quality ratings. The criteria may vary 

in length and may cover many different areas but should 

cover analysis, evidence, attack and defense, and delivery. 

The one remaining paragraph is directed toward a type of 

ballot to be used. The most important aspect of this and 

taost other early textbooks is the lack of emphasis or 

28 
effort placed on the standard of Judgment. In writing the 

later textbook, the authors must have realised a strong need 

to revise many aspects of argumentation and debate and to 

devote more consideration to evaluation. However, even in 

the new edition of the book, the section on ©valuation is 

much wore brief than the other new textbooks. 

28 " — — • - • — 
. _ James B« McBuraey and James 14, O'Neill, Argumentation 

end Debate (New York, 19£l), pp. 329-338. — — -
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Argument at 1 on and Debate*--In the textbook Argument at Ion 

and Rebate, edited by James H.» McRath, Nicholas M» Crlpe of 

Sutler University writes an entire chapter on the evaluation 

of debate. The material® divided Into two basic parts, 

explains the differences in the various ways of Judging a 

debate* The first section deals with a minority group who 

would base its decision on factors seldom used by competent 

Judges. The first mentioned Is "the correct grammar school," 

The Judge1s one criterion in determining a winner is the con-

sideration of stood and correct grammar. If a speaker should 

mispronounce a word or spilt an Infinitive or any.of the 

other thousand possible mistakes, he Is penalized. A deci-

sion of this type would most likely have to be determined by 

the team who made the least number of grammatical errors. 

Quite obviously, as the author points out, there are many 

other more Important standards which should be placed above 

"nood grammar" or at least should be included in the 

decision. The second of the minority groups bases Its 

decision on "good delivery." A decision of this type 

expresses the primary belief that a debate is simply an 

exercise in public speaking. Even with the emphasis on 

public speaking, the greatest concern is based on how it 

Is said, rather than what is said. As Cripe points out, if 

debates were Judged on delivery, then Abraham Lincoln could 

never have succeeded In winning a decision from Patrick 
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Henry,^ The third school of thought encompassed in this 

minority group Is the "real life" or "convince me" idea, A 

judge of this type, sometimes without realizing it, forgets 

that he Is listening to an educational debate and allows his 

personal beliefs and prejudices to affect his decision# H® 

forgets that educational debate is not the settling of a 

question of policy or the changing of national affairs, but 

is simply the deciding of a winner baaed on the tears1 s supe-

rior debating skill. It is apparent that the team trtilch is 

fortunate enough to defend the side the Judge favors has a 

relatively easy Job, while the other team must construct in 

thirty minutes a case strong enough to change the Judge's 

predetermined decision which may have developed over a period 

of several years, 

A judge, explains Crlpe, may often fall into one of the 

three categories in this minority group, but he should not 

be considered an export debate judge# The majority group of 

judges acknoxflodnea intercollegiate debate as an educational 

process, and the winner must be the teaw who demonstrates 

the better debating# In this "expert* group, there are two 

basic areaa of judgment and each quite different from the 

other# fhese two areas may be called first the "issues" 

school and second the "skills" school# Both types of Judges 

feel very strongly that to make a valid decision, one must 

pg 
Nicholas M# Cripe, "Evaluating the Debate," 

Argumentation and Debate, edited by James H# McBath 
wSw York, 196577 wrm. 
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have a clearly defined standard for measuring each feearsu The 

difference between the two is the disagreement as to the par-

30 

tictxlar standard of measurement. The first type believes 

that a debate decision must be based primarily on the issues 

presented in the debate. 
They argue that it is the job of the affirmative 
team to prove the proposition, to be probably 
trues and that the negative team must either 
disprove the proposition aa being true or 
establish to the satisfaction of the judge that 
the affirmative has failed to prove its case* 
Since issues are those inherently vital points 
affirmed by the affirmative and denied by the 
nerative, upon the establishment of which 
depends the establishment of the proposition, 
issues should be the ultimate criteria used in 
formulating a debate decision. 31 

When judging on arguments presented, the decision is rela-

tively simple to make. If the affirmative team is able to 

win the argument on each of the raajor issues of the debate, 

it is declared the winner. If, on the other hand, the 

negative team wins one of the arguments on a major issue or 

is able to present a case that creates sufficient doubt in 

the affirmative's case, the negative team Is the announced 

winner.3^ 

The persons who would be considered in the "skills" 

sohool differ in their standard of measurement from that of 

the "issues" sohool• A judge believes that the taajOF purpose 

30 ' " ! * 
Ibid. 

31Ibld.j, p. 3£7. 

32Ibid. 
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of any debate team is a demons in? nt ton of superior performance 

In debate skill, <~*ripe refers to the article in Speech 

Henagraphs by Kim Giffln when he stated that "proponents of 

this view contend that the purpose of school debate is the 

training of its participants In the methods of sound 

debating, that becoming proficient in such aspects of debate 

as analysis, reasoning, the use of evidence, organization, 

refutation, and delivery is the ultimate sroal of this 
33 

activity." Therefore, according to this philosophy, a 

tean could conceivably lose one or ti*o major issues and 

still win the match because they demonstrated the better job 

of total debating, A Judge in the "skills'' school belleves 

that the purpose of school debate is not for a team to con-

vine© the Judge on the issues of a question but rather to 

train debaters in perfecting certain skills so that In real 

life situations the blending of these skills may achieve 

conviction. The ultimate test should not be whether the 

debaters have changed any opinions but instead the test 

should be on the amount of skill shown in the use of the 

process by which minds are changed.^ 

Th© book elaborates on the skill technique by 

explaining a basic advantage. Since the decision is 

~ 33 
Kim Giffin, "A Study of the Criteria Enmloyed bv 

(^rchm6]^59)^a69 Speech Monographs» 7X71 

3!*-
Crip©9 og, clt., p. 359, 
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determined by the awarding of points to each of the various 

skills of each debater, It is much easier sod. mueh more 

accurate for the amateur judge to uae this type procedure. 

The Judge who is not familiar with collegiate debate can 
* 

still make a value Judgment simply by awarding points to 

the person for his particular skill in relationship to the 

other debaters, A second advantage discussed is that of 

the time involved* In any debate proposition,, it is inevi-

table that one team has an advantage on certain issues: 

either the affirmative does not have sufficient time to 

present arguments thoroughly or the negative team does not 

have adequate time to refute the arguments presented. 

Therefore, « decision on the teas who won the Issues would 

by necessity place an unfair disadvantage on one team. The 

only fair method, because of the time element, is to rate 
35 

the teams according to their comparative skills. 

Modern Sebate*--One of the most extensive coverages of 

the debate judge is found in the textbook Modern Debate* 

Its Logic and Strategy by Arthur N. Kruger. The chapter on 

the debate Judge is divided into several sections dealing 

with the general criteria for judging, the judge's quali-

fications, major problems in judging, factors to consider 

when judging, and major pitfalls of the Judge. 

3*Ibld., p. 361, 
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The aiajor emphasis of imager's book is concerned with 

the attack and defense oa issues. Little material is devoted 

to the process of style, an>'i his general approach to debate 

presentation indicates a lack of concern for this area* In 

determining the standard for Making a decision, Kruger 

asserts clearly and certainly that the weighing of the 

clash on. issuos Is the primary criterion. The judgment 

mist be considered in terms of an end-means relationship. 

Therefore, the critic judge must decide first what the 

debater set out to do; and second, how successful he was in 

accomplishing his goals* For Kruger, the primary goal of 

the debater, from the affirmative standpoint, is to prove 

the debate r@solu.tlon (to be probably true) and, from the 

negative standpoint, either to create doubt that the affini-

tive has proved the resolution or to disprove the resolution. 

He then substantiates his philosophy by saying that atnee 

aiaotig thinking tnen 

• • «th© only valid basiss for believing that 
a proposition has been proved or disproved is 
the type of logical proof offered (and not 
such irrelevant faotors as the wanner or 
disposition of the speaker), the basic 
question for the judge to decide is: Did the 
affirmative prove the resolution (to be 
probably true)? If he decides yes, he is 
ogliged to vote for the affinitiveJ if no, 
against the affirmative (and, of course for 
the negative)• 36 

Kruger's criteria for judging a debate are based on this 

concept. 

16 
Kruger, 0£, cit,, p. 362. 
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A second portion of the textbook deals with certain 

factors to consider when judging, This section is concerned 

with the unwritten rules of debate. The first conaIteration 

Is a counterplan proposed by the negative. Kruger believes 

that any good negative will explain before the debate 

actually begins that a counterplan will be presented* If 

not, the negative must present the plan in the first negative 

constructive speech* To wait until the second speech is to 

hav® wasted two thirds of the affirmative speaking tine 

presenting a need to change the status quo* Such a proposal 

obviously admits a need to change the status quo; the 

question simply is to which plan is the best solution 

credited* lent, he discusses the Inclusion of all major 

issues and subissues In th® constructive speeches# 

Waturally new material and evidence of the earlier 

proposed Issues can be presented during the rebuttal period* 

A failure to comply to the set and unwritten rules would 

demand a decision by the judge to the opposite team. 

In making the final decision, the judge should discount 

all assertions used as arguments* Also included in this 

are® would be rhetorical questions which are in effect 

arguments by assertion. Next, Kruger strongly direct® the 

judge to realize that ©a argument is considered standing 

until it Is refuted by the opposition* However, at the con-

clusion of the debate, the Judge must evaluate th® various 

arguments and consider which side has reasoned more 
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effectively in regard to the various issues which have been 

Introduced, In concluding the discission of factors to be 

considered by judges, the author states that the judge should 

talce ir5.fco aeccrmt such factors as analysis, knowledge, evi-

dence, reasoning organization, adaptation to opponents, 

language, delivery, and platform manner. It is important to 

realise that even though the last nentionod areas of concern 

are 'usually listed on all debate ballots, Kroner merely 

asserts that they should be taken into account. In fact, 

later in the chapter in discussing judging pitfalls, Kruger 

very thoroughly explains that a judge should not place a 

strong emphasis on delivery and other factors dealing only 

with spea!cinc:» In general, therefore, he considers the team 

doing the better debating Is the tea® winning the arguments. 

Decision bjr Debate.—In their textbook Decision bj 

Debate, ESininger and Brockriede recognise that tournament 

debate is not an end in itself, but rather a portion of the 

training of aa individual. It is only natural that in th® 

chapter devoted to the evaluation of debate, they are moat 

concerned with th# progress and development of the indl-» 

vidual debater. This textbook, like several of the more 

recent ones, deal® more extensively in the realm of debate 

decisions than those textbooks of the past, Th# chapter 

contrasts the various types of debate and continues to 

%7 J'Kruger, og. cit., p. 366, 
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explain that the educational style of debate 1® only bene-

ficial to the debater when he has some sort of value 

Judgments The decision of a debate must fall into one of 

two basic categories. These two categories are the areas 

previously mentioned in the early controversy between Jam©® 

o*Nelll and Hugh Weila. If college debating is viewed pri-

marily m a game, the O'Neill position is appropriate. By 

instructing judges to determine which team la more skillful, 

one more nearly assures a fair contest. However, the two 

author® believe, more often than not, that debate has as Its 

principal objective the training of debaters, therefore, the 

Juryman system of deciding in favor of the team that pre-

sented the preponderance of evidence and won the arguments 

becomes a more realistic system, Debating ©kills play their 

role in preparation and presentation, but participants know 

that their skills are not to be exhibited as an end product. 

father, they are to function as handmaidens to the clarity 

38 
and forceful!*®§s of their cases. 

Both Ehninger and Brockriede believe that a given 

debate will hinge on the arguments presented. Their pre-

ceding chapters imply that the decision in a debate is 

properly determined by the answers to two questions. The 

first question the Judge must ask is, "Did the party 

bringing the challenge succeed in making out a prima facie 

g 
Douglas Shnlneer and Wayne Brockriede, Decision by 

Bebat© (New York, 19&3), p. 338, A 
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case on ail of the issues?" The second question, n^f so, did 

he successfully maintain a preponderance of proof on each of 

the issues his opponent oaoae to contest?" If the answer to 

both questions is T4u," the decision belongs to the 

challenger* If the answer is "TIo," then the decision 

belongs to the party #10 denies the charge. Since these two 

questions decisively determine tho success or failure of the 

contest, tho,/ ary referred to as points of doc is ion. The 

authors clearIj state that upon these points of decision and 

upon no other point should the debate be deterrained. 

iiriphasis is placed upon the necessity for the debaters 

to reaoriber that it is most important for the challenger to 

mice a prima facie case. Of equal Importance, the debate 

student must retaemder that even any narrow question, pro-

vided it is really an issue, is crucial to the defeat® as a 

whole. "Therefore, even the smallest detail cannot be over-

looked. The affirmative is not obligated to win every 

argument in the debate, nor does it even have the burden ©f 

gaining an edge on every contention. It must, however, gain 
"39 

assent on every issue. 

Bve:a though the decision should be based on the argu-

ments and coateat ions presented, the authors suggest that a 

rating system found on most ballots is helpful to students 

in improving: their overall presentation. 

3'ibid., p. 339. 
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Argumentation and Debate,—A papular debate textbook is 

Aiis. tin J, Free ley's Ar fomentation and Debfet®. An entire 

chapter devoted to the ex-aluation of debate indicates that in 

order to contribute to the educational process, the junt^e 

raust al:nply ask the one question: "Which team did the 

better debatin"?" In. doing so, the judge raust put away from 

him all aspects of the "rights" or "wrongs" of the question^ 

he must forget any personal opinion that he may have; and he 

aust overlook any and all factors that would otherwise color 

his decision. His purpose ie to determine which is the 

better debate team. To answer this specific question, he 

»ra®t be guided by certain principles. First, he must apply 

his total knowledge of argumentation and debate. He must be 

able to use this knowledge to discriminate between good 

argumentation and that whioh Is not good argumentation. By 

this e one e m , Freeley implies that he believes that debate 

shoiild be Judged for the most part by the arguments used. 

However, he does not specifically state which system employs 

the better criteria. Hla whole approach Is broad and 

general, but he continually places ©aphasia i n the direction 

of the issue# presented,^ 

Freeleyfs second concern is that the debate should be 

judged simply as it is presented, By this, fct® believes that 

only the material presented can be used for his ©valuation, 

40 1 1 1 

r_ __ Austin J, Preeley, Argumentation and 
(San Francisco, 1961), pp, 378-292, — " 
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he cannot allow himself to consider the undeveloped possi-

bilities that a team overlooks. Sine© the debate must be 

judged only on the grounds of what is presented, the author 

of the textbook asserts that any statement made or any argu-

ment presented by either team stands until refuted by the 

other team. In addition, Freeley reflects the "issues" 

approach by concluding that a judge should weigh the rela-

tive strength and weakness of a debate case and then reflect 

his judgment in the quality rating system of the ballot.**1 

The final task of the judge to specifically determine 

the better debate team is to take eoniprehensive notes. 

Although one may not at first recognize the significance of 

this need, it is quite obvious that a recording of the argu-

ments presented and the clash of the two teams on certain 

points would certainly emphasise argumentation. If a 

decision is based on several factors, it would not b® as 

important to keep a complete record of the case presented* 

Freeley presents two systems of keeping track of the pro-

posed issues and the record of the refutation and rebuttal 

of each team.^ 

Although Î reeley does not specifically state the winner 

of the debate should be chosen on the arguments alone, it is 

implied that a decision of this type is of strong importance. 

^ Ibjd«, p. 283. 

fy^Ibld.. pp. 278-292. 
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At this point, It is again necessary to recognise how often 

the authors of textbook® in argumentation and debate do not 

take a firm standi relevant to the standard© for judging a 

debate* 

Evaluation Standards of Modern Textbooks 

In eaoh of the twelve books selected as most repre-

sentative » a basic breakdown was made to simplify the 

particular criteria the authors chose to decide debates* An 

examination of the following chart reveals that the emphasis 

on the standard of Judgment is very broad* First, the 

largest group of textbook authors firmly believes that the 

decision should be reached by weighing each of several 

aspects of debate. The general feeling is that equal value 

is to be placed on each area* A decision is to be deter-

mined by the single addition of the value placed on each* 

The second basic category recognizes the necessity of debate 

standards but primarily decides the winner on the argu-

mentation of the two teas®. The following summary is a 

breakdown on judging a debate as found In the selected 

textbooks. 

Argumentation, Discussion, and Debate. A* Gralg Baird 

Definition and analysis 
Argument and evidence 
Evidence 
Structure 
Audience adaptation 
language 
Refutation and rebuttal 
Delivery 
General effectiveness 
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&rguroentatlon and Debate, David Potter, editor 

Basic rules and principles of debate applied to 
Judging 

-Ability In analysis 
•Observation® on th.® organised debate oases as 
developed 

•Relative soundness of the argument presented 
*TTs® of evidence 
-Skill in refutation and rebuttal 
-Speaking ability of the debaters 

Additional elements for the judge to consider 
•Basle Impressions 
-Continuous decision 
-Assessing penalties 
-Explanation, not defense, of decision 
•Educational Imp11eations 

Oral Pec Is ion MgJcing, Waldo Braden, Earnest Brandenburg 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and support lag facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Delivery 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

and Debate, James H. JfeBumey 

Analysis and ease 
Attack and defense 
Evidence 
Delivery 

Argumentation i M Debate, James H. KcBath, editor 

Issues presented 
-Affirmative wx»t win eaoh. major issue 
-Negative must present serious doubt in at least 
one major issue 

Debate skills 
•Analysis 
-Seasoning 
-Evidence 
-Organisation 
-Refutation 
-Delivery 



Modern Debate, Arthur N» ftruger 

Discount all assertions used as arguments 
Argumente remain standing until refuted 
Consider which team reasoned more effectively 
Consider such faetors as 

•Analysis 
-Knowledge 
-evidence 
-Reasoning 
•Organisation 
-Adaptation to opponents 
-Language, delivery, and platform manner 

Decision by Debatet Douglas Ehnlnger, Wayne Brockriede 

Points for decision 
fhe deoislon is properly determined by the answers 
to two questleast 

(1) Did the party bringing the challenge succeed 
in making out a prima faele case on all of 
the issues? ' 

(2) If so, did he successfully Maintain a pre-
ponderance of proof on each of the Issues 
hit exponent chose to contestT 

If the answer to both the above questions is "yes," 
the decision belongs to the challenger# If the • 
answer to either or both of the questions is "no,8 

the decision belongs to the party who denies the 
charge. 

Argument at ion and Debate, Austin J, FSreeley 

Evaluating the educational debate 

(1) ttWhleh team did the better debating!® 
(2) Judged in the principles of argumentstion. 
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Judgment on Bebat@ Skills 

It becomes very apparent that the old controversy 

between O'Neill and Wells still exists# Certainly, the 

majority of the authors of the surveyed textbooks agree 

that total debate technique la the best type of system to 

employ far an accurate judgment of the debate* Although 

there are several basic areas of judgment within the total 

approach, the preceding chart reveals a certain amount of 

agreement between the textbooks. 

The following tabulated br@aM.own indicates the primary 

criteria used by the eight textbooks with a direct reference 

to judging. 

Criteria lfumbex> of Textbooks 

Analysis $ 

Ividenee $ 

Refutation and rebuttal $ 

Delivery $ 

Organisation Ij, 

Reasoning Ij. 

Language 2 

Effectiveness 2 

Audience adaptation 1 

Attitude l 

As previously mentioned, in the areas of analysis, 

evidence, refutation and rebuttal, delivery, organization. 

mailto:br@aM.own
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and reasoning, the value of each standard is often the sarae. 

In oftch ease, the judge would rate the achievement of each 

debate team In the specific areas, Thus, In a mating scale 

of one point for "superior* to five points for "fair" the 

Judge would give a value to each area. The final decision 

would then be determined by aImply adding the raw scores of 

each criterion, and the team receiving the lowest total 

score would win the debate. This score sheet stylo of 

judging on total debate technique has been in use for many 

years; and, despite its reliance on personal opinion, it can 

be of particular help to the Judges who are not prepared to 

keep track of the argrments and refutations through to the 

conclusion of the debate. Therefore, the major advantage of 

this approach is the inherent ease in which the decision can 

be reached. To the tournament director who la not always 

able to procure the type of qualified Judges he desires, he 

can recognize that a simple weighing of the two teams In 

light of predetermined standards will assure the most 

reliable decision. Let It not be forgotten that still the 

majority of debate coach©® believe that the total debate 

technique is the aethod ©f really evaluating m debate. 

Therefore, the basic stand of 0*Keill is still supported 

and definitely has merits to insure its continued use. 

tfudgnent on Issues 

The second general approach to the evaluation of debate 

is sometimes referred to as the double summary method, The 
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basic concept in this method recognizes that debate style and 

technique arc important, but the dec is ion as to the winner of 

the debate should be based on the team who made the best use 

of arguaentation. Hugh M, Wells, leading the original con-

troversy, believed that the judge should serve as a juryman 

and decide in favor of the tea™ that presented the prepon-

derance of evidence on the issues of the debate* This style 

requires that the Judge keep extensive notes of all the 

material and arguments of each debater, Austin J. Preeley 

suggests that the judge be well informed in the art of argu* 

mentation and simply award the debate to the team which does 

1«3 
the better debating. 

Of the eight textbooks with direct reference to evalu-

ation, three of the books strongly support this approach and 

one book offers it as an alternative. However, it should be 

understood that many of the textbooks that support the total 

debate technique do maintain B m m reservations. Often in 

the listing of the several basic areas, the authors suggest 

that if evidence and reasoning were equal, the judge could 

decide the debate on delivery, or organisation, or some 

other area. Certainly, the authors did not support the con-

cept of arguments alone, but many did recognise the great 

importance it had in the debate. 

^Freeley, ©£• cit., p. 97* 
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A second interesting fact that has some strong insight 

In the arsamontat Ion approach, is that the book Argumentation 

and Debate by Free ley orqphasizes argumentation and is the 

top selling and most accepted debate textbook in colleges 

today* In addition, other new textbooks in the field have 

strongly supported this approach. Therefore, it appears 

that even though the mass numbers of books lean toward the 

concept of total debate judging, the followers of the argu-

mentation school have certainly occupied a strong position / 

in debate education. One recognizee immediately that this 

technique requires an alert judge; but if he does his job, 

the decision is sound and objective, with a minimtw of 

reliance on personal opinion. It requires a judge to apply 

his total knowledge of argumentation, He roust be able to 

listen to the entire debate and finally reach his decision 

on his knowledge of argurnentetion. Second, he must set 

aside his special knowledge of the subject for the duration 

of the debate. As a Judge, it is natural that often he is 

iswsr® Informed in the area of the proposition than the 

debaters, Third, he should base his decision on the debate 

as it is presented. !Fh© interested judge does not let his 

personal opinion or knowledge In any way affect his 

decision. If his sole criteria is concerned with which team 

did the better arguing, he will not be teapted to involve 

himself in the decision. Finally, it is suggested that the 

trained Judge should take good notes throughout the entire 
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debate. Only when he has transcribed the argtaaents of each 

team onto his note pad can he actually see -which team 

answered the other's arfjiments and which team1*? oase sur-
ltl|. 

vlvec the rebuttal of the other tea™.. ' 

The total debate technique is highly suitable, par-

ticularly irhen the judge way not be fully trained in 

augmentation and debate • It provides an opportunity to 

compare the two teams and to weigh one against the other in 

decldinr the winner • On the other side of the controversy, 

Judgment on argumentation alone ia perhaps the best method 

of keeping quality rating to a minimum. As a result, the 

Judge re lie a on the actual refutation of each team in deter-

mining his decision. If the main purpose of debate is to 

train the student in argumentation, then it is only logical 

that the evaluation be based on his arguments. The training 

of critical thinking could be much stronger if the student 

knew that the judge's wain criterion of evaluating is the 

student's use of arguments. 

The original controversy between 0*Heill and Wells will 

no doubt continue, However, the interest in the means and 

standards of judgment will cause debaters and couches alike 

to reevaluate their understanding of judging a debate. 

Perhaps in the future the ecphasis will be drawn closer and. 

closer until all concerned can agree how educational debate 

should be judged to determine the winner* 

^**%r©eley, 0£. cit.. pp. 283-285. 
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Debate Rules 

With the ewphasls upon who should serve as contest 

judges and upon what standard should the decision be made, 

there has been a lack of new material written concerning the 

rules and techniquea of competition debate* The main reason 

for the laok of emphasis in this area of rule making is the 

highly acceptable book written by George McCoy Musgrave, 

Debate. This textbook has been long recognized 

as the rulea for proper college debate* Therefore, to gain 

a complete knowledge of the emphasis on Judging one must 

examine the rules established by Musgrave. 

T?ule number nine of Musgrave' s book deals directly with 

the judging of a debate. One basic principle underlies 

debate judging* 

Rule 9a The team doing the better debating is 

ibe'wianer* 1 tfe '* 

The reader of any debate textbook lamedlately recognises 

this expression but must then ask the quest ion, "What is 

meant by better debating?" Since there are several con-

ceivable methods of arriving at who did the better debating, 

Musgrave continues J 
Bule 9e The decision Is given to the affirmative 

It Tf 'I'̂ 'cê s" In sKowf jg''t?ha€ 
jolwifl -p'Xan' should be adopted,* 
leclsloja i s .given ''the 

tbe pro-
*fEe~-

r¥lie pro'IT 

UK 
*" George McCoy Musgrave, Compet itlve Debate (Hew York. 

1957), p. 31. ~~ — 

k6Ibld*. p. 32. 
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Quit© clearly the ^ule 9c requires the judge to base his 

decision on the winning of arpunonts vifc'cb ufAl show the need 

to adopt or to reject the proposal depending on the side 

winning th*3 argument. The important aspect Is that the 

entIre etfiphasis is placed on the winning of the team's case, 

and not ori the level of debating skill that was demonstrated, 

ii doe is .Ion of this type would certainly he determined on the 

arguments presented, and the continuation of the rules were 

designed to assist the judge in deciding who won the various 

arguments, 

ftule 9d The fudge must base his dec is ion entirely 

- , to 
possess, a? 

fhe arguments or evidence which might be reeegntssed by 

the judge hut which was not presented during the debate should 

in no way affect the decision. Additional information con-

cerning the establishment of an argument is covered in the 

following rules# 

2S fhe judge is required to accent m true 
III, "a p 
pvmt" T»i'' lef ̂tealiijo v®) "unt 11' ]l%jl 
.it** ftate *mMm MMMA ' Sii" 1I7~ '' ' r \ ^ ' ar 
oppo 

uassa are 'eVeyjfe'gwn' by "fie" 
sing tmm* H.9 

A judge is net permitted to consider a point weak 

unless the opposing team refutes and proves that it is weak 

or unless the team originating the point fail® to satis-

factorily support the assertions. 

k?rbid. 

k8Ibid. 
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Pule 21 The judge mnst not- accept ideas which 

are "wi" S a ^ v>rmtm' I4.9 

In all the listeria! demoted to the Judging of debate, 

the emphasis is on the team doing the "better debating." 

fhe subsequent rules provide the opportunity to determine 

the value of an argument and the establishing of such 

arguments. If the affirmative is able to prow its case for 

adoption of the proposal, then on this one reason (nothing 

else is listed in the rules) the decision is granted to the 

affirmative. If the affirmative fails to establish that its 

proposal should be adopted» then because ©f losing the argu-

ment s9 the decision shall go to the negative# 

The latter portion of the book of debate rules is 

devoted to the explanation and the expansion of the debate 

rules into us Able material # ft® grave in this ieetton recog-

nises that often "the better debating" is determined by 

raeana of a score sheet* Therefore, he establishes certain 

principles by which suoh a system can be used, fh© score 

sheet method of judging should consist oft 

1* Preparing a list of the elements of effective 
debating; 

2* Assigning an arbitrary weight or value to each; 

3* Rating each team (or each speaker) on each 
element; 

lj.« J otaling the points end awarding the decision 
to the team with the highest total. 

k9Ibld. 

*°Ibtd«, p. 95>4 
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An exaraple of such a system was that used in Speech 

Activities, Spring, 1953• 

Skill la analysts, • » • • .10 to 20 points per speaker 
Adequacy of organisation » .Saiae 
Knowledge of sxibject • • . . Same 
Presentation of evidence • ,3ame 
Use of reasoning . , . • . #Sara@ 
RefutatIon an# rebuttal. • .Same 
Style of presentation, • • .Same 
Ethical consideration. . • .Same 

f5Hl S 1 

The taut of this type of ballot was discussed in the 

next chapter. The major coment by Musgrave to this type 

judgment was that "the score sheet technique has been in use 

for many years and, despite its reliance on personal opinion, 

it can be of help, particularly in the ©as® of judge® who are 

not prepared to keep track of the arguments and their refu-

tation through to the conclusion of the debate, 

Therefore, from the above quotation It is obvious that 

Musgrave does not generally approve of the score sheet 

method for determining a debate, Instead, he suggests that 

the second method b® used* 

The double suHBnary method is a procedure to keep track 

of the arguments presented by both teams and then awarding 

the team that did the better debating (won the arguments). 

The judging procedure consists of: 

*1 •Ibid. 

*2Ibid. 
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1, Recording the advantages brought out by the 
affirmatives 

2, Recording the disadvantages brought out by 
the negative} 

3, Becordlng the refutation and the counter-
refutation} 

k. Determining which advantages and disadvantages 
remain standing at the end of the debate} and 

$. Awarding the decision to the team which succeeds 
In doing what the proposition requires. $3 

A simple chart that the judge could us® to help determine 

the debst® Is provided. At the end of the debate# the Judge 

begins his task by analysing his not#® on the arguments pre-

sented by each team. He considers only the arguments which 

remain standing at the end of the debate* and those for 

which satisfactory refutation has not been offered, or which 

were rebuilt satisfactorily after refutation. He then 

uses the following system to determine the winners 

A, In status quo debates: 

1# The plan is shown by the teams to have some 
aivmatagos and no disadvantages at all* 
Decision? Affirmative 

2. The plan is shown to have no advantages of 
any kinds 
Decisions legative 

3. The plan is shown to have both advantages 
and disadvantages! 
Decision! Either team, depending on 

(1) the demonstrated importance 
of the advantages and dis-
advantages, and (2) the quantity. 

g3Ibld,. p. 97. 

^Tbid., pp. 10l4.-105< 
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B# In counterplan debatest 

X. The counterplan Is shorn to have advantage® 
and bo disadvantages with respect to the" 
affirmative proposal: 
Beeision! negative 

2* flie counterplan Is shown to have no advan-
tages with respect to the affirmative 
proposal} 
Decision* Affirmative 

3* The counterplan is shown to have both 
advantages and disadvantages with respect 
to the affirmative proposal! 
Decision? Either teem, depending on 

(1) the demonstrated importance of 
the established advantages and the ^ 
disadvantages and (2) the quantity.^5 

The above chart oan be very helpful to the judge who is 

familiar with the double summary method of determining a 

contest debate. This system relies entirely on arguments 

presented and in no way upon the skill of the debater in the 

areas of debate skill* Musgrave concludes by s ayiiag that 

"it will be recognised at once that this technique requires 

an alert judge* but if he does his Job, the decision is 

sound and objective, with a minima® of reliance on personal 

opinion,*^ 

Since the two sethods of Judging are recognised and 

encouraged by debate leaders, there may always be disagree-

ment as to the correct method of judging. However, to help 

clarify the major difference, the following breakdown is a 

contrast of the two systems* 

ssibia. 
efo 
" Ibid., p. 10£. 
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SCORE SHEET HETBOD 

Advantages 1< 

2, 

The system it easy to l e a r n . 
Just about anyone ©an say, n I 
think I ' l l g ive t h a t man 3 on 
r e a s o n i n g . " 

It g ives the judge some idea 
of r e l a t i v e strengths, a t l e a s t 
more of an ides t han he would 
have wi thout come system. 

Disadvantages 1# 

2# 

The decision stay go t o the 
wrong team# Too much r e l i a n c e 
I s plaoed on arbitrary lists 
and p o i n t s w i t h l i t t l e meaning. 

So c o n s i d e r a t i o n i s given t o 
the fact t h a t seme e lements 
nay be more Important than 
o t h e r s In a given deba t e . 

I t is undes i r ab le to t each 
debaters t o emphasize 
elements for t h e i r own sake, 
when t h e y should be looked 
upon a s I n c i d e n t a l means t o 
an end. 

DOUBLE SWART METHOD 

Advantages 1 , I t give© an ©bjeetive answer, 
based cm accomplishment• 

Disadvantages 1 , I t r e q u i r e s a Judge who knows 
hi® Jobf and who i s a l e r t , $7 

Chapter Summary 

In reviewing t h e popular tex tbooks on argumentat ion and 

debate, t he b a s i c difference recognised by O 'Ne i l l and Wells 

I b i d , , p . 114* 
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still exists* The raajorlty of the textbooks agree with 

0'leill that the emphasis should be placed on total debate 

skill. They feel that the actual debate Is unimportant 

because the college ia only attempting to teach the tech-

niques of argumentation and persuasion. Often a side would 

consistently win if arguments were the only criteria 

because of the evidence available on a particular topic. 

Therefore, the question is only a vehicle by which the four 

debaters demonstrate the quality of their debate skill. A 

judge awards his decision by giving a rating to each speaker 

in each of several categories• H® then totals the ratings 

and awards the decision to the team with the higher score. 

The current debate textbooks by Kruger, Freeley, and 

Ehninger arid Brockriede, and the book on debate rules sup** 

port the views of Wells by proposing that the team winning 

the arguments wins the debate. In this style, the judge 

keeps record of the arguments presented# the refutation 

offered by each team in attack of these arguments, and 

finally, the rebuttal of the two teams. By examining the 

arguments that remain standing after the debate has con-

cluded, the Judge awards the debate to the ta*n winning the 

arguments presented. A decision on this basis is determined 

primarily on the analysis, argumentation, refutation, and 

rebuttal of each team. The decision is also a result of a 

team effort and not the high rating of one individual. 



CHAPTER III 

THE THEORmCAL CRITSRIA FOR DETBRMINIUG 

DEBATE—A SURVEY OP LITERATT7RE 

To appreciate the problems of debate judging from half 

a century ago until the present time, It is necessary to 

survey articles written In speech Journals and other related 

periodicals. Although the number of articles dealing 

directly with standards for Judgment were few, those that 

were available refloat positions ami opinions of those in the 

forensic field• The shortage of published material indicates 

either a lack of need for a more complete coverage* or an 

unrecognised need to explore the field of developing a unity 

among all debate judges, By surveying the articles directly 

dealing with debate Judging, it was possible to better recog-

nise the theoretical approach to Judging* 

learly fifty years ago, Lew Sarett, a great teacher in 

the field of speech, set forth a certain unity of criteria 

theretofore lacking in debate evaluation. He suggested a 

plan for debate judge®_to follow in analysing a debate and 

arriving at a decision. The set of questions, if used, 

would tend to unify the Judging standards and quality ratings 

of all critic judge®. It would assure the student debaters 

72 
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that their presentation would be considered thoroughly and 

that a complete approaoh would be used to determine the 

winner. 

Law Sarett suggested that during the debate the Judge 

should haw before him a set of questions for tftiich. ha 

would b© seeking the answers, Th#y would 8iwe at a guide in 

directing his thinking and finally in determining his 

decision, The following list constitutes the eleven questions 
1 

which were designed by Sarett. 

1« Which team was superior in the clear, coherent, 
and affective organization of its material* 

2, Which team better supported its contentions 
with sound proof? 

3. Which team established and maintained the 
most crucial issues! 

if.. Which team m & s^erior in destroying its 
opponent'a crucial issues? 

?• Which team, through greater freedom in 
departing from prepared speeches, and through 
superior extempore speaking and resource-
fulness, xaore readily adapted its arguments 
to the arguments actually made by its 
opponents upon the platform? 

6, Which team in its constructive argument 
»nifested a superior analysis of the 
quest ion? 

?• Which teas manifested a superior analysis of 
the debate as it actually progressed on the 
platformj that is, which team was superior 
in discovering and following the strategic 
Issues rather than the minor or irrelevant 
points? 

1I»ew R, Sarett, "The Expert Judge of Debate," The • 
fp5||fly JoTO>nal o f ****** Speaking, III (April, l W ) , 
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8# Which team w s superior in team work? 

9* Which team was superior In delivery* aside 
from the effective delivery presumed In other 
questions? 

10. Which team in general—an ide frcaa the rebuttal 
work presumed in other questions—was superior 
in rebuttal? 

2 

11, Which team was superior in debate strategy? 

l*he questions alone do not equate the specific standard for 

Judgment• They do, however, simplify debate into the spe-

cific factors to be evaluated. As Nicholas M, Crip© said, 

"While it is obvious that these questions are not mutually 

exclusive, it seems that this or a similar set of questions 

could bring to the judging of school debating a clarity, a 

thoroughness of analysis, and a unity of criteria that was 

laeking when Sarett first offered them and that frequently 

is lacking today. 

Who Should Judge a Debate 

Joseph A. Wigley believes that debate coaches should 

not judge a debate because their judgments often become 

artificial. He states that a "debate coach can become 

enamored of techniques which he remembers as having suc-

ceeded for himself at soae thne in the misty past, rather 

than a real concern as fco what was really stated by each 

2Ibld. 

3 
Nicholas M. Cripe, "Evaluating the Debate," 

AjMmmtatlon, M& Debate, edited by James H. MeBath 
(Sew York, 1965TT p. 362, 
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tearo,"^ On the other extreme is the impressionable audienc# 

that is swayed by insignificant aspects of the debate. They 

do not base their decision on the important elements of 

debate, but rather on which team captured public feeling. In 

between these two, Wigley believes, is the tame critic judge 

of debates he is a person who knows international affairs} 

he is a thinking man; he gives little value to debate 

technique. If the debater wants to win the debate he raust 

sell the critic judge on his case by presenting it in an 

orderly, intelligible fashion. To serve as an example, 

Wigley relates a current situation. 

In a debate I judged recently isy vote vent to 
the affirmative, who presented a lucid, logical 
argument, staple in conception, backed with 
undeniable facts. The negative team spoke so much 
wore rapidly that they must have presented twice 
as many statewents, of which five were, to wj 
personal knowledge, false# Although I was the 
official judge, members of the audience, experi-
enced. debaters, were also asked to give a verdict. 
With only one or two exceptions they voted for the 
negative, which, with their rapid patter and 
eaibarras sing vehemence, conformed more nearly to 
the audience s oonoept of "skilled debaters4*! 
"They had the techniques," one member of the 
audience said afterwards, <> 

First, debate coaches must recognize their ethical 

obligations to discourage sophistry} and second, they must 

not assume that persuasion is only for an audience of 

rhetoricians. 4 debater must be able to relate all that he 

^Joseph A. Wigley, "The Art of Persuading Whom," 
Qavel. XLIII (November, 1961), 353. 

^Ibld. 
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say® to his audience whomever they might be, Wigley said 

that "debate which develops the skill of persuading only 
6 

debate coaches is surely an activity in a vacuum." He 

believes that the ideal judge is neither the neutral debate 

coach nor the mass audience, but the expert in the subject 

area. Wigley believes that the selection of an expert judge 

depends upon the debate question, but he would likely be the 

teacher of political science, economics, or history, or any 

well-informed layman. The critic judge is a reasonable, 

thoughtful, and fair individual who is influenced only by 

the quality of facts and evidence presented as well as by 

the honesty of the speaker• 

Improving Debate Judging 

The quality of a judge has always been of central 

interest in writing about debate judgment* The blame for a 

poor decision is most often placed on the shoulders of the 

person who accepted the services of an unqualified judge. 

In most tournaments, there are usually persons who fall to 

meet a minimum standard of debate experience. This fact was 

strongly stressed by T>orothy Garrett Helzer when she said, 

"With all of our capable judges today, we have still too 

many of the incompetent, the unethical, the harsh, and the 

inefficient. Add to this picture the confusion arising from 

6Ibld. 
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all the varied concepts nf debute plus our Individual ideas 

of the way In which, the particular question should be 

handled.""^ 

After qualifying a capable judge, Melzer explains that 

tournament judging can also be Improved by making certain 

changes within the contest. Three suggestions that she 

recomends are: 

1, Aids to efficient judging should be provided 
by the tournament director. 

2, Uniform criteria for Judging should be 
established before the tournament begins, 

3, The ballot should enc ourage a dec is ion based 
on clash, 8 

Melzer's first precaution suggests that the tournswent 

director should make it easy for his Judges to ?̂ ive an 

efficient performance. A pencil, paper, and a time keeper 

should be provided. This forethought gives certa in freedom 

for the judge by not demanding extra effort on his part. 

The second suggestion presented would be to arrange a meeting 

of all the Judges prior to the beginning of the debates to 

outline the specific criteria that should be used to deter-

mine the winners of the several debates. It Is desirable to 

establish this unity in Judging In order to prevent the use 

of so many varied standards of value, thereby affecting the 

validity of the outcome of the tournament» 

7 „ 
Dorothy Garrett Melzer, "Suggestions for Improving 

Debate Judging,* The Southern Speech Journal, XVT!I 
(September, 1952), 6^. 

8Ibld. 
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If It Is not possible to reach an agreement among the 

judge3, it is possible to help the debaters as was proven in 

an experiment at the University of Colorado# In this par-

ticular situation, a critic symposium was organized so that 

each judge could present a two-minute explanation of what he 

considered to be good debating. A slightly modified plan 

was conducted at the University of Mississippi during the 

Southern Region of Tan Kappa Alpha convention. "Five of the 

visiting coach-judges gave four-minute talks on their opinions 

of certain debate problems relating to the national question. 

A panel of twelv e students, representing each participating 

school, then had the opportunity to ask the coaches any 

questions concerning debate techniques on the current 

proposition."^ The symposium provided a stimulating experi-

ence for both the students and the judges of the tournament. 

On the other hand, it might be less confusing if 
each one of us (judges) said before the debate 
what we did and did not like in debate rather than 
saving this for the end of the debate so that the 
debaters might adapt to our ideas just in time to 
antagonist the'next judge, who might believe the 
exact opposite* ¥© amy all have had this happen; 
it is most discouraging and upsetting to new 
debaters. Experienced debaters soon'pay no 
attention to these criticisms. 10 

To reveal to the debaters the basic standards by which the 

debate will be judged is of utmost importance. Some 

9 
„ ?ritic's Symposium," Western 
Speech, XVI (May, 1952), 153-1^. 

1A 
Melzer, jib. £l&., p. lf.8. 
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relationship between fcho debate presented and the standards 

judged should at least be attempted, 

The third suggestion by Helzer is that each judge's 

ballot should encourage a decision on "clash," She does not 

approve of the typical breakdown of debate skills usually 

found on the ballot. Instead of the normal analysis and 

case, evidence, attack and defense, and delivery areas found 

on most ballots, she suggests simply to provide a place to 

award the decision. In this way, the judge does not have to 

assign gradsa for each section and add them to determine the 

winner; he can listen to the debate and decide by the clash 

of arguments who won the contest and award the decision 

accordingly. The Judge should then be asked to rate the 

debate team by a aoore of $ for excellent, 3 for good, 1 for 

fair, and nothing for poor. This allows the judge to take 

all factors into consideration In rating the debaters with-

out breaking down the debate itself into a weighing of grades. 

As Melzer points out, the director of the tournament dis-

covers from the ballots which tern was the best in argu-

mentation and he has available a rating- scale on the overall 

quality of each team# The main advantage of this procedure 

is that the judge can determine the winner on clash of argu-

ments and not on the value of certain skills» 

Th® Debate Judge As a Mhehlne 

lisle Drum proposes a new area of concern -when he states 

that a debat© judge is only a machine. Present debate 
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standards require a jud^e to V^r record of certain points 

eg they fî c made «mf 11, in reality, he is a mere computer, 

©nslyst, or- Trianlpulstor, This oscotij because the Judge is 

*>0*jui,xd to tatre notes on all that is sale! and record It., 

mueh life a machine, with little concern as to hovr it Is 

stated# Then the judre K-eisrhs the- evidence of both teasia 

en£ decides which tea v. wins the debate* Prim believes that 

debaters should speak i-x s r>orr3l rather then as to 

£ eowt 'stenographer| the debaters should ecneranteate in the 

fullest sense to the judsre, t'-ho lr: turn should! simply listen 

11 

and decide the witrrer of the debate, 4« a typical exaTrple 

he explains, 
Consider for a moment tshat actually happens in the 
usual debate« Five people enter a rooms four 
debaters and one judges there may be an unhappy 
"draftee" for timekeeper, and all concentrating 
their attention and efforts on a single person, 
the judge* As each speaker's turn arrives he 
speaks forcefully, not so such because he feels 
forceful, but because (1) he is excited, (2) he 
knows this is expected of a winning debater, or 
(3) he doesn't know any other way to present a 
case* He usually speaks carefully and deliberately, 
making sure as he does so that the judge has plenty 
of tirae to writ® down all that is being said* He 
speaks in the clearest and most easily copied con-
cepts, ©gain so that the judge's pen may not miss 
a syllable. And, finally, he makes sure that he Is 
well bolstered by small white cards which give 
many and varied "facts" assiduously copied from 
some authority, because he knows that It Is the 
accumulated weight of the subject which will 
weigh most heavily with the judge, 12 

Today 
"~\>al© i'. Drum, "The Debate Judge As a Machine," 
'a Speech, IV (April, 1956), 28-31. 
12 
I k M o P. 30. 
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With tills exauplo, Drun a athent ieates his belief of how 

mechanical the judge and the debaters usually become because 

of the method that is imposed upon, them* The American col-

legiate debater aoon becomes trained to recognize the judge 

as a machine, Druo points out that many so-called author-

ities propose that the "perfect judge'* is , • like the 

mechanical computer; the judge is supposed to have no 

amotions, no biases, no feelinprs on the matter, and, in fact, 

no memory."^ 

Drum believes that the importance should not be on what 

the debater says, but rather on how well he succeeds in 

winning over his audience. The persuasiveness of the speaker 

la of far greater importance than any other one aspect. B# 

feels that debate should bring the speakers into a speaker-

audience sicuation Instead of* & speaker—judge arrangement• 

<rh« debaters» training should be centered in learning to 

mmy an entire audience because in life, it is people who 

are persuaded, not judges who record information and calculate 

the winner of certain arguments. 

In direct opposition to Drum, Arthur N. Kruger firmly 

believes that present debate docs not make a machine of a 

judge, but rather causes him to evaluate the total debate* 

&U|?er "considers debating above all a contest in thinking, 

an attempt to cret at the truth by logical analysis and by 

reasonable inferences based upon sound evidence. What 

13Ibid. 
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matters how well a person speaks on vimilnc hie personality 

if he s&jz little or nothing, Prom Kruf.er*3 point of 

view, the debate judge should be above all a critical thinker 

if he is to qualify for adequately evaluating a debate. 

This difference of opirion accounts for a part of the 

f̂ ap between the bases for awarding decisions. These dif-

ferences need to be more unified to standardise the Judge's 

concept of value • "If be in,': persuasive means winning an 

audience by non-rational r;eat is—which I will admit see me 

to be the most effective way of winning; an audience In our 

country—1 say it is about tine that the people were raade 

aware of the fraud perpetrated upon then and time we stopped 
1* 

encouraging students to carry on the hoax." Kruper 

believes that it is far raore important for ua to make 

decisions based upon facts rather than Just upon the clever-

ness of a speaker and the persuasiveness of his voice. For 

this reason the debate Judge must be a critical thinker and 

must properly <?uid.e the students to engage in an analytical 

debate• 

If the Judge has a superhuman racxaory, it may not be 

necessary for hlra to keep notes as the debate progressesj 

however, moat judges feel that it is mandatory to use notes 

in deciding the better refutation and rebuttal of arguments. 

"^Arthur '!» Kruger, "The Debate Judge,* ?oday*s Speech. 
V (January, 1957), 29. *—— 

15 Ibid, 
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Of what; value in it for the students to develop arguments 

when it Is likely that tho jud.̂ e will base his decision on 

meaningful inflections, speaker cleverness, or platfom 

personality. Arthur farther as'cs tho question, 

% o can "blase them for becoming somewhat cynical 
and deserting an aotivity into which they haw 
put so ranch times and effort to preparing 
reasonable arguments when they are judged so often 
by those who are patently incompetent to judge 
them? It would be better if those whose interests 
lie primarily in speech activity and delivery, who 
oonsider debating a distasteful chore# would with-
draw frota debate and leave the field to those who 
regard debate as an intellectual activity, who 
relish and value logic and a systematic inquiry 
into the truth, who recognise this activity for 
what it really is: the nost efficacious way of 
reaching conclusions and trying to solve problems 
in a democracy. 16 

""hese two articles explain the two opposite philosophies of 

r?run and Xrurer. Each author feels strongly about tbe role 

of the debate judge during the exchange of arguments} yet 

these two men are only representative of the differences of 

writers on debate. 

In an article, Aloysius A, Norton writes about the 

problems of his debating teams# Referring to several tour-

naments that he had recently attended, he consented on the 

different situations that continually presented themselves 

to his stents and were a constant t horn in his philosophy 

of debate. He believes that "public speaking techniques 

raean nothing In current debating Personality means nothing, 

16ibia.t p. 31 
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Tcrtmulon saoanr less.1 He feels that the rmdem evolution 

of debate has developed Into an iiiporsibler activity. Itus 

heMts of the successful speaker reflect not the trra» pic-

ture of alimentation., but that of hi^h-pressur© salesmen, 

"Aiaorico.i debating can without a doubt provide an endless 

supply of Idfja-pressure salesmen, 7hoy say very little 

because they concentrate on confusing the opposition, or 

catching tfeest off guard, with some obscure approach to the 
18 

riatioral topic." Pert of the 2*0le of the aodera speaker 

is to carry at all times valises loaded with material to us© 

ag@in.st the opposition, Norton feels that the use of logical 

reaaoninr 1b lost from argumentation, A team will try almost 

anything, but will never resort to the use of reasoning to 

prove a point. He warns that the next step is automation 

within b debate tournament, Each teem will simply place its 

not©cards in the appropriate end of the machine which will 

digest the material and award the decision to the tears who 

had the bulk of evidence. Speakinr ability, analysis, or 

argumentation would have 110 part in the decision,1^ This 

article again expresses a distance between the views of the 

coaches of debate. 
1? 
Aloysius A. Worton, "Opinion and Comment/ American 

Forensic Association He^later. 11, (Spring, 1961), " ~ 
10Ibid. 

19Ibid. 

mailto:ag@in.st
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Chapter Suiaraary 

An iiqportant aspect to the survey of articles discussed 

is the obvious lack of material available on the Improvement 

of debate judging. A writer simply attacks the Judge who 

disagrees with his particular point of view. 

The surveyed articles are representative of the types of 

material that are written in the speech journals. The 

articles fall into one of two divisions: either the emphasis 

should be placed on the student as a speaker and his ability 

to persuade and relate his material directly to an audiences 

or emphasis should be on the development of the debater's 

entire speech around the stronger use of evidence and logic, 

So the battle between the "skills" school and the "Issues" 

school continues. It becomes quite obvious that the field 

is divided and it is not possible to determine by the few 

articles 'written what port ion of the writers could be 

classified In either of the two schools of thought relative 

to debate Judging, 
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THE THEORETICAL CRITERIA FOR DETERMINING 

DECISION DEBATE—THE BALLOT 

If it is necessary for a debate Judge to us© established 

criteria for determining the winner of a competition debate# 

then it is also necessary that ho have a vehicle to reflect 

that decision. The debate ballot should serve that special 

purpose. The ballot should never be considered a substitiite 

for a judge's lack of knowledge nor should it interfere with 

his decision. The ballot should be used only to reflect the 

judge's decision. 

A g»od ballot should assist the Judge and simplify the 

task in making his final decision of the debate. Often a 

relatively poor ballot not only fails to help the judge but 

complicates or interferes with his evaluation task. The 

tournament director, therefore, must always be very conscious 

of the relationship of the debate ballot to the critic Judge; 

he should seek to adopt the specific ballot that will best 

serve the demands of an educational debate. For a long while 

the problem of locating or discovering a good ballot has been 

the responsibility of forensic leaders, 

86 
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Throughout the history of debate* there has been a 

direct relationship between the indecision m to the perfect 

ballot and the problem of isolating the proper criteria for 

asking the decision. Since Judges could not agree on the 

correct basis of evaluating a debate, they could not agree on 

the proper ballot to reflect that decision. Many attempts 

have been made and the variety ranges from the very siafpl# 

ballot stating only the winner to a very elaborate system 

extensively involving the Judge in answering questions on 

almost every aspect of the debate.. 

Purpose of the Ballot 

The true purpose of the ballot is a strong point of 

controversy. The clash of ideas is based on two basic 

schools of thought concerning the debate decision. Those 

persons who support the "skills* school, believing that a 

debate is Judged on the skill with which the debate is pre-

sented, think the ballot is the major factor in determining 

the decision. Accordingly, the ballot would contain the 

various elements that the Judge uses to decide the winner* 

The nearer the ballot eomes to listing the specific areas of 

evaluation chosen by the Judge, the better the ballot. If 

the areas are listed exactly as the Judge lists them, then 

the ballot not only reflects his decision, but in essence it 

guides his decision. 

The purpose of the ballot for those leaders in the 

"skills" school is very clear. The ballot must be 
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constructed to list each of the areas by which the debate 

must fee Judged, The only complication for them 1® in the 

determination of which specific criteria should be selected. 

Since debate coaches and authors of debate textbooks, as 

already discussed* cannot agree on the most important spe-

cific skills to be included in the decision, the ballot has 

never been standardised* The important point is that the 

^skills* school considers the ballot an integral part of the 

decision if not the only element that serves as the criterion 

for deciding the debate. 

Contrasting this view, the members of the "issues" 

school recognise the purpose of the ballot quite differently. 

Since the debate must be decided upon the issues presented 

and refuted, the ballot must in no way decide the winner of 

the debate, The ballot mast serve only to reflect the 

decision mad® by the judge, independent of the material 

listed on the ballot. The only Important aspect of the 

ballot would be a place to list the winner and a place to 

comment on the debate. However, even though the primary 

purpose of the ballot Is to show the decision, the "skills" 

school recognizes a second advantage in listing areas other 

than argumentation. Since the basic function of the ballot 

is to reflect, not decide, the decision, the "Issues" school 

would have comparatively little difficulty deciding on a 

good ballot. The major criterion is the reflection of the 

decision; the complication exists in a difference of 
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opinion a® to how the decision can best fee reflected In the 

ballot. 

Skill Areas 

In an earlier chapter, It was discovered that most 

debate textbooks preferred the total skill® approach to 

serve as the main criterion for determining: a decision 

debate* Th® skills system usually involves listing several 

fundamental areas of debate technique considered the most 

important qualities of a good debater. Bach textbook on 

augmentation preferring the skills approach gave a brief 

definition of the meaning of the different areas selected. 

Though some attention has been given to the definition of 

each in the review of the popular debate textbooks, it is 

necessary that a much more thorough analysis be given to 

each area used on most of the current debate ballots. 

The skill areas found on the popular American Forensic 

Association ballot are analysis, reasoning and evidence, 

organization, refutation, and delivery. Each of these areas 

was of primary interest. In addition, the areas of style, 

case, argumentation, communicativeness, and teamwork were 

also defined since these areas are often found on ballots 

used in tournament competition. 

It must be recognised from the outset of the breakdown 

and definition, of the above areas that there is & great deal 

of overlapping of meaning in the various terms eaployed. 

Therefore, on one certain ballot one division may include 
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that material used In two separate areas of a second ballot, 

Each area is defined, and cross reference to other Indus lve 

areas is mentioned. 

Analysis 

Arthur !» Iruger defines analysis a® the process of 

"picking out and developing the Important Issues and sub-

Issues of the particular debate proposition. Here the judge 

must consider the significance of the particular issues 

chosen*" If a debater is to demonstrate a certain degree of 

competence in argumentation and debate, he must wine® skill 

in his ability to analyse the proposition. He must be able 

to separate the Important from the unimportant aspects of the 

question and to become deeply involved in the critical issues 

of the debate* His capability in getting to the crux of the 

topic In question Is a prerequisite to the debate itself. 

Each team must demonstrate a certain degree of com-

petence In the selection of "clash" points. A debater should 

be capable of remaining on the main Issues and not be dis-

tracted by minor or irrelevant points. In awarding the 

quality points to each speaker, the critic Judge must weigh 

the contentions and argisaents of each team. Essentially, 

analysis rasy simply be understood as expressed by Kruger. 

^Analysis stay be described as the process of breaking down 

an entity into its component parts and examining the 

1 ' ** " 1 — -
^ Arthur N. Kruger. Modern Debate: Its Logic and 

Strategy (New York, I960), p. 3bi, . - — 
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2 
relationships among them." Accordingly, analysis of ft 

debate resolution a»y be described as the process of deter-

mining the main points of arguments which, when developed* 

"prove" the truth or falsity of the resolution, 

Evidence 

In the everyday world, people continually make 

assertions without definite proof• Fortunately, there are 

certain people who will not accept ideas only on this basis 

because of their previous knowledge• To convince this group, 

the Individual must develop arguments with strength. Such 

supporting material me this usually Is classified m evidence, 

Sfvldenca consists of related facts, personal 
opinion, and information concerning the sub-
ject that can'be used to develop proof of a 
certain point. It is the raw material from 
which the finished product, proof, is made 
by the process of reasoning. Evidence, 
differing from reasoning, is the other 
ingredient of proofJ evidence is Indepen-
dent of and external to the advocate. 3 

ID. other words, the advocate finds evidence but develops the 

reasoning. Evidence and reasoning are quite different areas, 

but together they compose proof to substantiate an argument« 

The misconception of truth by some persons leads them 

to think that before anything In life can be accepted as 

truth, it must be sufficiently proven. This cannot always be 

2Ibld.. p. 

. 2« *»Burney and Glen E. Mills, Argumentation 
and Debate—Techniques of a Free Society (flew York, 1951) 
P • /It 
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the »ituatlon to that material Is not always available to 

document the ideas expressed. To help clarify the need of 

evidence, Bernard Baruch says, "Every man has a right to hi® 

opinion, but no man has a right to be wrong in his facts. 

When material evidence is available, a person should feel an 

obligation to base ideas on the facts. 

This does not wean, however, that a person who la 

speaking with the purpose of persuasion must prove with 

strong evidence every statement he presents. There are 

some inferences that would prove too involved if a speaker 

were forced to develop each idea with strong proof# The 

listener must evaluate for himself the argxanenta used and 

ideas presented in order to determine which of the Inferences 

must b« supported and to what degree. This decision Is 

necessary because the doctrine of judicial notice holds that 

there are certain facts and Judgments which are so well known 

or so easily verified that to require evidenoe of thera would 

be a waste of time,-' Therefore, it is only natural that a 

speaker would in the process of proving a point be required 

to follow only the principles expected by legal argumentation. 

The critic Judge with an understanding of the meaning of 

evidence and the Importance it plays in a debate must be able 

to evaluate It# This connon practice is referred to as the 

"test of evident®,* The Judge is expected to determine If a 

fy"Ibld• » p. 92, 

%bid,, p. 93. 
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team has presented, the M M and amount of evidence required 

to effectively convince and persuade its audience# The critic 

eon^ares the evidence of on© team against th&t of the other 

team to determine which pair did the better debating* Proai 

the presentation the judge must decide if the proof used by 

each speaker was actually strong or weak in reference to the 

debate• Upon this basis, suitability of evidence presented; 

the quality points are awarded to the speaker* 

Reasoning 

Although separate in the breakdown of the skill areas, 

reasoning is often encompassed in another area. Basically, 

however, reasoning is a separate area involving the drawing 

of conclusions from evidence presented* This difference Is 

mt always recognized to the extent that it is a separate 

are® on the ballot# Not all textbooks of argumentation 

devote a separate chapter to reasoning per se* Instead, the 

explanation of reasoning may occur in the same chapter as 

that dealing directly with evidence or in a special chapter 

in the development of an argument* The terra argument often 

serves as a synonym for reasoning* 

The c ritic has the task of evaluating the debaters * 

skill in light of other debates heard and awarding quality 

points to that particular team. He should examine the 

structural soundness of the argument presented by both the 

affirmative and the negative teams* The organized case 
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should be developed la such a m y that the reasoning pre-

sented leads to the conclusion reached by the team# The 

or It ic must teat the validity of the reasoning used by each 

member. The debater should not be ruilty of making gener-

alisations without sufficient evidence to substantiate his 

arguments. If analogies were used the critic must determine 

if they vere valid corsparlsons between two related subjects, 

leading to a logical conclusion. 

Finally, the Judge must decide if the debaters were 

guilty of obvious fallacies and/or some fora of unfair 

tactics by their use of arguments. A fallacy is improper 

reasoning that doe3 not naturally lead to the conclusion 

presented by the debater. The information may not imply the 

meaning derived by the speaker or he may be guilty of laaking 

large jumps from one idea to another without proper devel-

opment of the argument. Unfair tactics are sometimes 

displayed when the opposing team misconstrues an argument of 

its opponent thus gaining an unfair advantage. Debaters a»y 

use devices such as begging a question, extending an argu-

ment, arguing in a circle, or avoiding arguments to 

strengthen their case. In such & situation the judge must 

be able to evaluate and determine the reasoning, ability of 

the individual speakers, fhe major task of the speaker i® 

denoted in MeBurney's and Mills' textbook. 

fhe problem is one of giving the evidence and 
argument (reasoning) of the speaker a context 
and structure which will recommend his 
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proposition to the Xistener j it Is a matter of 
expressing in language the grounds from which 
another can reason to the conclusion upheld by 
the advocate* Awarding points In a manner to 
reflect the ability of the speaker Is the task 
of the critic Judge In the area of reasoning. 6 

Orranlzation 

Since the debater is required to us© evidence end 

develop sound reasoning, It is obvious that he should present 

his arruments !n the most effective namer, The value of the 

arguments used may often be determined by the order in which 

they are presented, "For if you do not understand a chain 

of arguments thoroughly, if you are hesitant or hasy about 

where this contention or that bit of evidence fits in on 

the assembly line of cogent ideas, you will fail to produce 

a competitive or defensible argument 

The quality of a team can partially be determined by 

deciding the speaker1® ability to organise* In evaluating 

the capabilities of each team member, the judge csn use 

three basic criteria to determine the degree of success 

achieved in organisation. They areJ 

(1) To insure logical relationships between points, 

(2) To determine proper errphaais of argments, and 

(3) To insure against omission of significant argu-
ments or evidence, 8 

£ - ' 
MbBuroey and Mills, oj., cit,, p, 3%0. 
7 
Dwlght L, Freshly, "Outlining the Argument," Argumen-

MSigS ®ffi! ^sbate, edited by James McBath (Hew Yorlc, 19S3), 
p # «T 

%hleU. p. 89. 
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Knowing the purposes of organization, the Judge listens 

to determine hew effectively the speaker achieved his goal 

of communication. The judge should be aware of basic 

divisions within each speech emphasizing major points of the 

case. H@ should ©validate the use of internal and external 

summaries within each speech. He should detect smooth tran-

sition between each major point. 

The judge should evaluate the debater in his use of 

strong organisation that assists rather than deters the pre-

sent: at ion of the t@aars case. He must decide if each speaker 

presented hla arguments in a clear, concise wanner, pro-

ducing a case easily comprehended by debaters and listeners 

alike. 

Refutation 

^Whenever two opposing cases on a given issue fail to 

meet, the listeners or readers tend to discredit both 

cases. The argumentative processes of attack and defense 

(with evidence, assumptions, and logical reasoning) determine 
Q 

whether an argument Is finally accepted or rejected.® The 

importance of refutation within the debate is well 
established. 

Some of the debate ballots surveyed draw a distinction 

between refutation and rebuttal by placing each area on the 

9 
Ralph Y. McGlrmis, "Refutation," Arguments11 on and 

Debate, edited by David Potter (lew York, 19$), p. 3257 
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ballot to be rated separately. However, It is more often the 

practice to use the single term "refutation" to refer to both 

ideas. Xt 1® generally agreed that refutation Is the process 

of destroying an argument or evidence of the opposition, 

while rebuttal la the rebuilding of onefs mm points after 

the opponent*8 refutation. The distinction between the 

"tearing down" and the "building up" process la lnportant to 

a speaker for clarity in his presentation. 

Refutation Involves more than raising objections, 
even valid ones, to opposing proofs. The gesl 
of attack is not achieved until valid objections 
are related to an issue. Similarly, one has not 
adequately defended his ease against an opposing 
refutation until he has re-established his stand 
on an issue. 10 

The need to attack the argments and ideas of the other team 

is fundamental to debating# Therefore, the Judge wast be 

conscious of the tearing down and the rebuilding of arguments 

of both teas®. He should evaluate each team on the extent 

and quality of the refutation presented dwlng the debate. 

". • .clearness, force, and beauty of style are 
absolutely necessary to one who would draw man 
to his way of thinking; nay, to anyone who 
would induce the great mass of mankind to give 
so much as passing heed to what he has to say. 

Woodrow Wilson 

The delivery of a debater is relative to the delivery 

of any speaker. Debate is a form of public speaking and 

10 ! — . ,, -
Douglas Ehnlnger and Wayne Brockrlede, Decision by 

Debate (New York, 1963), p. 2£$. 
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must, therefore, be judged ts an integral part of the total 

speech. A good delivery is of great importance to the 

consaunication of id@as« "The debater's effectiveness as a 

speaker is a function of the way in which his audience per-

il 
eetves him ma a whole person." This isipression is of 

strong value in the presentation of ideas. 

Good delivery should not call attention to 
itself and obstruot the establishment of 
arguments* A good speaker should use his voice, 
pronuneiation, and bodily action to ©onvey the 
meaning of the material presented* If a speaker 
is successful the audience will not consciously 
be aware of his delivery, but will only remember 
the id©aa he expressed. 12 

Delivery then should not ever distract from the speech but 

should assist the speech in every aspect# 

Second, good delivery should give reinforcement to the 

meaning of the debater*s speech. His active use of pitch, 

time, and volume can serve to gain emphasis and to relate 

meaning that could not b® gained from the mere reading of 

the material. The audience is wore interested in the 

material that is presented interestingly for their benefit. 

With these basic criteria, the debater strives to assure him-

self that he is ooirounicafcing his ideas to the audience. He 

must use good delivery for hia benefit, but above all else, 

o f„ t h; c° n t e B t Comaitte. of the North 
1222251 S£ Sgo'oh, XXXVII 

12 
W, Charles Redding, "Presentation ©f the Debate 

2 2 M 2 ' 8 , 5 1 1 : 8 , 1 b y " " " P o t t -
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he must be e x p l i c i t and complete Irv his p r e sen t a t i on of the 

meaning he wishes t© express during hi® speech, 

$he o ther areas sometimes listed ©a debate ballot® are 

style, ease, argumentation, communicatlveness, an# teamwork* 

TJsually it is agreed that these area a overlap i n to one of the 

more commonly se lec ted s k i l l s • However, s ince some "ballots 

choose to be more s p e c i f i c i n the listing of debate s k i l l s , 

eaeh area is b r i e f l y defined, 

3ty le«*-Sty le refers t o the force, directness, and 

emphasis of the presentation* It is important that t he 

debater use a s t y l e t h a t i s e f f e c t i v e in achieving s i m p l i c i t y 

and c l a r i t y of thought j y e t , i t should r e f l e c t a c e r t a i n 

degree of freshness, variety, and i n t e r e s t in his delivery# 

Sty le inc ludes word choice , sentence s t r u c t u r e , f i g u r e s of 

speech, and vocabulary level* 

0as©,—The ease of a debate team is a e®»p©«ite of 

several o ther debate skills* First, it is the selection of 

arguments to be presented involving the analysis of t he 

ind iv idua l members, Organisat ion i s a v i t a l pa r t of t h e 

case In that it determines the arrangement of arguments into 

a creditable speech# Reasoning i® the use of the evidence 

and i s a p a r t of the t o t a l ease in persuading t h e l i s t e n e r . 

Therefore , even though the case may be Ind iv idua l ly con-

s ide red , i t i s h ighly in tegra ted i n t o a l l the s k i l l s l i s t e d 

on the more popular b a l l o t s . 
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Argumenta tIon. —Argumentatlon, m mentioned, earlier, Is 

the combination of the two elements of evidence and 

reasoning* By combining the two separate areas, the debater 

is able to present certain argument® that provide the bast® 

for the total case to be used during the debate, 

CommunloatIveness.--In Championship Debating, Arthur 

ICruger defines ec»rauiileativ©ness as the matter of style, 

organization, attack, and defense contributing to the image 

of each s p e a k e r . ^ This division like sorae other skills is 

simply a different name for the same material cohered in 

other areas. Delivery Is the main Ingredient of coramuni-

catlveness and Its characteristics are found in the other 

areas» 

Teamwork.—Teamwork ©r total effectiveness is the total 

performance of the two members of the debate team. It 

includes the cooperation of each member with the other and 

the relative compatibility of the two speakers in forming a 

team. It is important for the team to oreate the impression 

of working well with each other in order to present one unified 

and consistent approach to the opposition. 

An investigation of any remaining areas" found on a few 

ballots revealed that it is either not generally accepted as 

important in determining the winner of the debate or that 

^Kruger, op. c i t p . 22. 
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the specific area Is an Integral portion of at least one of 

the other skill areas already listed. 

Types of Debate Ballots 

sine® all the requirements for en effecti ve ballot are 

not generally agreed upon, the range of available ballots is 

numerous. This study did not make an attest to record or to 

retriew each of the many ballots but selected one from etch 

basic type and identified the style and the material included 

in it. In reviewing the more popular ballots selected for 

tournament use, the theoretical criteria imposed upon Judges 

for determining their decision was detected. 

Win-Loss Ballot 

'She simplest uethod of billot arrangement Is the Wwln 

and loss" method. The Judge indieatea only the winner of the 

debate, and he determines the winner on any basis he selects. 

The Judge can complete this ballot with maximum rapidity and 

•minimum cogitation* 

This elementary ballot may be selected for Judges who 

decide the winner solely upon the arguments used and there-

for® need nothing; else to help determine their decision* 

This slmpl* ballot was often used in the past because the 

more elaborate Judging sheets were not so widely acceptable 

as they are today. The following illustration is a sample 

of the "win-loss" type of ballot. 
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Figure 1 

DEBASE BAT,LOT 

Choose the winning team on the bast® of what yon 
consider effective debating. 

I vote for the_ 

Signed 

Rating Ballot 

Although seldom used for intercollegiate debating, the 

quality rating ballot Is available* The major difference 

between this ballot and all others is that the judge tfoos not 

declare a winner In the debate. The debate teacher may feel 

It is not advisable to determine a winner in such cases as 

practice debates or debates between two schools requiring 

only a quality rating* In other similar situations, a debate 

coach m y feel that a declaration of a winner defeats the 

educational objectives of debate. "They further argue that 

the deciding of a winning team is extremely difficult, par-

ticularly when the competing sides are evenly matched; that 

judgments of this type are subjective; that a wln~loss 

decision does not reflect the cor^parative abilities of the 

two sides? and that winning often gives a student a sense of 

wli4 false pride.1 

U 
T̂3: raden and Brandenburg, og. cit«, p. £21*. 
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The quality rating ballot consists of rating each 

speaker and each team as superior, excellent, average, fair, 

or poor, "he judge determines the rrttinpr to be piven to each 

teem by one of several standard?? depending on the specific 

purpose of the debate. For tournament use, this ballot could 

be used and the criteria for quality rating could be limited 

to a coiapariaon of only the teams at the tournament • This 

comparison contrasts the more widely used practice of rating 

the speakers in relation to a predetermined degree of 

excellency. Figure 2 is an example of this type ballot. 

Combination ballot 

Th® combination ballot boasts characteristics of both 

the win-loss ballot and the quality rating system. This type 

ballot is primarily for the director who wants a decision to 

be determined and also wants each team to receive a quality 

rating. In this nanner, the tournament director can use the 

decision to advance teams and the quality ratings to break 

ties. The rating can also be used by coaches after the 

tournament In evaluating the school teams, The ballot 

remains relatively simple, but the emphasis is still on 

tfe© two basic approaohes of ©valuations the win—loss approach 

and the quality rating approach. 

Figure 3 illustrates this type of ballot. 
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Figure 2 

qua l i t y tmraa mum 
Speaker r a t i n g s : On the bas i s of h i s performance, assign t o 

each speaker one of the following* qua l i t y ra t ings J super ior , 

exce l l en t , everape, f a i r , and poor. Consider such charac ter -

i s t i c s ss ana lys i s , orpanizat ion, argument and supporting 

f a c t s , r e f u t a t i o n , language, de l ivery , a t t i t u d e # , overa l l 

e f f ec t i venes s , Equate your evaluation, of these q u a l i t i e s in 

terms ® 11 i n t e r c o l l e g i a t e debaters» The judge may assign 

tfe© same or d i f f e r e n t r a t i n g s t o t he four speakers and the 

two teams. 

Speakers 

F i r s t a f f i rma t ive Hating 

Second affirmative^ 

F i r s t negative 

JRatlng 

j*atln£_ 

Second negative _Rat ing 

Teams 

Sf.§B y*,tlnflg.: Also ass ign one of the qua l i t y r a t ings to each 
t e «®' r a t ings cons is tent with your Individual 

M t ings * 

Aff i rmat ive team 

Negative team 

Signed 
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PI, retire 3 

LOTISIAM son^t, I>EBA*E BALLO? 

las traction to Judges 

Yau are to base your decision entirely upon the skill as dis-

played toy the debater'ss CD their ability to present ami 

uphold their ease# (2) the soundness of their arguments, 

(3) their ability at refutation, (I|.) delivery, and {£) every-

thing that makes for effective debating, 

I vote for the . Team 1®# 
• or Weg*' 

Rank each team according to the rating scale below* The 

Mtianing Teem ffugt Be ranked Above the Los lag Team* Give each 

team a place on the rating seal# based upon your idea of what 

constitutes effective debating. Demand high-quality perfor-

mance try your rankings. 

Hating Seal© Place each team on rating scales 

1» Fair Affirmative 

2* Average 
Ifank on" scale 

Negative 

3# ttood rtfink on scale 

iu Excellent 
$* Superior Signed 

Please sign and return to the director of the tournament• 

Do not annotmce your decision, 

Please check your ballot. Have you filled your ballot 
completely? 
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A more detailed quality rating ballot emphasizes 

specific areas of debate# This ballot is designed for the 

judge 'Mho is concerned with certain debate skills# It does 

net provide any space for comment from the Judge to the 

debaters or their coach. The major objective of the ballot 

is to total the points awarded to the designated skills and 

to announce the winner# The ballot is divided into two 

identical parts m that the ballot way be torn and a aaction 

given to each debate team# 

The specific areas chosen for the ballot are left to the 

discretion of the tournament director since the debating 

world has not yet determined the exact areas of concentration# 

Many of the specific skills are related, and the meaning 

of soma terms overlap so that the final selection of certain 

skill areas may not be important• 

At this point it is important to recognize one of the 

8«ricms objections raised by many leaders against the 

"skills" type ballot. In most cases the ballot makes no 

distinction between the several areas listed# The judge is 

pumledt Does one of the above areas deserve more weight in 

determining the final decision than any other? Should they 

eaoh be equal in value and the final decision is merely a sum 

total of the various areas listed? Do 1 as a judge feel that 

argument should be equal to delivery in this debate? Each of 

these questions plus ©any otters 1® often asksd and the 

answer is not always available# In most eases, the general 
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f e e l i n g l a t h a t t h e t r e e s a r e riot- eq'sal In, va lue and should 

v a r y t r i t h each d e b a t e . However, no one l e a d e r i n d e b a t e 

seems t o "be reedy t o e x p r e s s xipon wbot prottnds t h e va lue 

a hem Id c Sis n e e . 

F i ^ a r e k$ t h e f i r s t of t h e s e two ' b a l l o t s in c one id e ra t i on, 

i n d i c a t e s a format f o r t h e c r i t i c judge "who i s v e i l - o r i e n t e d 

i n t h e " s k i l l s " s c h o o l . F igure £ , t h e second and more e l a b o -

rs: t& b a l l o t of the same t y p e , r e q u i r e s more i n f o r m a t i o n i n 

t h e form of q u a l i t y r a t i n g s of each s p e a k e r and of each team 

t h a n t h e f i r s t b a l l o t , This second b a l l o t i s s i m i l a r t o t h e 

t y p e Most o f t e n used i n r e g u l a r tournament c o m p e t i t i o n . 

S t a t e B a l l o t 

Wayne Btafce U n i v e r s i t y developed a b a l l o t des igned t o 

answer t h e demands of t h e ,? i s s u e s " schoo l of thought# The 

judge l i s t s f i r s t t h e winner of t h e d e b a t e . Second, he ra te® 

t h e teams and the i n d i v i d u a l s p e a k e r as t o t h e i r d e b a t i n g 

a b i l i t y oonrparad wi th b i s knowledge of debaters® a b i l i t y i n 

gene ra l* F i n a l l y * t h e lower por t ion , of t h e b a l l o t l a devoted 

t o t h e s k i l l a r e a s o f t e n found on o t h e r d e b a t e b a l l o t s . The 

major d i f f e r e n c e i n t h i s b a l l o t and o t h e r s I s t h a t t h e Judjre 

does no t avard p o i n t s i n r a t i n g t h e speake r s i n each d e s i g -

n a t e d s k i l l . I n s t e a d , In a p rov ided space t h e judge l i n t s o r 

e x p l a i n s t h e e f f o r t s of t h e I n d i v i d u a l speake r and g i v e s 

h e l p f u l adv i ce t o each deba t e r* I n t h i s way t h e b a s i c mate -

r i a l i s covered by t h e j u d g e ; however, t h e emphasis 1® no t 
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Figure 4 

0ITOML BM.IM 

HSfRUGSXONSs Please rat© each speaker on each item. Ef« equals 
superior; £mr, «mmk11iiat| three, averagej tu&4 fairj and one, poor. 

AfFJBBATIfE fBKK 

1st Affirmative 

1 2 3 4 5 

2ad Affinitive 

1 2 3 4 5 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argaiueot and facts 
Befatatian, 
l#B8gWg0 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argaiueot and facts 
Befatatian, 
l#B8gWg0 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argaiueot and facts 
Befatatian, 
l#B8gWg0 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argaiueot and facts 
Befatatian, 
l#B8gWg0 
Belivexy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectives©®@ 

Belivexy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectives©®@ 

Total 

Affirmative total 

Total 

Hegative total 

1st Ifegativ© 

1 2 3 4 5 

HSmfOT I M 

2ad Negative 

1 2 3 4 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Analysis 
Organisation 
Argument and facts 
Refutation 
Language 
Beliveiy 
Attitudes 
Overall effectiveness 

Total 

Affirmative tajtal̂  
I vat® for 

Signed'' 

Total 

Megatlve total 

NOVSt Pat eemeats for affirmative on upper half of ba«fc of sheet and for 
T ! i T ™ u u * «• d"**' th. taUot «ta b. torn In Km 
and the oomente will be given to the respective teams. 
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Figure 5 

mxmsm b©4C T0 tmm 

Classification Eourri 

kit* fm 

Date 

vs. leg* Teas 

Judge 

Bank Points 
1st Aff* Speaker 
2nd Aff^peaker*^ 
Team fotals (points' 
In W opinion, tte 3 

teaa from 

lit Keg.Speaker. 
Meg.Speaker" 

Rank Points 

=B± 
effect!?* debating 

»*sr__ 
dime fir the 

(Aff.or Meg.) 

lK5®W"SS3i^T™*~^* 
fo the Judges Please tttl in the entire ballet* Please do net render 
& decision as & tie. The debaters will greatly appreciate it if you 
will write imp comments on the baok of -lb® appropriate section below, 
these sections will be given to the teaaus as indicated* The above 
section is ibr ear files* 
Speaker1® Ibrass 7 or below poors 8 to 13 f&irj 14 to 19 good; 

W t® 25 axeeiLl®nt| 26 te 30 superior. 
Tea® Nonas i 14 or below poorj 15 t© 2$ falrj a? to 3® goodj 

If to SO excellent* 51 to 60 auperior. 

Aff. 
i » rat n w 
•»• Meg. 

.Isr #f Btbatin̂ ; 
* Assign to each speaker the points which best describe y©w 

evaluation of the quality of debating don* in each of the six 
plaees. l^poorj 2-fairj 3-goodj 4^*#®31«ist> 5«superlor. 

A£fi»at*» Hegati-ro 
Boic Bade teak 

' r o k i - L l l S 1 V r A i i W 

Analysis-iaiim of ease 
Knowledge and evidence 
Beasoniog, inferenee® 
Adapting to opposing ease 
Skill in recitation 
Speaking skill 
Speaker s totals (points) 
few totals (points) 
H * Bank of Bebaters 

fete I Fleas© 'rank debaters in order of their exosllenee by 
placing 1, 2, 3, or 4 in the parentheses to the right of the 
debater's naae in all three seoMons of this fona* 
Seolsiom The more effeetiva debating was done bys 

TBI, "Wg. 

i 
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placed on the a'till areas c-? V* of ton is on other ballots* 

The judge ctotemlrtoe th.? trirv/.or rê ftrctlcsss of tha score on 

the ballot; -'r.he"i ho rate:? the teas* o >Eisid®x"tnr. an overall 

i-lehat'rig ability^ finally, he devotes the retaala&eaf of the 

"ballot to a critique, Bach of the basic functions of a 

"ballot are included and the jb.nl̂ e is still able to evaluate 

"aha debate on the issues presented, 

?he basic areas selected for tiae on the ballot are case 

end analysis? support of issuer, attach and defense, delivery, 

and audience adaptation. The first three skills involve the 

argument.a and case presented* therefore, the ballot lends 

itself easily to the "issues" judge, The last two divisions 

deal with the persuasive ability of the debater by con-

sidering the delivery and audienoe adaptation of the 

speaker. Since the areas do not ask for a quality rating by 

the judge, it is evident that there could be no confusion as 

to the value of one area over the others. The problem of 

equal or unequal value that often plagues the "skills" ballot 

is eliminated and the value of helpful judges' comments In 

the specified areas is maintained. For the judge who would 

make his decision on the basis of the ^issues'1 presented 

and debate ], this ballot is both useful and simple for the 

judge to use* 

Figure 6 is an example of this type ballot. 
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? ? 

n -ni'T? ** «**» , . ^ f ^ * | 
"*S V •Vs.3*'" -«?'•*» la oCt s ' 4% «J,V r* «*- J *A* V. * -n. *3* 

¥AXX-- STATE TlTIV^SxTT 

ROtam AFFIRMATIVE KB&ATIVE 

DECISION! la my opinion the better debatlog was done by the 

side, representing 

school ..., ,. 

, Judge 

kwinm'itm CHITIQUE m; 
Above 

Average Average Good . Excellent Superior 
Affirmative teamt 5 '? o 
1st Affirmative: 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 13 ^ 15 16 1? 18 19 20 
2nd Affinitive: 6 ? 8 9 10 11 12 13 % 15 16 1? IB 19 20 

1st Jiff, 

QMQ and Analysis 

2nd Aff, 

Case and Analysis 

ortof Issues 
iderice 3: Reasoning) (Evidence & Reasoning} 

Attack and Defense Attack and Defense 

Delivery 

Audience Adaptation Audience Adaptation 
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A-nerican F o r e ^ l c A s s o c i a t i o n B a l l o t 

'̂10 evolution of tUe sc^ral tvpo.i of ballots {levoloped 

into nh*rt > m y be t h e greatest g'nrle advance in a l l debate 

h i s t o r y — t h e -nlfom b a l l o t pabllslietl by t h e American Forens ie 

k ssociatl'vi. T h e m e m b e r coaches of t h e a a social" Ion co-i~ 

s t r u c t e d a "ballot t h a t r e c e i v e d rtore w i d e s p r e a d a p p r o v a l M i a n 

a n y o t h e r b a l l o t l a the p a s t . T h e us© of t h e A m e r i c a n 

F o r e n s i c A s s o c i a t i o n b a l l o t c o n t i n u e d t o g r o w u n t i l it w a s 

a c c e p t e d a s t h e u n i v e r s a l d e b a t e b a l l o t # ^ h e a v a i l a b i l i t y 

o f a s t a n d a r d L s e d b a l l o t simplified m a n y d i f f e r e n t d e b a t i n g 

p r o b l e m s # F i r s t , t h e d i r e c t o r m l o n g e r h a d to d e v e l o p a 

b a l l o t t o s a t i s f y t h e needs of h i s tournansjnt, Second, t h e 

t e a m s p a r t i c i p a t i n g i n t h e c o n t e s t u n d e r s t o o d t h e b a l l o t u s e d 

by the debate judge and in accordance could organize their 

presentation to best suit the demands of it* Third, the bal-

lot made judging nruch easier for the critic since the major 

portion of all contest Judges is conposed of visiting debate 

coaches and the coach, having used the ballot often, became 

extremely familiar with It, Finally, the new ballot created 

an overall standard by which a debate coach could evaluate 

his own teams* By simply comparing the standard ballot of 

several different tournaments, he could form a more reliable 

Judgment of the quality of his teams, therefore* the stand-

ardized ballot beeawe helpful to both debaters and debate 

coaches f o r s e v e r a l reasons* 
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The accept sic s of the l/«erican Forensic Ass oclatloa b&l*-

lot also hinged on few© basic ci.iv$--xio.:,ox8* ?he ballot could 

fee orderod frm the sscretarj of the association. tn addition 

to this convenience In ordering, the ballot was especially 

fconeficial to the J'Mge and the tournament director* The 

ballot came intriplieats fox's* "with carbon paper so that 

three copies were sixaultaneoasly completed# After receiving 

the "ballot from the judge, the director could separate the 

three copies and retain one copy for his permanent reco2»d, 

a second for the af f Lmative toan, and the third copy for 

the re.i^attw team# This carbon ballot was rolvws&lly 

appreciated since each debate coach could have a copy of 

the entire criticism of the debate rather than just that 

portion applicable to his team. Each school received a copy, 

the director retained a copy, and the judge was net burdened 

with the teak of tbbking three separate ballots. The con-

venience of this form, more than, anything else, helped 

standardize the debate ballot, 

^he first ballot developed by the American Forensic 

Association was the ''general skills'1 approach., The forrc was 

composed of four boxes of informstion, one per speaker, to 

aid the judge in giving quality ratings of each speaker's 

•presentation* Bach speaker was rated as 1-poor, 2«below 

average, 3-average, 2j.-good, or 5-supertor. These ratings 

n w ® applied to each of the aroas of analysis* evidence, argu-

mentation, refutation, and delivery. In addition, each teas 
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was give.-; a rsting of poor, "below average# a^era^e, good, op 

superior. ?fc.e final portion of t':e M l lot -jas clevofceS to 

the decision by & skirts • v'-ir.h teas? dlti the befcter debating:* 

1'lie judge wee gJvee a relatively sci£l! space at the bottom 

of the ps^e to explain upon what bests the decision Mats 

granted. 

The structure of the ballot reveals many important 

reasons for* its rapid a-oeptance. First, the ar^sa selected 

to represent the skills of the debater were those -cost 

generally acceptec": on other ballofco, Second, the ballot 

contained. the rating* of both fcfce speakers and the teamr, 

Third, and perhaps most important, the ballot although 

containing the skill areas in no way dictated the .-nethod 

of deciding the wirier, The decision vas implied to be 

closely related to the skills that dominated the major 

portion of space on the ballot, but direct reference was 

not <Uven to those skills. Also the skill areas were not 

divided into those of greater importance and those of 

leaser importance! they were listed together and no ref-

erence was given to the relative value of the areas 

receiving quality ratings. Even though the ballot was 

specific In its style and form, it was general in the 

crucial aspects of Judgment so that it could be used for 

m»t any purpose the Judge wanted. Certainly, the ballot 

could be used by either the "skills" or the "issues" school. 
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The major criticism of the American Forensic Association 

ballot was the lack of space provided for the judge® * 

comments, Most coaches, or judges# believed that a ballot 

was not of maximum benefit unless the critic was given the 

opportunity to make certain suggestions to the debate teams. 

Though the skill areas measured the quality of the speaker, 

any specific help on the case presented and the attacks 

made was evaded. This criticism was solved in several ways. 

First, the original ballot was slightly rearranged so that 

a portion of the bottom of the sheet could be used for 

general comments• Still another ballot answered the problem 

oven more completely. The soon to be popular Form € ballot 

provided about one third of the page for the skill areas; 

the other two thirds of the page was for specific comments 

to the individual debaters. This extra space proved helpful 

in answering the objections raised against the original 

form. Now the judge could write individual suggestions to 

the speakers, explain weak areas, and/or elaborate on the 

reasons for his decision. 

The new Form 0 made three additional changes that 

proved to be well accepted. The quality ratings w«r© 

changed from the original 1-poor, 2-below average, 3~average, 

U-trood, and 5-superior to an even wore usable scale reading 

1-poor, 2-fair, 3-average, ̂ .-excellent, and £-superior. 

The changes in word in* did not seem important but d id 

better reflect the customary reactions to performances. 
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Th® second change fo'ind r,*a "b alloc iie.a the addition of 

iU ^ U C* * • k ..̂ «V •*.-'• »-> Â "̂ - • '.*w» • ' , ' i. 'jI'-I " J. l> . . 0 : i '•-•• \ j U i i W 

port-io.* for* the deb a *3 nai.-ie c-'id too corinente i* treated 

K>v-*aru hi..:, theru -aas & specific place for the apoakor to 

b© rankeu In reiatio-i to t!ie other speakers of that ona 

dsbafca. la each sf the uavi ballots* Hie reason .for 

doctaUii> the t̂lxi-iex' was re;.-iov©; and the judge was expected 

bo relate this iia'armui in;-; in sho "comment* section of the 

?be final innovation was the use of special paper 

within the ballot so that carbon paper was not needed to 

make the three copies# The triplicate form continued but 

was low even more useful without the extra sheets of carbon 

paper. This added convenience enco oraged many laore to>ir~ 

cement directors to adopt one of the new forms of the 

American Forensic Association ballot. Figure ? is a copy 

of the Fox's* 0 American Forensic Association ballot* 

It would be false to aasmne that the American Forensic 

Association ballot has becoae exclusively adopted for tour-

nament use, ilany directors prefer to use a ballot of their 

own design, seeking the purpose they feel best representa 

the criteria for determining a decision* 

National Wast Point .Ballot 

The last ballot to consider is the ballot teed each, 

jear at the national debate tournament at West Point• 



American Forensic Association Debate Ballot 
^RouricL .Room 

Figure 7 
Date_ 

c 
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_Judge_ 

"mative_ _Negative_ 

-k the column on each item which, on the following scale, best describes your evaluation of the speaker's effectiveness: 

1 —poor 

1st Affirmative 
2 3 4 5 

2—fair 

2nd Affirmative 
1 2 3 4 5 

3—average 

Analysis 

Reasoning 

Evidence 

Organization 

Refutation 

Delivery 

4—excellent 

1st Negative 
1 2 3 4 5 

5—superior 

2nd Negative 
1 2 3 4 5 

otal T ota L Total 

n Ratings: AFFIRMATIVE: 

NEGATIVE: 
poor fair average 

poor fair average 

c each debater in order of excellence (1st for best, 2nd for next best, etc.). 

MENTS: I COMMENTS: 

\ f f . (name) _Rank ( ) 1st Neg. (name)_ 

excellent 

excellent 

Aff. (name)_ .Rank ( ) 2nd Neg. (name). 

iy opinion, the better debating was done by the_ 

Total 

superior 

superior 

.Rank ( 

.Rank ( ) 

( A F F I R M A T I V E O R N E G A T I V E ) 
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This touvnai-ietii- * & v«nio/ie *•: "'".1 v-M-or contorts since it is 

t he ff.-iT.l Rvetit !.v; v ~w:o''" cl^wi'.vrtior. r.el>at££i ! ' rlc! 

t h r n ' u r ! - t *Htj TIrdic-.' rt-£ vf >.t %-rs ">f the rof. irrel 

t-L'mi;u.-tlorif] are l.tvlte-f •;» cttr.ao tb© nrt Ivnsil tournament 

•In order* tf determine the jot * on.nl d .rî -Ior debate tern# 

'Mi© *"h Xevul of correct it?, on. and the homv involved in 

r e c e i v i n g &n Invitation o r e tfcfe "basic reasons for the 

preotlgo o.f t h e " e a t Poir.t n,o*r*ism".t, 

In the e l imina t ion rounds , the tvarnanent requii-es a t 

l e a s t f i v e judges t o p a r t i c i p a t e in each debate• A t o t a l 

of ever nsventy persons a r e an.voXved i r -he caponi ty of 

c r i t i c Jua reo . This lar,r:e number of Judges I s composed 

of ?ci*»n->.g hIghly o r i e n t e d Sri t h e f i e l d of argumentat ion 

arid S.eheta, '̂i&eb vo lun t ee r help" In t h e ©nmj&l oa t tonf t l 

tomrnmaaat wi thout reriiimeratlQTw The high v i t a l i t y of 

judttes 13 t h e key t o t h e success of t h l a c o n t e s t . 

™ae ballot at t h e national t ô r̂ r.rient is corapara t i v e l y 

simple when r e l a t e d to t hose b a l l o t s used at some other 

totirnasients# The judge l a asked to rate the i n d i v i d u a l 

speakers arid then rata the team aa a t r a i t ? the tmn r a t i n g 

is not necessarily an average of the two individual ratings* 

"he Jufî e is then directed to award the w i n n i n c of the 

debate to the team who received the h i g h e s t rating. The 

point seal© to be used is S u p e r i o r , $ 0 - ^ 1 ; Excellent l j .0-31; 

(rood 30-21. ??o team is to receive a rating below 21 by the 

a s s u r a p t i o n that debaters r e p r e s e n t inr a district are above 

average» 
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The ballot does not specify upon what standard the 

rating points shall be determined* it contains none of the 

normal skill areas usually found on all other ballots. The 

Judcre is simply instructed to rate the individual and the 

team. In the same manner there is a lack of instruction as 

to the criteria that should be employed to detemine the 

winner. The evaluation should be on the same standard ©s 

the awarding of rating points since the two scores must 

arree. It must be concluded that the standard of judgment 

la left entirely to the discretion of the individual judge,. 

It is important to recognize that the lack of "debate 

skills* on the ballot is of significance in that they are 

normally listed, This wonId tend to imply that the decision 

can be based on the issues presented or on the skills that 

the judge feels are inportdnt, The decision reads, "I : my 

opinion, the better debating was done by 

Consequently, the only conclusion to be drawn from this 

"ballot is that the speech teachers and directors who judge 

decide the winner of the debate by their own standards. 

It must not be overlooked that the high quality of Judges 

used at this particular t ournament accounts for the simple 

approach of the ballot, 

Figure 8 is a sample oopy of the judge5s ballot used 

at the national West Point Tournament. 
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Figure 8 

JUDGE'S BALLOT—WEST POUT 

ItfSTRUCTIOWSi (!) First, rat© the effectiveness of each 
speaker as a debater. (2) Second, rat© the effectiveness 
©f tli© two debaters as a team. (3) the team effectiveness 
score is an average of individual spssv^r's scores* 
Th« team score should determine the declsion» (i|) Do not 
discuss your jiidfgmeni oil this debate until the coiaplet lo i of 
the seeding rounds• (5) Hake relevant comments on sheets 
provided for this purpose. 

P0T>TT SCALE: Superior, S0~lj.lj Excellent, ij.0~31j r.lo~d, 30-21, 
Do not rate below 21, it being ass'amed that any team which la 
representing a district is at'least above the average* This 
scale is to be used in. evalmtlne*: both individual arid team 
performances, 

FILS COPY 

Aff irraflt ive tfega tire 
fScHroTI— 

1st 2nd . 1st 2nd 
(oace) (name) ** fnawH (na^eJ 

Score Score Score Score 

f * f>(• f5cOZ** 

'Oeciaiga 

In ta? opinion, the better* -lebnt Inrt wan done by 

TTrr-rrT1 

Signed 
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Instruction Sheets for Judge# 

After selection of the proper judge and preparation of ft 

desirable ballot, the tournament director Is not assisted that 

the two will function smoothly, At this point the planning 

usually halts and the remainder of the decision is left to 

the circumstances as they present themselves during the 

debate. However, it is often desirable to continue with the 

planning end take oue additional stop to ins tire that a fair 

decision shall be granted and that the decision will be 

accurately recorded on the bo Hot, Dorothy 'Jarrett Melzer 

from Georgetown College sugrests that the additional safe-

guard be apreed upon before the tournament begins. She 

proposes that "a discusaion of even an hour's tine could be 

held among the judges so that basic agreement might be 

reached as to the moat Important points in judging the 

debates to come would be a big advantage* Although, we 

hardly expect any group of coaches to agree on all points, 

there should be agreement on basic points of judging which 
icT 

would In turn make for harmony in the whole tournament," 

fhe basic reason for such a meeting is to iron out the 

problems that often create a lack of understanding between 

debaters and coaches. She further states that unless there 

was an extremely large number of judges involved, such a 

short meeting ©mild be held* 

l£ 
^orotcy ^srrett fair?**, for Tanvnov* 

Bubat® Judging*w The Southern'Speech Journal. XYIli 
(September, 19^2)7^37 — _ —.* 
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If because of schedules or other awkward oircumatanees 

the meeting cannot be arranged, the next beet alternative la 

to provide a mimeographed form which would thoroughly indi-

cate the specific instructlor s ti be followed. Quite 

naturally the form is not as personal as a meeting and can-

not answer all the questions that often occur, but it does 

prevent the judge from bein.fr totally tmprepared as to the 

proper method of using the debate ballot. With, the 

instruction sheet, the tournament director can explain the 

type of decision that he believes Important and upon what 

basis the decision should be reached. 

By listing the important aspects of debating, the 

director can make a positive atternpt to unify the different 

standards of the experienced debate coach of several years 

and the uninformed lay jae-mber asked to assist in the local 

speech contest. The suggestion by Helser to use an infor-

mtion sheet for the judges is not a new idea for most 

tournament directors. The type and purpose of the inf or-

Hfttion sheet, however, may vary, rio obtain a clear 

understanding of the attempt to coordinate the judge and th* 

ballot, a survey of several suggestion sheets of various 

tournaments in the Southwest was examined. This examination 

was another method of diss over lag the fch©oa?»fcieal approach of 

judging a contest debate. 

•i'h® typical information and instruction sheet that 

accorapan ies the ballot is usually one page in length. It is 
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not uncommon to find that the first item explains the 

purpose of the tournament, introduces fcbe a per-a or, and. 

externa appreciation to the judge for offering his services* 

Following the fonsal introduction of the event is a state-

ment of the debate proposition and the procedure of college 

debating* It often explains that each speaker will have a 

ten minute constructive speech and s five minute rebuttal 

speech '.rill follow. At this point it would seem that ft 

serious problem exists. Either the judcte is bored by the 

obviously unnecessary informsfcion and loseb interest in the 

remainder of the sheet, or if audi Information is necessary, 

the quality of the Judge is questionable, 

Finally, the information sheet expresses the importent 

aspects of debate and atterapts to ease the problem of making 

an evaluation* By not explaining the exact principle for 

"taking a decision, the major purpose of the suggestion sheet 

is not developed, '"he information ie vague and incomplete, 

allowing the experienced debate coach as well as the unin-

formed lajraan ire© opportunity to award the decision on 

practically any criterion. «hen a basis for a decision is 

listed, it. is usually brief ana not forcefully expressed. 

Baylor Invitational Foreneic Tournament 

The first "Inafcrnct?one for Judges* sheet to be examined 

was from ""eyloi8 Silvers Ity* o toarneweiat • It devote*? the 

first two paragraphs to eTnlalninff the tournament, stating 

the debate proposition, mf. the speeches of the 
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debaters# The real purpose of the sheet is not found, until 

the third portion which deals "W 11h the basis for the judge's 

decision. The judpe is warned syilnst awarding his decision 

solely on the preference of his personal opinion on the 

S'ibject. He Is then Introduced to the areas of analysis, 

evidence, argunont, refutation, and delivery to be used in 

judging the teams. The relative importance of the above 

skills la concluded by the statement,, "Speech skills are 

never an end within themselves, but they are important as 

the weans to the end of cowrrmnlcatinr information, ideas, and 

feelings to others• In considering the above standards, vote 

for the team that makes the best total Impression on you* 

Too mstmy minor errors may affect your total impression of a 

tean, but attest to base your decision upon the overa 11 

ability of the debater to communicate his arguments to you.* 

™tie reminder of the sheet explains the rating syatera for 

each speaker and team* The judge is finally instructed to 

return hi a completed ballot to the proper location. In thia 

particular information sheet, it is quite clear that the 

decision is to be based :m vhe oo?m«iunlcative ability of the 

speakers, It is inferred that the skills listed should be 

the raa.lor factor to be considered in tha judge$ a dee 1st on. 

However, the Instructions iaelude neither & breakdown of the 

16 
n»c™lnr , "Instruction® 

to Judges incluaed in the ballot given to each judge at the 
totimanent;*M FeTStt*v?a3tMf f*-?. 19^," 
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relative Importance of one skill over another nor the vain® 

of each, skill, The basis for the decision was left open to 

several possibilities# 

Georgetown University Invitational 
Rebating Tournament 

The second sheet examined was frora the Georgetown 

University Invitational Defeating Tournament« This particular 

aid for the judges Is two pages In length. The first page is 

devoted only to instructions to the judge concerning the 

mechanics of the contest; the second page contains the basis 

for judging. An explanation states that the debate is not to 

be determined on the merits of the question itself, but rather 

on the team who does the were effective debating# The judge 

must evaluate on the grounds of which team gained the belief 

of the audience for the side they represented. With this 

distinction the set of instructions lists the element» by 

which the judge may decide who did the better debating. The 

debate skills art similar to those found on some other 

debate ballots with the exception being that the skills are 

more extensively divided into nine different categories con-

sisting of knowledge of subject, analysis,, organization, 

evidence, argument, adaptation, refutation and rebuttal, 

delivery, and teamwork. The first skill, knowledge of the 

subject, is in reality a subdivision of the second skill, 

analysis. Knowledge of the subject would certainly be 

reflected in the type of Interpretation given on the various 
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i3@U93 selected for use during the debate. Additional 

knowledge of the subject should fee reflected In the rebuttal 

of the opposition^ arguments, The use of "adaptation" 

refers to the ability of a debater who is able to adapt his 

constructive and rebuttal speeches to the opponent's case* 

Again it is obvious that there is a certain degree of 

overlapping in the skill areas. A speaker's ability to 

adapt should be strongly reflected in the area of "refutation 

and rebuttal." The success of refutation is not only how 

well a debater attacks his opponent but also with what degree 

of competence he selects the arguments to refute. "Teamwork" 

deals entirely with how well the team functions together, 

Each of the other areas are defined similar to the basic 

areas already discussed. The Instructions to the judre 

simply explain the meaning of each area then directs him to 

use these skills as the only criteria for evaluating the 

debate. 

The actual value that should be applied to eneh skill 

and its importance within the debate was explained In the 

last paragraph of the instructions. 

!© particular weighing in percentages is given 
to each of those factors since they are quit© 
interrelated. They merely sttctrest a frarwwdrk 
for consideration and each judge in a particular 
debate stay utilize them as he sees fit. 
Furthermore, the iralue of each of these factors 
may vary from debate to debate. For example, a 
debate in which the negative team offered a sub-
stitute plan which is ignored by the affirmative 
could well be Judged on the basis of analysis 
alone. Both teams in this situation should be 
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aware that the debate hinges around which plan 
1® the "better solution to the problem* If the 
affirmative keeps arguing that there is a problem 
which would have been admitted by the negative 
they would obviously lose the debate upon the 
basis of analysts alone* Mare often, all factors 
are considered. If 

Therefore, in this particular information sheet it i® 

made extremely clear to the judge that no real value 1# 

attached to each of the skills. The judge was free to use 

any or all of the skills that he chose and could weigh the 

value as he deemed necessary in terns of the particular 

debate he judged. 

Forensic Tournament 

The responsibility of the affirmative and of the 

negative teams is the first item listed on the instructions 

to debate judges used at the Savage Forensic Tournament of 

Southeastern State College of Oklahoma• After explaining the 

need of advocacy and of clash and rebuttal, the four areas 

of concern for the judge are listed* The critic is 

encouraged to recognize that good debating la ©wenttally 

good public speaking. The speaker® are required to utilise 

th@«e prineiples of argumentation and persuasion to establish 

the best possible case or to oppose arguments presented by 

the other team* By this argument the major "duty of the 

speaker is to persuade his audience, or you the judge, that 

17 ' ' ' ' ' • • i . . . • 

Georgetown University Invitational Debating 
Tournament, "Instructions given to each j udge with his 
ballot." 
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he has presented the better ease. Second, good debating 

Is logical reasoning that is derived from & foundation of 

Bound evidence. It is important to recognize and dismiss 

falieclous premises that are presented during the exchange 

of arguments. Third, delivery that will result in good 

coranunlcative speech Is emphasized, The voice is evaluated 

in terms of suitability for debate. The voioe should not 

call attention to itself but rather should serve as a meditan 

for cotamunicating the speakerfs ideas* The last criterion is 

that of refutation. The attack of arguments is not to be 

limited to the rebuttal speeches, and the judge should be 

aware of the use of refutation throughout the eight speeches. 

This instruction sheet for judges is mere specific than 

the other two but still does not give a percentage value of 

the criteria sentioned, The judge is guided in the direction 

of argumentation and refutation as important aspects in 

deciding the winner, Sine® delivery is inserted to serve as 

a major criterion, the basic approach mmt be classified as 

the "skills" method. The skills are limited but are 

generally represented by the four areas listed on the 

instruction sheet• 

Golden Spread Forensic Touraaaeat 

The fourth sheet selected for examination was from the 

Golden Spread Forensic Tournament in Aiaarillo, Texas. The 
* ft "Tr- lluri'|i"1 -•"TlT :.H rw.fr. l. , u-,r r r w ~ , j - l u l ..|rrrT U 1 J 1 - L. 

Savage Forensic Tournament, Southeastern State 
College, Durant, Oklahoma, "Instructions to debate judges 
given to each judge with his ballot." 
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largest portion of this handout for the Judge is composed of 

general information on the mechanics of the contest. The 

Judge is not told specifically what standards to use but a 

value of certain skills is dictated. It clearly states that 

"more weight should be given to evidence and argument and 

refutation than to speaking ability. However, if the two 

teams are equal on evidence and argument, then the team 

doing the superior speaking should win. Make your decision 
TO 

considering all of the factors of the debate, , , ,* The 

information provided, rather than listing each of the normal 

items used to judge a contest, lists only three items. More 

importantly, there is a definite value placed on evidence 

and argument over delivery. At least the Judge does have a 

smis© of standards with which he is to be most concerned 

during the development of the debate, 

.tournament at The University of 
Sou€Kern l^ga'Cillppj ' 

The suggestions to debate judges used at the tournament 

afe The University of Southern Mississippi is primarily an 

explanation of the speaking order of the debaters and the 

needed Information for filling out the ballot* The single 

comment concerning the decision is that the decision should 

go to the team who „ ,in your estimation did the better 

19 
. &@l«®n Spread Forensic Tournament, Amarillo. Texas, 

"Instructions given to each judge with his ballot,* 
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job of convincing you of their arguments. Although the 

standard American Forensic As sociation Form C ballet was 

used, the instruct ion sheet placed m strong emphasis on who 

won the arguments. The Judge eould easily become confused as 

to the purpose of listing the several ski11a on the ballot 

when he is suited to decide who won the arguments. 

Centra1 State College Tournament 

The final instruction sheet to be considered in this 

review was the sheet from the Central State College 

Tournament in Edm©nd# Oklahoma, There are two pages of infor-

mation for the Judge. The first page esqplalns the role of the 

affirmative team as the advocate and the negative team as the 

aggressor. The seoond page deals entirely with evaluating 

debaters and awarding the decision# An outline for the 

Judge's benefit elarlfies the material projected for hit 

consideration* 

A. Evaluation 
1# Oase end analyst® 

a. Was the argument in the ease grlma facie? 
Would this speech compel action "I? there 
were no opponents? 

t»* Was the evidence sufficient to establish 
a reasonable presumption (probability) 
for each argument? 

c. Bid the speaker's argument reveal a basic 
grasp ©f the proposition? 

^University of Southern Mississippi Tournament. 
"Suggestions to Debate Judges," 
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2# Attack and defense 
a. Was the refutation of opponents* 

arguments clear, reasonable* and 
supported by evidence? 

b. Was tfa® defense or rebuilding of 
argument® clear, reasonable, and 
supported by evidence? 

e« Did the speaker select the most 
vital arguments for attack and 
defense?" 

3* Presentation 
a. Was the speaker's um of voice and 

bodily action effective without 
being exhibitary, calling attention 
to itself aa "technique*? 

b* Mas the speaker * s attitude toward 
hi® opponents courteous, fair, and 
isatwre? 

c. Did he reveal an understanding of 
debate as a method? 

B# Giving the decision 
1* You may vote on the basis of: 

a» All three evaluation items listed above• 
b. The total skill in debating demonstrated# 
e* What the tea® did as a team, 

2. Do not vote on the basis of: 
a» Your private opinion on the proposition. 
b# The smoothness ©f the speaker's delivery 

alone, 

c» "EfWe exchange of argument alone, 21 

fhree major areas expressed are case and analysis, attack 

and defense, and presentation^ A combination of all three 

areas is the first suggestion for evaluating the debate# If 

the Judge does not want to limit himself to Just these three 

areas, he say also consider the total debating skills. His 

last consideration is determining Hwhat the team did as a 

21 
Central State College Tournament, "The Outline given 

to the judge to guide him in determining his decision." 
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team." It Is Important to recognise that those suggestion® 

are among the few that explicitly dictate to the judge the 

standard for his judgment» In addition, the sheet explains 

that judgment should not bo formed on the basis of only 

delivery or the exohange of arguments * The indication is 

that he should judge on several factors and not limit his 

decision on the basis of only one specific area, The judge 

is definitely directed away from deciding on the issues of 

the debate* The additional discouragement from tuslng only 

delivery is clear and meaningful for the critic# The 

eiq»hasis is placed upon the use of several criteria with 

special attention upon case and analysis, attack and defense, 

and delivery# 

Ideally, in any debate tournament the director should 

call a neeting of all persons, both local judges ami 

attending coaches, and discuss the bases or basis for 

deciding the winner of the forthcoming debates. An under-

standing of the proper emphasis of the debate would provide 

more uniformity for the entire tournament. Since this is 

seldora possible, the next best approach, and one often 

practiced, is to issue an instruct ion sheet describing the 

factors to be evaluated. Of the several instruction sheets 

reviewed, most were indefinite as t-> the desired standards 

for judgment. Two sets of instructions explained the need 

22 
Ibid. 
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for evaluating the argument& presented* Others indicated 

the use of debating skills as the means of determining the 

winner. All the Instruction sheets lacked a specific inter-

pretation of the criteria necessary for the judges to render 

consistent decisions. Therefore, the intention to help the 

Judge was not fully accomplished became of the lack of 

information and standards to follow, The tournament 

directors* philosophy reflected in the instruct ion sheets 

issued to the judges is in keeping with the ballots used in 

that neither the Instructions nor the ballots limit the 

Judge®* standards for determining the winner of a debate* 

Rather, the instructions serve only to provide a system by 

which the judge may make his own choice as to the necessary 

criteria he wishes to use. 

Chapter Summary 

For those judges of the "skills" school, the major 

purpose of the debate ballot is to list the areas by which 

the contest must be Judged, The only complication derived 

from this is in the determination of which specific criteria 

should be selected. In contrast, those persons of the 

"issues" school believe that since the debate raust be 

decided upon the issues which are presented and refuted, in 

no way must the ballot decide the winner of the debates It 

must serve only to reflect the decision made by the judge, 

independent of the materiel listed on the ballot. The wain 

function of the ballot is to reflect the decision of the 
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judge and to report the quality of the debaters1 work, This 

report can be In the for* at individual or team ratios or a 

rank!nr. of the individual speakers* 1*h« ballot should! be 

designed to provide further help for the students in the 

development of their debating ability. 

k quick glance at the several type® of ballots used 

confirms the feet that there is definite indecision as to 

the proper categories to be used by the Judge# The divided 

sections of the skill cress found on ballots range from 

three or four items to the elaborate ballot listing as many 

as nine specific areas which are to be rated* The ballot 

selected to represent the "issues" school had first of all a 

plaee to record the winner of the debate; and second, a 

place to rate the team or individual speakers. This rating 

would not necessarily fee divided into the skill areas but 

would be Just an overall rating of performance# 

The debate ballots used in tournament competition range 

f*om the simple win-loss ballot to the more detailed ones 

used for determining the skills of each debater. Bach bal-

lot, as well as the American Forensic Association ballot, 

did not specify the method that the Judge should use to 

determine his decision• In each oaso the ballot asked 

specific information of the Judge but neither dictated a 

value on any of the skill areas listed nor indicated that all 

areas are equal in value, The ballot used at the West Point 

National Tournament did not provide for skill areas to be 
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rated, This provided an approximate comparative level of 

each team arid did not lead the jufipje in making his decision# 

The judge was free to decide on the skill® presented or on 

just the issues von or lost in determining his decision. 

It would be normal to expect that the Instruction 

sheets which are usually handed to the Judjre before the debate 

would indicate the method by which the decision should be 

readied. In those surveyed, the most preferred evaluation 

procedure of instruction sheets was vague and undefined. 

Some of the sheets indicated that argumentation should be 

valued higher than other areas, but no explanation as to how 

rauch higher was given. In one case the judge was guided to 

wake his decision on the total performance of the team, the 

case presentation and the attack and refutation, or the 

debating skill of the team. The judge was not to make his 

decision just on delivery or on the exchange of arguments. 

The use of either the American Forensic Association 

ballot or a specially designed ballot should reflect some 

specific method of evaluating the two teams and awarding the 

decision. The ballots and the instruction sheets made an 

attempt to guide the judges' decisions, but they were broad 

in their statements and noncommittal in the exact preferred 

criteria to be employed in decision making. An attempt 

should be made before each tournament to brln# the judges 

together in deciding on a more unified procedure of evaluating 

th® debates• The ballots wer© not specific but indicated that 
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most of the tournament directors would encourage the decision 

to "be granted on the crrounde of which team demonstrated the 

better skills In total debating technique. However, It must 

be reeop:nlred that a ®lgnlfleant number of toiTrnsMente, 

includInp the National West Point Tournament, employed a 

ballot that did not lead the Indpe toward akills but toward 

the winning of arguments as the primary criterion in 

deciding the winner of a debate. 
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ACTUAL CRITERIA BMPLOYED BY TOURNAMENT JTJTOES 

It i® the height of Inconsistency for us, as 
coaches, to stress to our debaters the impor-
tance of knowing and following the rules of 
debate, and then to subject them to b© judged 
on how well they have learned and are able to 
apply what they have learned, by a judge who 
is not familiar with the yardstick by which 
the progress of these students should be 
measured, 1 

The attack against debate judges 1® always heard after 

each tournament. The coaches recognize the problem exists 

because of the lack of acceptable person® available for 

judging, but the students continue to complain about the 

type of judge that is asked to serve as a critic. To 

leaders in the debate field, the Inconsistency of the grounds 

for determining winners is alarming. In each tournament, 

there are always reports of judges who asked the debaters to 

explain the normal speaking order or the basis for a good 

debate. Students often report that the judge just could not 

have' voted against them in that particular debate but later 

when the results are announced they were mistaken on their 

assumption. Such feelings about this type of Judge were 

dlsoussod in The Forenaic in March, 19!>9» In his article, 
_ llL>...... 

Roy T, Baker, "Shall Provide Qualified Judges," 
The Forensic, XLIV (March, 1959), p. 67. 

137 
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Roy I1, Baker explained that at a tournament he had recently 

attended a 

centle.aan had accompanied another team whose coach 
"had something else on and couldn't eome.M This 
judge wa3 director of the department of religious 
education, end probably veil qualified In his 
field. Curing the course of the meal he told me 
that he had Judged an "excellent, old-time, fire-
eating team just before lunch." When 1 inquired 
as to what he 'meant, he replied that this team 
had completely overpowered their opposition with 
a barrage of some twenty questions—most of them 
In rebuttal—"so m a y that they couldn't possibly 
answer them a111". 2 

Accusations are continually made concerning the inferior 

quality of debate judges. Because of the Incongruity in 

debate decisions in a tournament, there is a need to inves-

tigate the bases for Judges» decisions. 

This chapter reports a study made of four debate 

tournaments held in the Southwest. The study was made in an 

effort to discover more about the actual practices the 

debate judges employed for tournament use. What type of 

judge was used during the debate? What does he consider to 

be most important in a debate? How much emphasis does he 

place on argumentation, organization, analysis, and delivery? 

The answers to each of these quest ions and others were sought 

in the special study. One of the problems for this study was 

to construct an acceptable questionnaire that reflected the 

basic philosophy of m o h judge and explained the value he 

placed on each of se-reral debating skills. 

2Ibid. 
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Special Questionnaire for Judges 

The first criterion for the construction of this 

special questionnaire was that it should be as simple as 

possible and jet sufficiently clear to explain its purpose 

and to record accurate information from each, judge# 

therefore, the ballot in this study was designed to occupy 

no more than one single page so as not to offer a difficult 

task# preventing judges from beconinp discouraged in com-

pleting the questionnaire. Second, the information asked of 

the judge was specific, uncomplicated in language style, and 

sought to identify the philosophy of the judge toward debate 

judging. Third, the ballot was designed in such a way so as 

not to lead the judge In answering the several questions, but 

to obtain the most accurate information possible. Fourth, a 

portion of the ballot was developed to discover the judge1s 

occupation and his experience in judging debate* Fifth, the 

ballot was used in actual debate competition but not in such 

a way as to interfere with or affect the routine of the 

tournament or the decision of the judge being questioned* 

Administering the Questionnaire 

The survey was conducted during four different tour-

nament 3 and permission was granted for use of the study. A 

snail envelope, J-| by 6-| inches, was inserted into the 

regular envelope that contained the debate ballot for that 

specific round of debate. In this way the envelopes received 
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by the judge was the aane as those received in each of the 

other r ounds« In the upper left portion on the outs Ids of 

tli© srao 11 envelope containing the questionnaire was printed, 

in capital letters, "3FHJIAL QUSSTIOHiTAISE F m 

ZWC-JW,n Iranedlately under the title were the instructions 

to the judge, "Pletae do not open until after you h a w com-

pleted jour ballot«w Tho jiidge corbie ted the regular debate 

ballot and then opened the smaller envelope to answer the 

questionnaire. In this manner the study in no way Inter-

fered with the judge's dee1®ion of the debate* After filling 

in the necessary information on the questionnaire sheet# the 

judge then placed the sheet back into the envelope with the 

ballot and returned it to the tournament director. 

In each of the four tournaments, the special ballot was 

distributed to the judges in just one of the rounds of debate. 

The purpose of using only one round was to prevent any judge 

from filling in more than one of the questionnaires. The 

major intention was to discover in any one round of debate 

the type of judge that was used and the basis for his 

decision as to who won the debate. To further insure that a 

debate coach who might be in attendance at more than one of 

the tournaments did not fill out more than one questionnaire, 

an announcement was made instructing that the questionnaire 

should not be filled out by a judge for a second time. 
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Argumentst Ion versus P@bati.ag Skills 

The special ballot was divided into three separate 

parts# The first part was designed to discover the basic 

philosophy of the Judge in making debate decisions, The 

survey of current textbooks, articles in speech periodicals, 

and the modem debate ballots reflect the differences of 

belief between the "issues" and the "skills" approaches to 

judging. The judge was asked to Indicate which of the two 

schools of thought came closer to representing his own 

belief. To help make the difference clear to the Judge and 

to explain the contrast between the two, a set of 

instructions was provided. The basic difference was 

explained as follows: 

Judges often disagree on the basis for determining 
the winner in a competitive debate* Some base 
their decision entirely on AMDMEfCTATI011 they 
decide who won the argument, virtually disregarding 
such factors as delivery, organization, ethics, 
etc., which are frequently found on a debate 
ballot. Others base their decision on GENERAL 
DEBATING SKILL. They give approximately equal 
value to the"skills that a debate should exhibit, 
with argumentation just one of the factors con-
sidered (although it may be the most Important 
single factor in his judgment). To the®# Judges, 
it is possible to lose the argument and still win 
the debate by demonstrating a superiority in 
overall skill* 

Immediately following the set of instructions, the 

judge was asked to indicate which of the two philosophies 

best expressed the basis for his determining the winner of 

a debate. He wis given a choice between only two 

philosophiest 

mailto:P@bati.ag
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Argumentationi argument® se l«c ted # evidence 
used , ' answers t o opposing arguments, 

Debating s k i l l s : a n a l y s i s , arguments, d e l i v -
ery , r e f u t a t i o n , e t h i c s , o rgan iza t ion , and 
o ther f a c t o r s normally found on debate b a l l o t s . 

In t h i s way the judge was d i r e c t e d t o i n d i c a t e which 

phi losophy bes t r e f l e c t e d h i s b e l i e f and not neoes sa r l l y 

which one he had used i n t he debate t h a t he had Jus t judged. 

The p o s s i b l e occurrence of a unique dec i s ion in a p a r t i c u l a r 

debate not r e f l e c t i n g the t r u e philosophy of t he judge f o r 

a l l debates was e l imina ted . 

Debating S k i l l s 

The rmxt p o r t i o n of the b a l l o t was designed t o accom-

p l i s h t h r e e sepa ra te f u n c t i o n s . F i r s t , t he b a l l o t was t o 

r e f e r t o t h e s p e c i f i c debate j u s t judged by t h e o r l t l o , and 

t o r e f l e c t the c r i t e r i a he employed f o r determining t he 

winner. The ob jec t was t o d iscover what s tandards of 

judgment were a c t u a l l y used by the var ious judges in a 

s p e c i f i c s i t u a t i o n . Second, eaeh of t h e major s k i l l a r eas 

t h a t were used on the s tandard American Forensic Associa t ion 

b a H o t was l i s t e d * The s e l e c t i o n of t h e same d i v i s i o n s of 

debate was made to s i m p l i f y the t a sk of t h e judge and t o keep 

constant the s tandards t h a t were being used, f h e y werei 

% Analys is 

% R e f u t a t i o n 

% Del ivery 

% Evidence 

Jf» Organ! eat Ion 
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To allow for the difference in standards that a judge 

might nee in the debate, a sixth alternative was added so 

that the Judge could fill in the separate are®, The sixth 

area was listed aa % Other ( )» 

Then to help clarify any problem* that the Judge encountered, 

space was provided for any comments that needed to be made t© 

help clarify his answers. 

The Judge was asked to consider each of the skills 

listed and then indicate the percentage vain® that reflected 

the weight that he placed on each skill during the debate* 

The percentage value listed by the Judge could then be used 

to determine the importance that he placed on each of the 

standards and could then be averaged to the percentage 

values of all the other judges to determine the relative 

value placed on each in an actual tournament. The reason 

for using a percentage value in place of any other system was 

that these figures could be used also as a rating scale. For 

example, if a Judge gave evidence the highest percentage 

value, then It would be quite obvious that he would rate evi-

dence as first in importance, In the same manner, if he 

should give the lowest percentage to organlsat1on, then it 

would Indicate on a scale that he rated organization of 

least importance and placed it lowest in value* Therefore, 

by using the system of percentages for each of the debating 

skills It was possible to record the relative importance of 

each in relationship to any one or all the other skills. 
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The final part of the special questionnaire was 

designed to discover important facts about the judge who 

filled in the information. Since validity Is of extreme 

importance, the Judge was asked not to alga his mme for 

fear that some Judge wight be reluctant to answer the 

questions honestly should his name be attached to the 

material# This was made clear to the judge in the final 

paragraph which stated, "Do lot sign your name or in any way 

reveal the Identity of the judge. The person filling in this 

information shall remain anonymous. The information obtained 

will be most vital in research for a master1& thesis on 

debate Judges," 

Four specific questions were then asked of the Judges 

Occupation? 

Are you now op have you ever been a 
debate coach? 

Have you had formal debate training? 

Number of debates Judged? (Please circle one.) 

0-10 11-50 $1 and above 

It was important to discover the relative value of the 

several debate skills to Judges of different occupations, It 

is possible that judges ®f certain occupations would tend to 

Place more emphasis on some aspects of debate than upon other 

areas. An example Is the possibility that lawyers would value 

evidence or reasoning higher than delivery, The divisions of 

several different occupations of the Judges would provide 
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several possibilities of deriving important data from the 

quest lonna lres« 

The next two questions dealt with the debate back* 

ground of the judge, first asking If he wee now or had ever 

been a debate coach, end second asking if he had ever had 

formal debate training. This division was designed to dis-

cover If debate coaches Judge debates In the sane wanner or 

quite differently from lay judges. In addition, it gave an 

opportunity to compare the standards of those who had had 

debate training with those who had not had formal training* 

Formal training in debate would lnelude those persons who 

were not coaches or had not taught debate, but who in school 

had taken pert in either actual debating or debate courses. 

The final question seeking information about the judge 

was a choice of divisions to be circled indicating the num-

ber of debates he had judged* His selection was from 0-10, 

11«J>0, or £l and above. The judge's experience in actually 

listening to a debate and determining the winner may affect 

his evaluation of the debate. This sectioning provided an 

opportunity to divide the ballots into the three experience 

areas to discover if there is a significant relationship 

between the number of debates judged and the erphaeis placed 

on judging standards. 'Ph® reason for using only the three 

experience divisions was that a aore specific breakdown as 

to the actual number of debates judged would reflect little 

as to the criteria chosen. Any person who had judged less 
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than ten debates was considered a beginner at judging while 

a person who bad judged more than fifty debates would 

probably be very interested In debate and would be deeply 

concerned with the standards for judging. Any persons 

between these two levels would usually hair® had a debate 

background but would not be professionally involved In 

debate. Only a comparison of the three divisions would 

reveal the relationship of the standards used by the judges 

of different occupations, debate orientation, and judging 

experience. 

Tournaments Selected for the Survey 

Having several debate t ©umaaents available for possible 

Invest teat ton, certain principles had to be established to 

determine which tournaments would be selected. Although It 

was possible to send the ballots to a tournament in which 

Worth tFexas State University's debate teams were not 

participating, it was muoh easier to work with a tournament 

If one of the North Texas coaches was there to assist in 

administering the special questionnaire. Second, a ®ta»v®y 

of tournaments in different regions would reflect a wider 

coverage of debate coaches in several regions, fo provide 

a total of over one hundred questionnaire sheets to be 

tallied, four tournaments were selected for study. 
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Colden Spread Forensic tournament 

Each year the Chamber of Commerce in Amarillo, Texas, 

sponsors a tournament with the leadership of several visiting 

coaches. The coaches form a panel to a drain! ster the various 

events* Because Amarillo is in the extreme northwest corner 

of the state, schools from a six-state area were in atten-

dance, with representation of twenty-seven colleges from 

Colorado, Wyoming, Kansas, Oklahoma, lew Mexico, and fexas* 

Although many colleges and states were involved, the most 

unique aspect of this tournament is that only lay judges 

from the Amarillo area judge the events. From this tour-

nament , it was then possible to study those persons who are 

not formally oriented in debate hut who have served as a 

debate judge several times in this annual tournament. A 

total of thirty-eight debates were held in each round com-

bining senior and junior divisions of menfs and women's 

debates. 

Baylor Invitational Forensic Tournament 

The debate tournament held at Baylor University was 

selected for use because of the -variety and sis© of the 

colleges in attendanoe. Thirty-nine universities and 

colleges in areas from California to Mississippi and from 

Texas to Kansas attended. The Majority of teams were from 

larger colleges and universities though a few junior colleges 

were invited. With 120 debate teams co&petlng in the men's 

and women's junior and senior divisions, there were sixty 
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debates each round, The four divisions were not equally 

representedj the majority of teams were in the junior men's 

division and the Isaat number i:i senior women's division. 

There were four rounds of preliminary debate and four rounds 

of elimination debate that followed the preliminaries. The 

survey was conducted during one of the preliminary rounds. 

Abilene Christian College Tourawaent 

Immediately following the Baylor tournament, a third 

survey was taken at Abilene Christian College. The unlvan-

ities and junior ©alleges attending were fa?om states ranging 

from California to Kansas, the majority of schools being 

from Oklahoma and Texas, Th© debate teams were divided into 

Junior and senior men's division and women's division. A 

total of thirty debates composed each round of the pre-

liminaries in the tournament. The majority of the judges 

were debate coaches ©f visiting teams. Bach school that 

brought extra teams was required to furnish extra judges to 

help meet the densiad of the additional debates. The 

remainder of the persons who served as Judges were members 

of the faculty at Abilene Christian College. The other 

aspects of the administration of the tournament were in 

keeping with the other tournaments in the region. 

Gulf States Invitational Tournament 

The fourth tournament to be studied in the survey was 

the Gulf States Invitational Tournament at the TJniversity of 
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Southern M i s s i s s i p p i . Being In t h e south , tnany school® t h a t 

a r e unable t o a t t end some tournaments because of seg rega t ion 

r u l i n g s i n t h e i r s t a t e s were in a t tendance a t t h i s tournament. 

A t o t a l of th i r ty-on© co l l eges from the ten s t a t e s of Alabama, 

Arkansas, Georgia, Louis iana , M i s s i s s i p p i , Missouri , 

Oklahoma, South Caro l ina , Tennessee, and Texas p a r t i c i p a t e d . 

The debates were divided In to sen io r and jun ior sec t ions} 

the combination of t h e two d i v i s i o n s provided t h i r t y deba tes 

f o r eaeh round# The judges were composed of debate coaches 

from the p a r t i c i p a t i n g c o l l e g e s , " q u a l i f i e d " persona of t h e 

l o c a l community, and members of t h e f a c u l t y a t t h e 

t Jh ivers l ty of Southern M i s s i s s i p p i . The tournament was 

t y p i c a l in i t s admin i s t r a t i on of events and was q u i t e r e p r e -

s e n t a t i v e of o ther tournaments. 

•Recording t h e Resu l t s of t h e Spec ia l B a l l o t 

The ques t ionna i re b a l l o t s were divided in t h r e e ways t o 

ob ta in t he necessary in format ion . The f i r s t breakdown con* 

oen t ra ted on the occupations of t h e judge; the second, t h e 

exper ience of the judge in judging debates* The f i n a l 

breakdown was r e l a t e d t o the j udge ' s formal debate t r a i n i n g . 

The number of re turned b a l l o t s was high from each of t h e 

fou r surveyed tournaments. The fo l lowing t a b l e i n d i c a t e s 

t he b a l l o t s from each tournament. 



TABLE I 

TOlIRfAKHRT RBPRESfStTATIOH 

ISO 

Tournament 
lumber of 

Ballots Given 
to Judges 

lumber of 
Ballots 
Returned 

Number of 
Usable 
Ballot® 

Abilene Christian 30 2? 2lj. 

Baylor Invitational 60 Si if.6 

Golden Spread 38 36 33 

Gulf States 28 2$ 22 

A total of 139 "ballots were returned from a possible 

total of 156, It is common practice for a few persons to 

refuse to answer a questionnaire5 this explains the dif-

ference In the number of ballot® issued and the number 

returned* Although some judges may simply have not filled In 

the information, it is important to recall that before each 

round in which the survey was used an announcement was mad© 

requesting, judges who had already filled in the questionnaire 

at another tournament not to answer the second questionnaire. 

Since several of the same schools were in attendance at two 

or more of the tournamenta, it la quite possible that a 

portion of the coaches did not return their second ballot, 

Proa this group of 139, there were 12,$ usable ballots. Some 

of the Judges only partially filled in the requested material 

or did not fill in the proper information blanks. These 

ballots were not used, 
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Arfmraentation versus 'Debating Skills 

Since on© of the purposes of this study was to determine 

the basic philosophy of the judge in judging a debate, the 

difference between ar gursienta t i on and debating skills was 

recorded. The total rramber of ballots were divided three 

times to construct the divisions of occupations, jndrlng 

experience, and formal debate training# In each case, the 

majority of judges valued, total debating skills as the pri-

mary factor In determining a debate winner, The ratio in 

each portion of the division remained similar* Debating 

skills registered just slightly over twice as tmnj votes ®a 

did argiiaentation# It is significant to note that the 

American Forensic Association "ballet was used by each jwSge 

just prior to his filling out the information for this 

sttt*vey. The ballot implies that all debating skills are of 

equal value and that each skill mist be used to determine the 

winner of the debate, Therefore, with the strong influence 

that the ballot sruat have placed on many judges, it ia 

interesting that almost on© out of three judge® still chose 

argumentation as wire important than total debating skills in 

judging a debate. 

Examination of the answers of those in the "argumen-

tation" and "debating skills" groups reveals a difference in 

the rating of akilla by each rroup» The thirty-six persons 

who Indicated that the "school of argumentation" best repre-

sented their philosophy of judging tended to place greater 
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emphasis on the sreas of analysis# refutation, and evidence 

than on the other skills. In the rating of detent© skills, 

one would normally expect a judge who classified hInself In 

the "arguaientatlon school" to place strong emphasis on the 

argumentation elements. The majority of the argumentation 

judges maintained a strong reletIonship between their phi-

losophy and the emphasis on argumentation skills; however, a 

few judges made only a slight decree of difference In the 

value placed on each of the skills In the particular debate 

judged. This could be possible either because he was judging 

a unique debate, or he was not actually In the "argumentation 

school.* In the same way, the elrhty-nlne judges who 

indicated that they were In the "skills school*1 tended to 

place a more equal value on each of the five skills. Like 

those judges of the "argumentation school," a small portion 

of the judges demonstrated exception to their philosophy by 

placing a large difference between the Hated skills. This 

difference could be because of the particular debate judged 

or the inconsistency of the judge's philosophy with his 

actual decision. 

To evaluate the ratings of the judges In each division, 

one important observation must be made. If a judge should 

place a value of twenty per cent on each of the five listed 

skills, there would seem to be an emphasis on argumentation 

since three of the skills deal with argumentation. However, 

that particular judge would be classified as a member of the 



"skills school" because of the equal value pieced on each 

skill# Therefor®, If a total rating of sixty per cent were 

recorded on analysis, refutation, end evidence, the judge 

would a^ree with the "skills school" philosophy# 

The information discovered on the ballots checking 

"ar^umentation" or those checking "debating skilie" was 

recorded bj two method©* first, the table indicates the 

total percentage each of the "argumentation" ballots 

awarded to the areas of analysis* refutation, and evidence# 

Also, Table II indicates the total percentage awarded by the 

"debating skills" ballots to the three areas of 

argumentation* The same three areas were used for each 

school of thought so that a comparison could he made* 

Second, the table indicates the amount of difference recorded, 

in the value of the lowest rated skill in contrast to the 

highest rated skill* For instance, if a judge tod rated 

organisation least with ten per cent and refutation highest 

with fifty per cent, a difference of forty per cent was 

recorded, 

A comparison of the ballots of the two schools of thought 

reveals several enlightening results. First, the averare per-

cent ec« awarded to analysis, refutation, and evidence by the 

"argumentationH ballots was 71 per cent. On the same three 

skills, those of the "skills" school awarded an average of 

6lf. per cent. It is clear that a definite difference existed 

in the weighing of the argumentatlon skills by the two 
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groups» However, the actual difference was not as large as 

one wtght expect. The averages of the two skills demonstrate 

the importance of all the skills but places the emphasis on 

argumentation• 

Second, thirteen, or about one third, of the ballots in 

the ,T argument at i on" school awarded the three skills approxi-

mately equal value* These judges either considered themselves 

in the " argument a t i on" school and really were not} or they 

did not ea^hasize the argumentation elements within the 

particular debate* Even more interesting was the fact that 

thirty-four of the Judges in the "skills" sehool awarded 

70 per cent or taore to the element® of analysis, refutation, 

and evidence. These persons obviously were not in the 

"skills" school, or plaeed more than normal value on the 

argumentation of the debate Judged. 

Table II reveals that the difference in percentage 

value between the lowest and the highest rated skills by 

eaeh of the groups of ballots was very similar. Three 

persons within the "argumentation" school rated all the 

skills equal in value and seven additional judges recognised 

less than l£ per cent difference between the skills. The 

"skills" group generally gave a more equal value to all 

skills but eighteen judges recognized at least a 30 per cent 

difference in certain skills. Table II lists the ratings 

of the "argumentation school" and the "skills school" 

ballots. 
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TABLE II 

ATWUMEJfTATION GROUP 

fetal Percentages for Analysis* Difference in Percentages Be-
Refutation, Evidence tween the Lowe at and the 

Highest Hated Skill 

Percentage fudges Percentage Judges 

100 % 1 80 t 1 
95 2 75 1 
90 2 70 0 
85 1 65 0 
80 3 60 0 
75 I 55 0 
70 10 50 1 
65 3 fe 2 
60 8 40 k 
55 1 35 0 
§0 0 30 1 
fe 1 25 I?. 
lio 0 20 12 
35 0 15 6 35 

10 1 
5 0 
0 3 

DEBATING SKILLS GFOUP 

Total Percentages for Analysis, 
Refutation, Evidence 

Difference in Percentages Be-
tween the Lowest and the 
Highest Hated Skill 

Percentage Judaea Percentage Judges 

100 % 
95 
90 
85 
80 
75 
?0 
65 
60 

1 
sjg 

q.o 
35 

0 
2 
2 
2 
u 
9 

15 
12 
22 
8 
9 
1 
2 
1 

80 % 75 

70 
6$ 
60 

£0 

lio 
35 
30 
25 
20 
15 
10 
5 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1 
1 
z 
1 
k 
9 
k 
17 
15 
16 
2 
16 



In eaoh of the divisions ooonpat*. o:-i, experience, and 

training, there were a^proxiraat e ly tvice as many ballots in 

the "skills school" a a there t-rcre in the "argumentation 

school.* With all types of judges involved in a tournament, 

51 was revealed that almoafc one third of the total debates 

were decided on argumentation, therefore, it Is necessary 

to recorrnisse that even though argumentation nas not generally 

accented as the basis for determining winners, it was used by 

Judges of different backgrounds and training. The actual dif-

ference was small "between those persons who Judged on 

argumentation. and those -who judged on skills* The majority 

of Snakes tended to fall between the estrones of each 

philosophy. Haeb Judge designated which school heat suited 

his concept of the percentage value swarded each 

skill did not necessarily always reflect hie belief* Host of 

the critic judges, however, did record values on the skills 

in relation to their basic belief* ^able III ahowe the 

relationship of argumentation to total debating skills in 

each of the areas of occupation, judging, and training. 

Hating the Debate Skills 

By adding the percentages listed on the several ballots 

for each division and then dividing by the number of ballots 

from that particular occupation, it was possible to record an 

average percentage given to each of the debate skills. The 

figures were extended to the second digit to help compensate 

for the fractional difference. To help clarify the number of 
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TABLE III 

f!EIAmMSI!IP OF AHG-UMEST ATI OH TO DEBATING SKILLS 

Division. Argumen-
tation 

Debating 
Skills 

Occupations 

Debate coach 5 18 

Speech, teacher 6 13 

Graduate student 3 7 
So.si.nes snan 7 18 

Public school 
tees chef 15 2? 

Housewife and 
secretary 0 6 

Total 36 89 

JtMfing Experience? 

Judped 0-10 10 28 

Juried H-50 9 25 

Judged 5l~above JL6_ 35 

Total .35 

Debate Trainings 

No formal training 13 32 

Formal training 23, $1 
Total 36 39 
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"ballots Involved, the ballots used In each division were 

recorded beside the percentage of each ©'-clll, In this way 

the overall value could be determined by adding the per-

centages and then dividing by the number of ballets, The 

rating covers only the five skills listed on the ballot 

(analysis, refutation, delivery, evidence, and organization) 

plus the consideration listed as "other." Although ttother* 

may consist of several different areas of debate, it was 

treated only as one area In the first recording of the 

information# Later a special table will explain the various 

skills written In by the debate judges and the relative 

value placed on each skill* 

Division by Occupation 

The 125> ballots that listed the ©occupation of the Judge 

were divided into six divisions. The first group was com-

posed of debate coaches who are generally considered to be 

the proper debate Judges; the second of speeeh teachers who, 

although they may not coach debate, do have a working 

knowledge of the proper debate procedure. Graduate 

assistants were categorized because of the increasing number 

used as assistant coaches in several colleges• The final 

three divisions were composed of businessmen, public 

school teachers, and housewives and secretaries# Although 

these Judges are not found in large numbers In most tourna-

ments, they are often called upon to accommodate the extremely 
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large number of teams entered or to s®rv© aa alternate judges 

when needed# 

Debate coaches.—With the combination of the four tour-

naasents, there were twenty-three debate coaches who 

completed the questlonnaire « In the percentages listed 

there was a distinct dIfference between the ratings of the 

five major skills. It is sign if leant to note that analysis 

received almost one-third of the total 100 per cent. The 

combination of analysis and refutation accounted for over 

half of the value of the skills. Organization and delivery-

were the lowest in ratlnps with delivery receiving only 

11 per cent of the total. Table TV shows the results of 

the findings on the ballots eowpleted by debate coaches* 

TABLE IV 

DEBATE COACHES 

Skill 
Total aumber 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 23 31.08 i 

Refutation 23 21.39 

T>el 1 very 23 11.Q8 

Evidence 23 20. Sh 

^rennization 23 13.2S 

Other 23 2.61 
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Speech twachers.--Nineteen speech teachers completed 

ballots with results similar to these of defeat® coaches but 

with a slightly different emphasis. Analysis was rated high# 

22 per cent, but was second to refutation with 28 per cent 

of the total value* Like the debate coaches, the speech 

teachers rated delivery lowest, averaging only 11 per cent. 

The speech, teachers disagreed with the debate coaches by 

rating organization over evidenoe. The moat Important obser-

vation is that the two groups of persons in the speech 

profession each gave over half of the total value to analysis 

and refutation and placed delivery at the bottom of the list. 

It is also important to realize that this group had the 

highest number of "other" skills of any category. The 

specific ®iaj>h&®ls on the "other® skills is revealed in another 

table. Table V reveals the findings surveyed from the speech 

teachers. 

TABLE V 

SPEECH TEACHERS 

Skill 
Total lumber 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 19 22.86 % 

Refutation 19 28.39 

Delivery 19 11.71 

Evidence 19 15.81 

Organizet ion 19 16.07 

Other 19 £.10 
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Graduate students,—With the popular use of graduate 

student:® as a second Judge for a debate tournament, the 

importance of thli division is readily apparent. Although 

the graduate student is not always training to bee©®© a 

debate coach, he is usually working toward a master's degree 

in speeeh. The rating of the skills by graduate students -

was quite different from that of either the speeeh teachers 

or debate coaches. Agreeing with the first two groups, 

the Important® was placed on refutation and analysis, with 

over half of the total amount in these two areas* 

Refutation was selected ma more important than analysis. 

The most apparent shift in values was the importance placed 

on delivery# Rather than lowest, the graduate students 

rated delivery just below evidence and above organization 

In importance. With the one exception of organisation 

below delivery, the remainder of the ratings were similar 

t© those of the other two groups of speech teachers. The 

graduate students made little distinction between analysis 

and refutation. Although there were only ten ballots 

representing the basic philosophy of graduate students, 

a close relationship existed between the graduate stu*» 

dents and the speech teacher. Table ?X explains the results 

of the ballots of the graduate students. 
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TABLE VI 

GRADUATE STTJDEKTS 

Skill 
Total Number 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 10 25.00 $ 

Refutation 10 28,£0 

Delivery 10 15.00 

Evidence 10 18.00 

Organization 10 13.00 

Other 0 0 

Businea sraen.—Buslnessroen. clergymen* and lawyers com-

pleted the twenty-five ballot® under the heading of 

"Businessmen,® Minister8 and lawyers who filled in ballots 

v«ri not sufficient in number to demand a separate section} 

th« businessmen were generally from the chamber of ©ownerm 

and were leaders in all areas of the business world* The 

rating of the skills reveals that each group was raore con-

genial than in other occupations surveyed* Unlike the speech 

teachers and graduate students, the businessmen did not 

choose analysis and refutation for half of the total value, 

Rather, analysis and refutation composed only 3? per cent. 

With the exception of evidence, all the other skills were 

rated almost equal in value. Table VII reports the infor-

mation obtained from the proup of businessmen. 
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TABLE VII 

BUSIMESSMBN, CIKRGXMSN, AID LAWYERS 

Skill 
Total Number 
©f Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analyst® 2$ 19.76 % 

Refutation 25 17.76 

Delivery 25 18.35 

Evidence 25 23 #56 

Organisation 25 17.16 

Other 25 3.V> 

Public school teachers. —This section of forty-two 

ballots contains the information reported by school princi-

pals, school teachers, and librarians. The majority of the 

ballots were filled out by elementary and secondary school 

principals. The unusually large number of "school teacher" 

Judges was credited to the Golden Spread Tournament where only 

local citizens were judges* 

Analysis and refutation, accounting for only l|3 per cent 

of the total, were of lens importance than as listed In the 

speech teacher occupations. This being the second time that 

evidence was the hiffrest rated skill, it scored 22 per cent 

of the total. Delivery and organization were at the bottom 

of the rating with delivery being the least in importance. 

Table VIII explains the data recorded from the public school 

teacher section. 
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TABLE VIII 

SCHOOL PRINCIPALS, SCHOOL TEACHERS, AID' LXBJRARTAKS 

Skill 
Total number 
of ballots 

Total 
percentage 

Analysis kz 21,1*7 % 

Refutation k,z 22.19 

Delivery If.2 lk.92 

Evidence f4.2 22.30 

Organization i|2 I6,lj.? 

Other k2 2.62 

Housewives and secretaries,-~The last occupational 

section is composed of women who are secretaries or housewives. 

This group was the smallest of all the judge sections, with 

only seven persons answering the questionnaire. Although one 

would not normally believe a housewife or secretary to be a 

qualified judge, the ballots revealed that five of the six 

women had received formal debate training. In rating the 

debate skills, the greatest emphasis was placed on evidence. 

Each of the three occupational sections that did not involve 

teaching speech placed greatest in$>ortance on evidence. The 

speech teachers placed less importance on evidence by rating 

it near the bottom in value. For the first time, analysis 

tied with evidence for the most important skill. Table IX 

shows the results of the group of housewives and secretaries. 
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TABLE IX 

HOUSEWIVES A m SECRETARIES 

Skill 
Total lumber 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 6 17.00 % 

Refutation 6 20,83 

Delivery 6 20*33 

Evidence 6 21,16 

Organ!zation 6 20.83 

Other 0 0 

Division by Sxperlease 

Since most leaders in debate feel that one of the most 

important qualities of a good Judge is that he have an exten-

sive background in Judging experience, it is important to 

examine the relationship of experience t© the value placed on 

the debating skills. By dividing the ballots into the three 

areas of experience, it Is possible to discover the total 

value placed on each skill by the judges in each experience 

group* In this type of breakdown, the occupations are of no 

real importance and are therefore combined, the only dis-

tinction in groups being those persons who have Judged either 

0-10, 11-50# or 51 and above debates. 

Judging experience, 0-10.—This section of experience 

in judging debates refers directly to those judges who have 
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never judged more than tea debates# The majority of the 

thirty-eight judges la this group participated in the Golden 

Spread Tournament« Each of the skill areas were rated 

approximately equal in value with the exception of evidence 

which had a slightly hlprher percentage. The similarity of 

the value placed on each skill reflects the lack of 

experience in judging. The values on eaeh skill indicate 

a strong contrast to the debate-oriented professions* The 

second area of emphasis was delivery, being the first time 

that delivery had been rated as important. The lowest rating 

was organization, although less than 6 per cent separated the 

first and last places. The following Table X lists the 

rating of the least experienced judges. 

TABLE X 

JUMXWG EXPERIENCE, 0-10 

Skill 
Total Sfumber 
©f Ballots 

fetal 
Percentage 

Analysis 38 18*l|2 $ 

Refutation 38 18,28 

Delivery 38 19,60 

Evidence 38 23.02 

Organization 38 17.36 

Other 38 2*50 
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Judging experience, ll-$0,~Thls group of Judges usually 

consisted of those persons who had had extensive debet© 

experience without being a debate coach* Often a judge is 

asked to assist with the university tournament eech year and 

after several years he accumulates much experience* The 

thirty-four judges Involved in this section were evenly dis-

tributed in the four tournaments. The ratings of this group 

reflect a position between the other two levels of the 

groups. First, the skills are comparatively equal In value 

as was shown by the choices of the less experienced judges. 

However, the difference that is indicated is more in keeping 

with the experienced Judges, for in both this group and the 

most experienced group, analysis is rated first in importance 

and delivery is rated least in importance. Contrasting the 

more experienced group, evidence and refutation were rated 

equal in value* Table XI explains the results of this section, 

TABUS XI 

JUDGING EOTRIIMCS, 11-50 

Skill 
Total If umber 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 3k 22.69 % 

RefutatIon 3k 21,36 

Delivery 3k ISM 
Evidence 3k 21,36 

Organisation 3k 17.31 

Other 3k 1.61}. 
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Judging exper ience , £Vabove,—The judges #10 have the 

most experience in judging usua l ly a r e debate coaches# With 

the exception of only t h r e e in. t h i s p a r t i c u l a r s i t u a t i o n , the 

number of judges answering the ques t ionna i re were e i t h e r then 

coaching debate or had coached deba te . 

The r e s u l t s of t h i s s e c t i o n were very c l o s e l y r e l a t e d t o 

those r e s u l t s in t h e debate-coach category# S i m i l a r l y , 

a n a l y s i s and r e f u t a t i o n received more than hal f of t h e value 

placed on t he s k i l l s . Evidence trots placed i n the middle of 

t h e s k i l l s wi th o rgan iza t ion and de l ive ry being l e s s 

Important . The o v e r a l l comparison of t h e s k i l l s from the 

most experienced group and t h e debate coaeh group was very 

s i m i l a r i n va lue . The r e s u l t s of t h i s s e c t i o n a r e Indica ted 

In Table XI I . 

TABLE XII 

JUDGING DCPERIMGE, £l-ABOVE 

S k i l l 
Tota l Number 

of Ba l lo t s 
To ta l 

Percentage 

Analys ts 51 26 (66 % 

Refu t a t i on 51 25,19 

Del ivery 51 11*23 

Evidence 51 19,92 
Organizat ion 51 13.90 

Other 51 2»8lj. 
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Division of Formal Debate Training 

This division consisted of all the ballots received 

during the survey with, the separation depending on the 

judge's debate training, Approximately on# third of the 

judges had not had formal debate training* The major dif-

ference in the ratings of the two opposite groups Is the 

equality of the values of the skills found on the ballots of 

the non-trained and the large degree of separation in the 

value of the skills of the group who had received training, 

A difference of only ? per osnt separated the first and last 

rated skills of the u©n-traiii®d Judge, while a difference of 

12 per cent separated the first and last rated skills of the 

trained group. The non-formally trained group rated evidence 

as most important, while the trained Judges rated evidence 

third. 

The most important aspect of the last division is the 

strong relationship with the other divisions# The value 

placed on eaoh skill by those receiving formal training is 

closely related to that recorded for the skills in th® 

division of debate coaches, the most experienced Judges. In 

the same manner, those persons who were not formally trained 

recorded information closely related to those divisions of 

persons in occupations not related to debate teaching. 

Tables XIII and XIV demonstrate the contrast in the 

Judgment of the person who has received formal training to 

that Judge who has never had training in debate procedure. 
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TABLE XIII 

WO FORMAL DEBATE TRAINIHG 

Skill 
Total Humber 
of Ballots 

Total 
Paroeatage 

Analysis k$ 18*08 % 

Refutation kS 19,88 

Delivery kS 17.88 

E^tieae® kS 23.55 

Organisation h$ 16.77 

Oth ®v 2*88 

TABLE XIV 

FORMAL DEBATE TRAILING 

Skill 
Total Httrober 
of Ballots 

Total 
Percentage 

Analysis 80 25.^7 % 

Refutation 80 23.10 

Deliverj 80 13.08 

Evlde&oe 80 20.05 

Organisation 80 35.37 

Other 80 2,US 
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Specific Skills Added to the Questionnaire 

By the Debate Judge 

On the debate questionnaire given to the Judges during 

tli# survey, some specific skills were added and a percentage 

value was given to each one, The skills written In the 

category "other* were not divided separately during the 

divisional breakdown previously discussed in this chapter. 

Because of the few additions to the list of skills, the per-

centages of each added skill would have appeared out of 

proportion to the other skills* The total of all the write-

in skills together was of no real significance to the value 

placed on the five most acceptable skills# Therefore, all 

the added skills were totaled and used a® a separate skill. 

The purpose of this portion of the investigation was to dis-

cover the various skills which were added by debate Judges 

and to discover the value placed on each. 

Moat of the ballots used only the regular skills listed 

on the questionnaire in evaluating the debates* However, 

thirty-four of the judges chose to use some previously 

unaenfcioned skill. In general, the more familiar the Judge 

was with debate, the wore likely he was to use some addi-

tional standard for Judgment. Those judges who had little 

experience usually accepted the standard® listed and did 

not add any others. Any additional observations would be 

extremely difficult because of the variety of skills listed 

and the inconsistency of the type of Judge listing it. It 
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is important that very little relationship existed between 

on® certain skill and a single group of Judges, This Indi-

cates that additional use of a specific akill was determined 

©n personal reasons and not on the general acceptance of the 

Importance of the skill. 

It also can be observed that some skills were more often 

included than others, Seasoning was the most predominate 

8kill added to the ballot. It appeared on seven ballots with 

an average value of just over V*> per cent. The skill 

appearing the most numerous times on the ballots was "overall 

effect" which carried an average value of 9 per cent. The 

least used skill was ^attitude* which appeared on only two 

ballots but still did have a value of $ per cent. 

Table XT explains the additional skill© chosen by each 

type of judge, The first figure appearing under each skill 

Is the number of ballot® listing the specific slclllj and the 

second set of numbers is the average percentage awarded to 

the skill. 

Chapter Stannary 

To determine important trends, the average percentage 

given to each skill by a certain group of judges can be CORK 

pared to the average awarded by other groups of judges. It 

is Important to recognize that in the division of judges 

according to the number of debates judged, definite trends 

are apparent. Analysis became progressively more Important 
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with the experience of the judge* Those Judges who had 

judged less than ten debates awarded only an average of 

18 per cent value to analysis while those judges with medium 

experience averaged 22 per cent value; those having judged 

over fifty debates averaged 26 per cent. 

The sane situation was true concerning refutation, with 

a progressively higher percentage being given as the experi-

ence of the judge increased. The exact opposite was true 

with delivery—the more experienced the judge the lower the 

percentage value. Evidence also became less important with 

the decreasing experience of the judge. Organisation was 

almost equal with Judges of little and medium experience, but 

became of even less value to those who had judged over fifty 

debates* The same relationship that existed with each skill 

according to the experience of the Judge also was true in the 

division of formal debate training. The Judge who had 

received formal debate training placed more emphasis on 

analysis and refutation. He also recorded a less aignifloant 

value on delivery* evidence, and organisation than did the 

Judge vho had not had formal training. 

The average value placed on the skills by the judges of 

occupational divisions also demonstrated certain definite 

trends. The most important single factor is that »«ab®rs of 

the speech profession© recognissed more inequality in each 

skill than did the members of the non-speech professions. 

Tfa® contrast in average scores for each skill by debate 
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eoaeh.es, speech teachers, and graduate students was much 

greater than by businessmen, school teachers, and housewives* 

The housewife or secretary with limited debate experience 

tended to plae® an equal value on each skill and judged the 

debate on total debate skills, On the other end of the 

scale, the debate coaches placed over half of the total value 

Just m analysis and refutation, A simple comparison of the 

average value plaeed on each skill by judges of each division 

is recorded In Table XVI. Immediately following in Table XVII 

is the important information on the background of each judging 

division. 

It Is Issporiaat to recognise that not all Judge® based 

their decision on the total skills of the debaters* Almost 

one out of three judges awarded their decision on the basis 

of argumentation. The occupation of the judge had little 

effect on his philosophy of "Issues" or "skills." Of the 

125 judges answering the questionnaire, only twenty-eight 

gav® equal value to the listed skills. By eosapsring the 

average values of the skills, It is apparent that some Judges 

placed three tim«s as much ©aphasia on one skill as ©n 

another. 

fh® ballots revealed that even though judges believe 

that they can be placed in one of the two schools of thought, 

the actual difference Is not as large as might be expected* 

Certa In judges may believe In the Importance of argument a t i oil 

"but awarded significant value <;o all the other skills, On 
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the other escireme, those Judges In the "skills" school may 

judge « debate toy the total performance but recognise « 

certain emphasis In the area of argumentation* A difference 

of 8 per cent in the importance of argumentation was 

recorded between the two groups of Judges. However, If the 

American Forensic Association ballot had not been used, the 

judges wight have recorded an even, greater difference* 

The study clearly demonstrates that the occupation of 

the judge, the experience that he has had in Judging debate, 

and whether or not h® has had formal debate training defi-

nitely affects the amount of emphasis he placed on each 

debating skill# 
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SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, M P 

ISCCMMWMTXOffS 

Summary ©f the Findings 

This study was made because of the lack of agreement 

among debate judges as to the standard "by which & debate 

should be Judged. Many forensic leaders have believed for 

some time that judges do not decide the winner of a debate 

on the same basis as debaters are taught in debate classes# 

Therefore, the purpose of this investigation was to determine 

if a relationship exists between the actual standard used by 

judged during a tournament and the theory taught in col-

legiate debate courses, lit is believed that most judges 

base their decisions upon one of two factors! 'first, with 

the major emphasis upon the arguments presented by each 

team} or second, on the total debate skill of each team with 

most skills being approximately equal In value* The judg-

ment based upon arguments includes the selection of 

"arguments, refutation, and the amount of evidence used. 

Although other factors may be of some importance to such a 

judge during a debate, his emphasis is decidedly on the argu-

ments of the team. The judgment based on the total debate 

skills involves the components of arguments, but having 

179 
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equal value are the other skills of th® debater# These 

additional skill® raay be the debater'a organieatIon of 

ideas, his use of language, his delivery of the speech, 

ethics of each team, and any other factor considered as 

"basis debate skill# 

By Means of surveying the leading college textbooks of 

debate, debate articles In speech journals, the actual 

ballots of debate tournaments, and using a special question-

naire for debate judges in actual tournaments, the problems 

of greatest significance were selected for study# These 

problems were: 

1, What type of person should be a debate Judge? 

2# Wtiat directions are given in debate textbooks 
for Judging debate? 

3« What means of evaluation are expressed in spaeeh 
periodicals? 

k* What methods of judging &y# indicated on debate 
ballots? 

5>. How do tournament judges actually dettrain# 
debate winners? 

Type of Judge 

If debating is designed to serve as an educational 

process* and if actual debate is part of the program to 

train debaters, it is only natural that the best critic 

judge would be a debate coach. Usually it is agreeable 

to the schools and to the debaters to have a debate eoaeh 

serve as a critic judge. There are many opinions as to the 

characteristics that the judge should have, but most 
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textbook authors agree that he should fall into on© of two 

basic schools of thought. 

Firsts the ideal judge is considered to be a person who 

knows all tha technicalities of debate, know® the debate 

topic and is familiar with various areas of it, puts aside 

his personal prejudices, and doas not have any close ties 

with tha school or the debaters he is judging. He must feel 

that debate is an educational activity. The importance of 

the debate is not winning, but training in the art of 

persuasion, 

A second basic concept in determining who should be a 

judge is only that he be well versed in the techniques of 

logic. It would wean that he should know logic thoroughly, 

understand the logical development of a policy question, and 

familiarize himself with the obligations of the affirmative 

and negative teams in handling a question. His major concern 

as a judge would be which team did the better job of 

argumentation. The major difference between the two 

approaches is that one ©raphaisizeg the argumentation. of each 

team while the much broader approach considers argumentation 

but also reoognisses the other aspects of debate skill. 

Textbook Philosophy of Judging Debates 
A\* • • — • 

*' The aajorlty of the textbooks plaee emphasis on total 

debate skill, 'The authors believe that the winning of an 

actual debate is secondary} the real importance in debate is 

the teaching of argumentative and persuasive skills. The 
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evaluation based on the skills of the debater is the only 

fair .method since any debate topic toads to favor oris side 

of the debate. The debate question, therefore, is only a 

vehicle "by which the four debaters demonstrate the quality 

of their debate skill, The authors of the five textbooks 

that supported the "skills* school explained that the skills 

would vary from one judge to another depending on the judge's 

personal emphasis. The authors refrained from placing any 

value on any specific sic ilia and agreed that a judge would 

evaluate each debate differently} therefore, the value of 

one particular skill would vary with each debate* In no way 

did the textbooks suggest a heavier weighing of argumentation 

by the judge# The implication was that each debate skill 

should be approximately equal In value. It is then possible 

for a team to win the arguments and lose the debate because 

of inferior debate skill. 

The remaining three debate textbooks and a book on 

debate rules support the views that the team that wins the 

argument wins the debate. The judge is expected to keep an 

accurate record of the arguments presented and the refutation 

of each team. The judge awards the deeision to the te«n by 

examining the arguments that remain unanswered after the 

debate has concluded. A decision of this type is determined 

primarily on the analysis, refutation, and evidence 

presented. The judge recognises any other skill ae a 

necessary vehicle for debate but believes strongly that the 
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clash of argument® Is of primary concern. It Is important 

that one third of the defeat© textbooks recommends the 

"argumentation" approach to judging a debate. 

Debate Evaluation Expressed In Periodicals 

The surveyed debate article® can be divided Into two 

groups. The first group Is composed of those authors who 

believe that the student should be judged on his ability to 

persuade and relate his material directly to an audience, 

7his group was classified as the "skills" school because of 

Its emphasis on the total performance of the student. The 

second group asserts that the student s hould be specifically 

judged on the development of his speech around evidence and 

logic. These writers were placed In the ^Issues" school 

because of their eraphasis on the argumentation qualities of 

the student. Although the names of "skills" and "Issues" 

were not found In any of the articles, It was evident that 

the lonr existing controversy over argumentation or total 

performance as more important still existed. The number of 

articles devoted to total performance almost equaled those 

articles concerned with argumentation. 

Decisions as Indicated on Debate Ballots 

The several types of ballots used In tournament com-

petition confirm the fact that there Is definite indecision 

as to the proper categories to be used by the judge, | The 

•kill areas found on ballots range from three or four items 
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to the elaborate ballots listing ess many as nine specifle 

areas to be used. The mjorlty of ballots select only five 

or six sM.ll areas. Bach ballot failed to Instruct the 

judge as to the Method that he should use to determine his 

decision# The ballots listing specific debate skills did 

not indicate the value that should be placed on each skill. 

The judpre could only conclude that the skills were approp-

riately equal in value, 

The instruction sheets given to judges were found to be 

vague and not clear in the desired method of determining the 

winner of the debate# Usually more space wk& devoted'to the 

procedure of foraal debating than to the standards for 

C« 

judgment• pome of the sheets Indicated that argumentation 

should be valued higher than other areas, but no explanation 

was given as to how much more important it was over the 

other areas• The failure of debate ballots and judges* 

Instruction sheets to explain the desired method of deter-

mining winners left the actual selection of criteria to the 

judge., However, the large number of ballots that listed 

specific debating skills implied that the final decision 

should be reached by a weighing of those skills. 

Actual Criteria Used bjr Tournament M g t i 

The special questionnaire revealed that not all judges 

base their deeision on the total skills of the debaters. 

Almost one out of three judges awards his decision on the 

basis of argumentation. The occupation of the judge proved 
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to have little affect on determining whether his philosophy 

tended toward "issues* or "skills." Of the 12$ judges 

answering the questionnaire, only 28 gave equal value to 

the listed skills# A few Judges placed three times as much 

weight on one skill as on another skill. The majority of 

Judges w«s somewhere in between the two extremes, They 

placed a certain emphasis on argumentation but also con-

sidered other skills Important in reaching the final 

decision, 

• A comparison of the ballots of the two schools of 

thought reveals several enlightening results. First, the 

average percentage awarded to analysis, refutation, and evi-

dence by the argumentation ballots was ?1 per cent. On the 

i8fi® three skills, those of the "skills* school awarded an 

average of 61; per cent. It is clear that a definite dif-

ference existed in the weighing of the argumentation skills 

by the two groups. However, the actual difference was not 

as large as one might expect. The averages of the two 

skills demonstrate the importance of all the skills but 

places the emphasis on argumentation. 

Second, thirteen, or about one third, of the ballots in 

the "argumentation" school awarded the three skills approxi-

mately equal value to all the skills of debate. These Judges 

either considered themselves in the "argumentation® school 

and really were notj or they did not emphasise the argu-

ment at ion elements wlthin the particular debate * Even more 



Interesting was the fact that thirty-four of the judres In 

the "skills" school awaked 70 per cent or more to the ele-

ments of analysis, refutation, and evidence. These persona 

obviously were not in the "skills" school, or placed more 

than normal -roltie on the ar<rumentation of the debste Judped. 

To determine tepertant trends, the average percentage 

plven to each a kill by a certain type of judge was compared 

to the average awarded by other groups of judges• Analysis 

became progressively more important with the experience of 

the jttdrre. ^hose judges \<too had Judged less than ten debates 

awarded only an average value of 10 per oent to analysis 

while those Judges with medium experience averaged 22 per cent 

value} those having judped over fifty debates averaged 

26 per cent. The seme situation was true concernin?, refu-

tation, with a progressively higher percentage being given 

as the experience of the judge increased. The exact 

opposite was true with delivery—the more experienced the 

judre, the lower the percentage value. Evidence also 

became less important with the decreasing experience of the 

judjMj, Organisation was almost equal with the judges of 

little and medium experience but became of less value to 

those who had judged over fifty debates. 

-he aam® relationship that existed with each skill 

according to the experience of the judge also was true in 

the division of formal debate training. The judge who had 

received formal debate training placed less emphasis on 
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d e l i v e r y , ev idence , and o r g a n i s a t i o n t h a n did t h e Judrje "who 

ht'.d not had . f o r m l t r a i ' i ^ r , 

""he average pe rcen t ac$e p l aced on the s k i l l s by t h e 

judges of occ i ipa t lona l d i v i s i o n s a l ? i demonstrated c e r t a i n 

d e f i n i t e t r c n c b . The most impor tant s i n g l e f a c t o r was t h a t 

members of t h e a pooch p r o f e s s i o n s recognized more i n e q u a l i t y 

i n each i3ld.ll then d id the rierfbers of t h e non-speech 

p r o f e s s i o n s , The housewife o r s e c r e t a r y v i t h U n i t e d deba te 

exper ience tended t o p i e c e an equa l va lue on each s k i l l and 

judged t h e deba te on t o t a l deba te s k i l l s . On the o t h e r end 

of t h e s c a l e , t h e debate coach p laced over ha l f of t h e t o t a l 

vnlu^ j u s t on a n a l y s i s and r e f u t a t i o n , 

x/» The survey of t h e a c t u a l c r i t e r i a employed by tournament 

deba te judges r evea l ed t h a t not a l l judges de termine & deba te 

winner In t h e same manner. A d i v i s i o n can be c o n s t r u c t e d by 

d i v i d i n g t h e Judges i n t o t h e " s k i l l s " and the " i s s u e s " 

s choo l s , ^*Kost Judges b e l i e v e i n t h e development of s e v e r a l 

deba te s k i l l s but p l a c e emphasis on a rgumenta t ion . The 

amount of emphasis i s r e l a t i v e t o the b a s i c b e l i e f of t h e 

j u d ^ e . ^ T h o s e of the " s k i l l s " school r a t e t h e s k i l l s a p p r o x i -

mate ly equal•C^Thooe pe r sons of t h e " i s s u e s * schoo l r ecogn ize 

s k i l l s o t h e r t h a n those dea l i ng with a rgumenta t ion bu t p l a c e 

most va lue on t h e a rgumenta t ion of t h e debate# 

Conclusions 

The o r i g i n a l c o n t r o v e r s y between 0*Weill and Wells 

con t inues t o be expressed to t h e t ex tbooks and p e r i o d i c a l s 



of debate, difference hctreen the two philosophies is la 

the approach to the pur;, one of debate. flios® persons who 

trail*ve that debate is primarily training for tha strident in 

perBiiasIon agree that argumentation ic vital but also the 

other si-ills of speaking must be Included In any decision. 

These judges who examine all the areas of debate to determine 

the total effect can be considered in the "skills" school of 

debate. Contrasting the "skills" view, some persone believe 

that the major reason for debate is the training of students 

in argunentat ion. These persons believe that the other ski H i 

of debate are only vebicles to carry the armaments and that 

the emphasis must be placed on the students* capabilities of 

srgumentatlonJ^Sach view is expressed by both the author's of 

articles and textbooks and by actual judges. The majority of 

persona tends to believe in the "skills* approach but a sig-

nificant number of writers and judges believe strongly in 

argunentation/^The ratio of textbooks and articles encour-

aging the argumentation approach is closely related to the 

ratio of the debate Judges who practiced the ar gunents t i on 

philosophy# t*ln that sense, there Is a direct relationship 

between the theoretical and the actual criteria employed by 

debate judges. 

Tournament directors should recognise the difference in 

standards by judges of varying experience. If judges of 

limited experience are employed, the decision will not bo 

based on the same standards as those standards of persons 
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weU oriented In debate# I© matter what type of judge is 

asked to decide the winners of debates, there will be si 

certain difference In values expressed on each ballot, 

7he m® of a "skills'* ballot hag & tethering effect on 

the judge's standard of judgment • If « Judge is asked to 

evaluate a debate in certain specified areas. It will tend 

to limit the extremist. Persons who would mrwally determine 

the winner by considering only one factor are encouraged to 

use a more overall approaoh of Judging. If a judge is asked 

only to declare a winner, he my be encouraged to use any 

method for deciding the winner# The American Forensic 

Association ballot, by selecting the areas of analysis, 

refutation, evidence, organisation, and delivery, does 

emphasise argumentation. Since three of the five areas deal 

directly with argumentation, a Judge must pl&« more emphasis 

on the argument® of £h# speaker* 

Debate coaches placed more emphasis on analysis than 

any other group of Judges, It is possible that analysis was 

rated high because the debate eoaofa judge actually debates 

with the debaters. He may find himself guilty of expecting 

the debater to handle the debate quest ion as he would handle 

it. On the other hand, because of the large number of 

debates heard each season, the debate coach iaay compare a 

particular debate to all other debates. If a judge involves 

his attitude of the debate subject, he will not evaluate the 

debate as it is presented. 
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Recoxamendat ions 

Within the scope of this investigation of the theeret~ 

ical and actual criteria employed by tournament judges, 

certain recommendations can be offered. 

Debate Textbooks 

1. Authors of debate textbooks should adopt a definite 

philosophy of Judging debate. The standards for judging a 

debate should be clear to the reader so that the student nay 

understand the value of the variotis debate skills, 

2. More material should be devoted to the Judging of 

debate to serve as a guide to the debater and the prospective 

debate Judge# 

Debate Ballots 

1. The debate ballot used should clearly explain the 

preferred standards for determining the winner of a given 

debate* If only argtaaantation should be considered, then it 

should be clear t© the judge. If several debate skills are 

preferred ©a a basis for judgment, the ballot should relate 

the value to be plaoed on eaeh skill. 

2. Debate directors should be strongly encouraged to 

use the American Forensic Association ballot to help stand-

ardize a ballot for tournament use. 

3. The debate ballot should contain several skills but 

an emphasis should be given to argumentation. 
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a. Refutation should be awarded twice as much value 

as- any other skill, 

b. Argumentation should constitute TO per cant of 

the total value, and organisation and delivery 

should compose the remaining 30 per cent,' 

b» Space should be provided for the judge to explain 

the basis for his decision, 

TourmBient Directors 

1* Tournament directors should work toward a more 

unified standard of judgment to be used by all judges within 

the particular tournament, 

2. When possible, the director should arrange a Meeting 

of all judges to b® employed during the toumwaent and 

present a unified basis for debate decisions to be used in 

all the debate evaluations. 

3, Instruction sheets should be provided for the 

judges (If meetings are not possible) to help explain the 

value to be given, to each aspect of debate# The sheet should 

clearly explain how the Judge should reach his decision* 

I f . , The debaters should be informed as to the standards 

to be used by the judge In determining the winners of the 

debates , 

5« The selected ballot should clearly explain the 

value of each debate skill. 
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6. The debate tournament should be organized so that: 

it is possible for & judge to offer a critique for etch 

debater and give an overall picture of his impression of 

the debate, 

7* The director should not use anyone a Judge who 

la not well oriented in debate and does not hare a thorough 

knowledge of the evaluation procedure used during the 

tournament• 

Future Studies 

1* 4 study should foe made to determine the proper 

standard for awarding the decision to a debate team* The 

acceptance of a universal standard of judgment would benefit 

both the debate coach a® well a® the debate student* 

2. A study should be made to construct a ballot that 

could b© more universally accepted by tournament directors* 
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APPENDIX A 

special ooe^xohnaxrb mm judsbs 

Judges often disagree ©n the teds for determining the winner In a 
competitive debate. Seme base their decision entirely on 
AHQlilEKTATIQMi they decide wh@ ram the argusaent, v i r tual ly d i s re -
garding such factors as delivery, organization, ethice, and e t c . , 
which ar© frequently found on a debate bal lot . 

Others base their decision on QMMM* PBBATINQ 5KILi„ They give 
approximately equal value to the sk i l l s tBat a debase should ex-
h ib i t , with argumentation jus t one of the factors considered 
(although i t my be the moat Important single factor in his 
judgment.) t o these fudges, i t i s possible to lose the argument and 
s t i l l win the debate by demonstrating superiority in overall s k i l l . 

1 . Please indicate by checking which one of these two philosophies 
best expresses the basis for year decisions in debate. 

Argumentation* arguments selected, evidence used, arid 
answers to opposing arguments, 
Debating skil ls* analysis, arguments, delivery, 
refutat ion, ethics, organisation, and any other 
factors mrmlly found on debate bal lots . 

a. Referring to ISIS debate, indicate the approximate importance you 
attached to each of the following lectors by giving a percentage 
valuet 

$ Analysis (including selection of arguaents) 
% Refutation COMMENTS! 
% Delivery 
% Evidence 
% Organisation 
% Other. 

go Mot sign your mm or in any way reveal the identi ty of the judge, 
the person f i l l i n g in th i s information shall remain anonymous, the 
information obtained will be aost v i ta l in research for a master's 
thesis on debate judges* 

Qocapation? 
Are you new'or'fetve you eya'r '*b^n'a"''deba'te* coach? """* ' " " ' 
Have yeu had formal debate training? ' 

Number of debates judged? (Circle one) G-10 11-50 5L and above 
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ABILENE CHRISTIAN COLLEGE TOURNAMENT, 196k 

PARTICIPATING SCHOOLS 

College Coaeh 

Abilene Christian College Ed Brown 

Baylor University Glenn R. Capp 

Bradley University George Armstrong 

Hardin-Siwraons University DeWitte Holland 

Howard County Junior College Mart in W, Landers 

Kansas Stat® University Ted J# Barnes 

Lubbock Christian College Bill Young 

Midwestern University Carrol Hlcfcey 

T̂ orth Te^as State University William DeMotureot 

Odessa College Wally Jackson 

Oklahoma Christian College Glenn Smith 

Oklahoma University David Berg 

Orange State College Lee K. Grannell 

Paris Junior College Mary lorment 

Badlands University E« K. Moulton 

San Angelo College J* E. Bouligny 

Southwest Texas State William I, Gorden 

Southwestern State College James Sill 

Stephen P. Austin College Charles Wise 

Texas Southern University T. P. Freeman 
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College Coach 

Texas University Tom Watkins 

University of Wichita Quincalee Brown 

Wayland College Henry barney 

West Texas Stat® Gen© Lewi® 
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APPENDIX C 

BAYL-TR milfEilSir/ TOURNAMENT, 1961*. 

PASHPIGXPATING SCHOOLS 

Abilene Christian College 

Arlington State College 

Baylor University 

Bellarmine College 

Centenary College 

Central State College 

Hardln-Sitn^one Baptist College 

Howard County Junior College 

Lamar Technolories 1 College 

Lon Morris Junior College 

Loyola University 

Mary Hardin-Baylor College 

Kldwestern State University 

lox*tli Texas State University 

Northeastern. State College 

Oklahoma Baptist College 

Ouachita College 

Panhandle A and M College 

Rice TJniversity 

San Antonio College 

Southeastern Stat© College 

Southwest Texas College 

Southwestern Assemblies of 
Cod College 

Stephen P. Austin College 

Temple Junior College 

Texas A ft M College 

Texas Christian University 

Texas Lutheran College 

Tyler Junior College 

University of Houston 

University of the Pacific 

University of Southern 
Mississippi 

University of Southwestern 
Louisiana 

University of Texas 

University of Wichita 

Mayland College 

West Texas State College 

Wharton County Junior 
College 
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GOLDEff SPREAD FORENSIC TOTJRNAMENT, 1%||. 

PARTICIPATIKG SCHOOLS 

College 

Abilene Christian College, Abilene, Texas 

Adams Stfttc , Alamosaf Colorado 

AmarlHo College, Aiaarillo, Texas 

Baylor University, Waco, Texas 

Bethany Nazarene, Bethany, Oklahoma 

Colorado College, Colorado Springs 

Colorado State, Greeley, Colorado 

Eastern New Mexico, Las Vegas, New Mexico 

Hardin«Stenon® University, Abilene, Texas 

Hutchinson Junior College, Hutchinson. 
Kansas 

Lubbock Christian College, Lubbock, Texas 

Midwestern University, Wichita Palls, 
Texas 

Worth Texas State University, Denton, 
© JE.II 3 

Odessa College, Odessa, Texas 

Oklahoma City University, Oklahoma City, 
Oklahoma 

Oklahoma State University, Stillwater, 
Oklahoma * 

Coach 

Edward M, Brown 

0, P, Harrison 

Jerry Mcftonough 

Glen Capp 

E* H, Tame 

James A, Johnson 

D# L* Holley 

Walter Brunet 

DeWltte Holland 

Tom Kelly 

Carroll Bureham 

Carroll Htekey 

William DeMougeot 

Wally Jackson 

J. D. Hoover 

Fred Tewell 
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Otero Junior College, LaJunta, Colorado 

Panhandle A. and M., Goodvell, Oklahoma 

Southern Colorado State, Pueblo, Colorado 

Texas Christian University, Fort tforth# 
Texas 

Texas Technological College, Lubbock, Texas 

diversity of Colorado, Boulder, Colorado 

University of New Mexico, Albuquerque, 
New Mexico 

University of Wyoming, Laramie, Wyoming 

Wayland College, Plainview, Texas 

Vest Texas State College, Canyon, Texas 

Western State College, Gunnison, Colorado 

B. Reyes 

Richard Walther 

L. P. Dudley 

Dave Metheny 

Jim bobbins 

R» V. Harnack 

Jack Gravlee 

Jerry Davies 

Henry Bomey 

Gene Lewis 

Ted Johnson 
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APPENDIX S 

GULP STATES INVITATIONAL f OORKAMBJTT, 1%U 

PARTICIPATINO SCHOOLS 

College 

Arkansas Stat® College, Jonesboro, 

Arkansas 

Centenary College# Shreveport, Louisiana 

Central Methodist College, Payette, 

Missouri 

Clemson College, Clerason, South Carolina 

Bmory University, Atlanta, Georgia 
Freed-Hardeman College, Henderson, 

Tennessee 

Coach 

John Benton 

Ruth Alexander 

Brice Wilkinson 

Arthur Pear 

Glenn Pelham 

James 3w?nney 

Hinda Junior College, Raymond, Mississippi Fred Brooks 

Elton Bateman Jones County Junior College, Elllsville, 

Mississippi 

Louisiana College, Plneville, Louisiana 

Louisiana State IJniveraity, Baton pouge, 

Louisiana 

Louisiana Technological, Fuston,Louisiana 

Memphis State University, Memphis, 
Tennessee 

Middle Tennessee Stat®, Murfreesboro, 

Tennessee 

ffillaaps College, Jackson, Mississippi 

Mississippi College, Clinton,Mississippi 

Mississippi State College for Women, 
Columbus, Mississippi 

Charles Parker 

Paul Barefteld 

Paul Pennington 

Norma Cox 

David Arnold 

Id Collins 

Mollis Todd 

Harvey Cromwell 
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College 

Mississippi state University, Starkville, 
Mississippi 

Coa&h 

Brad Bishop 

North Texas Stat® University, Denton,Texas William Delkmrceot 

Northwestern Stat© College, Natchitoches, Don frraham 
Louisiana 

Perklnston College, Perklnston, Mississippi Philip Llsetta 

Win Welfard Southeastern State College, Hammond, 
Louisiana 

Southwest Junior College, Summit, 
Mississippi 

Spring Hill College, Noblie, Alabama 

University of Arkansas, Fayettevtlle, 
Arkansas 

University of Georgia, Athens, Georgia 

Uhlverslty of South, Sevanee, Tennessee 

University of Southern Mississippi, 
Hattlesburp, Mississippi 

University of Tennessee, Knoxvllle, 

Tennessee 

West Georgia College, Carrollton, Georgia 

William Carey, Hattiesburg, Mississippi 

Olive Hay 

Settle Hudrens 

Bob Deutsch 

Merwyn Hayes 

Ralph Marsh 

Ben Chappell 

Joe Moriarty 

Kelson Carpenter 

Jfary ̂ reser 
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